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Abstract 

Machine tools play a vital role in any manufacturing system. The performance of 

machine tools directly affects the product quality and the production efficiency and 

effectiveness. Recent advancements in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of 

Things (IoT) and cloud computing have triggered the fourth industrial revolution 

(Industry 4.0), in which manufacturing systems are envisioned to become Cyber-

Physical Production Systems (CPPS). Current machine tools, however, are not ready to 

be integrated in or even dominate the envisioned CPPS. There is an urgent need to 

advance existing machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, intelligence and 

autonomy. 

In this context, a novel concept that represents a new generation of complete CPS-

based machine tools, i.e. Cyber-Physical Machine Tool (CPMT), is proposed. CPMT is 

the integration of the machine tool, machining processes, computation and 

networking, where embedded computations monitor and control the machining 

processes, with feedback loops in which machining processes can affect computations 

and vice versa. This research aims to provide both theoretical methodology and 

practical solutions for CPMT.  

A systematic development method for CPMT is proposed based on a generic system 

architecture, to provide strategic and technical guidelines for advancing current 

machine tools to CPMT. Focused on the data interoperability issue within CPMT as well 

as between CPMT and other systems, two practical solutions for the development of 

CPMT are proposed based on two open communication standards, i.e. MTConnect and 

OPC UA, respectively. The proposed system architectures and methodology are 

successfully validated through the practical development of two CPMT prototypes, i.e. 
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MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes. Software applications are 

developed to demonstrate the functions and advantages of the proposed CPMT. A 

consolidated CPMT Platform is also developed to establish an interoperable data 

communication environment for both MTConnect and OPC UA supported machine 

tools. The interoperability issue between MTConnect and OPC UA is addressed by 

developing an MTConnect to OPC UA Interface that can convert MTConnect 

information models and data to their OPC UA counterparts. Furthermore, two 

advanced Augmented Reality (AR)-assisted HMIs are developed to provide intuitive 

human-machine interactions and efficient decision-making assistance for CPMT. Real-

time CNC feedback-based tracking method is applied to enable faster, more accurate 

and more reliable augmented graphics rendering. 

The research work in this thesis has been reported in two journal papers and 

presented at three international conferences. 

Keywords: Machine Tool 4.0, Cyber-Physical System, Cyber-Physical Machine Tool, 

Digital Twin, MTConnect, OPC UA, Augmented Reality 
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PLC  Programmable Logic Controller 

PLM  Product Lifecycle Management 

PSS  Product-service Systems 

R&D  Research and Development 

RAMI 4.0 Reference Architectural Model Industry 4.0 
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SCADA  Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

SDK  Software Development Kit 
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SME  Small and Medium-sized Enterprise 

STEP  Standard for the Exchange of Product Data 
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TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

VR  Virtual Reality 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Machine tools are machines that are powered to cut, shape or finish metal or other 

rigid materials. They are known as the “mother machines” since they enable the 

manufacture of other machines that produce virtually everything used in daily life. In 

the realm of manufacturing, machine tools have always been playing a crucial role in 

boosting productivity ever since their advent. The performance of machine tools 

directly affects the product quality as well as the production efficiency and 

effectiveness. Recent advancements of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) such as Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud 

computing have triggered the fourth industrial revolution (i.e. Industry 4.0), in which 

manufacturing systems are envisioned to become Cyber-Physical Production Systems 

(CPPS). Current machine tools, however, are not ready to be integrated in or even 

dominate the envisioned CPPS. Owing to the unique and essential role that machine 

tools are playing in any manufacturing system, there is an urgent need to advance 

existing machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, intelligence and autonomy.  

1.1 Research Background 

This section introduces the background information of this research. The evolutionary 

history of machine tools is analysed and compared with the history of industrial 

revolutions. The origin of this research topic is then explained. 
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1.1.1 Industry 4.0  

The term “Industry 4.0”, also known as “Industrie 4.0” in German, originates from a 

strategic initiative reported in the high-tech strategy of the German government in 

2012 [1]. In general, Industry 4.0 refers to the fourth industrial revolution which has 

been preceded by three other industrial revolutions in the history of mankind. 

Industrialization (Industry 1.0) was firstly triggered by the introduction of mechanical 

manufacturing equipment at the end of the 18th century, when water- and steam-

powered machines revolutionized the way of making products. At the start of the 20th 

century, the introduction of electrically-powered mass production based on the 

division of labour resulted in the second industrial revolution (Industry 2.0). The third 

industrial revolution (Industry 3.0), also called the digital revolution, took place during 

the 1970s, when advanced electronics and information technology (IT) were deployed 

to achieve increased automation of manufacturing processes. Today, we are at the 

beginning of the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0) that is predicted to be 

triggered by the introduction of CPS into the realm of manufacturing. 

It is envisioned that in the era of Industry 4.0, businesses will establish global networks 

that incorporate their machinery, warehousing systems and production facilities in the 

shape of CPS [1]. In the realm of manufacturing, implementation of CPS will radically 

advance current manufacturing systems to CPPS. CPPS consists of autonomous and 

cooperative elements and sub-systems that are getting into connection with each 

other in situation dependent ways, on and across all levels of production, from 

processes through machines up to production and logistics networks.  

1.1.2 Machine Tool 4.0 

Machine tools enable the manufacture of virtually everything used in daily life. As an 

indispensable component in any manufacturing system, they will undoubtedly play a 

unique and essential role in the envisioned CPPS. In light of the new era of 

industrialization and the important role that machine tools play, the need to advance 

machine tools to a new level that accords to the concept of Industry 4.0 has to be 

recognized and addressed urgently. In fact, the evolutionary history of machine tools 

from the late 18th century up to the present time has, to a large extent, mirrored that 
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of industrial revolutions [2]. Machine tools have also gone through three stages of 

technological advancements from Machine Tool 1.0 to Machine Tool 3.0 as 

summarised in Figure 1.1.  

 

Figure 1.1 Industry 4.0 and Machine Tool 4.0 

Machine tools came into being when the tool-path first became guided by the machine 

itself, in replacement of direct and freehand human guidance. The introduction of the 

first generation of machine tools (Machine Tool 1.0) was closely linked to the 

industrialization from late 1700s to early 1800s. The first commercially available 

machine tools were constructed in England around 1775. Although these mechanically 

driven and manually operated machine tools required a great deal of skill and 

experience from the operators, the decades-old objective of producing 

interchangeable parts was realized for the first time.  

In the early 20th century, the surging demand of automobile manufacture pushed for 

a rapid progress of standardization and advances of machine tool design and 

construction. Since the late 1940s, Machine Tool 2.0 was triggered by the development 

and deployment of numerical control (NC) and the gradual shift from mechanical to 

electrical actuations. The first NC machines were designed for manual or fixed cycle 

operations at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the late 1940s [3]. Later, 

the enhanced NC machines (also called tape-controlled machines) enabled 
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simultaneous control of the workpiece and tool movements [4]. Although the punched 

or magnetic tapes had very limited memory and were cumbersome to be programmed, 

significant savings in manpower, machining time, cutting tools and some accessories 

were realized. These NC machine tools also helped improve product quality and cut 

down rejects. 

Machine Tool 3.0 began in around the 1970s, when the advancement of computers had 

eventually been implemented on NC machine tools, resulting in the birth of Computer 

Numerical Control (CNC) machine tools. In a CNC machine, a microcomputer stores 

machining programs that are prepared beforehand and controls the operations of the 

machine. A typical CNC system contains a machine-control unit (MCU) that comprises 

two elements: the data-processing unit (DPU) and the control-loop unit (CLU). 

Introduction of CNC machines radically changed the landscape of manufacturing. 

Complex 3D structures became relatively easy to produce. The number of machining 

steps that required human action was dramatically reduced. Part programs for 

different components can be quickly produced and executed on a single machine tool. 

CNC machines also brought manufacturing much closer to the computer-aided design 

(CAD) process by tools such as computer-aided process planning (CAPP) and 

computer-aided manufacturing (CAM). For the first time, integration of design and 

manufacturing became a possibility [5]. 

Throughout the evolutionary history from Machine Tool 1.0 to Machine Tool 3.0, 

efforts to make machine tools faster, more accurate, reliable, flexible and safer have 

never stopped. Today’s machine tools have also become more economical and 

resource-efficient [6]. Machining centres continue to offer more functions [7]. 

Technologies for machine tool components (e.g. spindle unit, bearing, control unit and 

drivers) have also contributed to the continued technological enhancement of machine 

tools [8]–[11]. Nevertheless, as we step into the era of Industry 4.0, an urgent need to 

advance current CNC machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, intelligence and 

autonomy, i.e. Machine Tool 4.0, has also been raised. 

Machine Tool 4.0 stands for a new technological evolution of machine tools that is 

currently in progress, triggered by the recent advancements of ICT such as CPS, IoT 

and cloud computing. In general, Machine Tool 4.0 defines a new generation of 
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machine tools that are smarter, well connected, widely accessible, more adaptable and 

more autonomous. 

1.1.3 Cyber-Physical Machine Tools 

In the new era of Machine Tool 4.0, deep implementations of CPS, IoT and Cloud 

computing in machine tools will inevitably advance current CNC machine tools to 

various new forms based on different capability requirements and technological 

focuses. Xu [2] proposed three new forms of machine tools as the possible solutions of 

Machine Tool 4.0, namely Cyber-Physical Machine Tools (CPMT), vertically-integrated 

machine tools, and horizontally-integrated machine tools. 

• CPMT refers to the integration of the machine tool, machining processes, 

computation and networking, where embedded computations monitor and 

control the machining processes, with feedback loops in which machining 

processes can affect computations and vice versa. 

• Vertically-integrated machine tools are those that can support end-to-end 

digital integration throughout the engineering process encompassing 

design, process planning, manufacturing, assembly, and so forth. Model-

based manufacturing such as STEP-NC-enabled CAD/CAM/CNC integration 

is one of the key enabling technologies. 

• Horizontally-integrated machine tools refer to machine tools that are 

interconnected with other manufacturing facilities and resources (e.g. 

robots, conveyors, measurement devices, enterprise resource planning 

systems) through semantics-enabled machine-to-machine (M2M) 

communications, eventually leading towards a cooperative production 

system. 

The focus of this research is on CPMT. In general, CPMT is a CPS-based machine tool 

that has the characteristics of a typical CPS, such as network connectivity, adaptability, 

predictability, intelligence, with real-time feedback loops and with humans in the loop. 

With extensive real-time machining data and computations deeply integrated with 

machine tool and machining processes, CPMT provides various types of feedback loops 
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such as autonomous feedback control, shop floor decision-making assistance and 

cloud-based analytics; all intend to improve the performance, efficiency and 

effectiveness of a machine tool. 

1.2 Identifying the Challenges 

CPMT is a new concept that aims at providing a solution for Machine Tool 4.0 by 

advancing current machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, intelligence and 

autonomy, based on recent advancements in ICT such as CPS, IoT and cloud computing. 

Due to the novelty of this research topic and the diversity of technologies involved, 

identifying the challenges of developing CPMT is of great importance.  

CPMT attempts to accommodate to and eventually dominate the next generation of 

manufacturing systems such as CPPS and Smart Factory envisioned by Industry 4.0. 

Thus, the features, requirements and design principles of Industry 4.0, to a large extent, 

also apply to CPMT. The design principles of Industry 4.0 scenarios include [12]: 

• Interoperability – machines, devices, sensors and people that connect and 

communicate with one another. 

• Information transparency – the systems create a virtual copy of the physical 

world through sensor data in order to contextualize information. 

• Technical assistance – both the ability of the systems to support humans in 

making decisions and solving problems and the ability to assist humans 

with tasks that are too difficult or unsafe for humans. 

• Decentralized decision-making – the ability of cyber-physical systems to 

make simple decisions on their own and become as autonomous as possible. 

Recently, there has been a surge of research on the development of CPS-based 

manufacturing systems in respect of the design principles [13], [14], system 

frameworks [15] and implementation strategies [16]. These researches mainly 

focused on the implementation of CPS in the entire manufacturing system. There has 

not been a systematic solution specifically for a complete CPS-based machine tool (or 
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CPMT). On the other hand, extensive research has also been conducted with respect to 

the development of intelligent functions for a machine tool, such as CPS-based 

condition monitoring and prognostics [17], adaptive control [18] and machining 

parameter optimization [19]. These functions are usually developed as standalone CPS 

or add-on CPS modules, and hence are difficult to integrate or cooperate with other 

functions of the machine tool. To put it another way, machine tools have not yet been 

considered as a complete CPS (or CPMT) from a systematic point of view. Therefore, 

the first challenge is to propose a systematic development method for CPMT that 

provides guidelines for advancing current CNC machine tools to CPMT. To 

achieve this, generic system architecture of a CPMT needs to be proposed to provide a 

systematic implementation strategy considering various enabling technologies. Each 

critical component as well as their corresponding functions in a CPMT need to be 

defined. The key enabling technologies for developing a CPMT need to be 

comprehensively reviewed and discussed. 

The core of a CPMT, as well as the most significant advancement of CPMT compared to 

traditional CNC machine tools, lies in the Machine Tool Digital Twin (MTDT). MTDT 

refers to the Digital Twin of the machine tool. Digital Twin is a critical component of 

any CPS. In this research, the primary function requirements of the MTDT include: 1) 

comprehensively representing the characteristics and real-time status of the machine 

tool, 2) monitoring and controlling the machine tool with built-in computation and 

intelligence, and 3) transmitting the field-level manufacturing data to different 

applications such as advanced Human-Machine Interfaces (HMIs), Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) systems and cloud-based services to provide efficient 

decision-making assistance for different users.  

Modelling of the MTDT is a critical challenge. CNC machine tools are complex systems 

comprising various types of mechanical and electronic components, peripheral 

devices and sub-systems. Different types and brands of machine tools usually have 

different structures and components. In order to comprehensively and intuitively 

represent a physical machine tool in the cyber world, a generic, extensible and 

standardized information model that is capable of representing the logical structure 

as well as the real-time status of each critical component of the machine tool must be 

developed. In previous research, a considerable amount of effort has been paid on 
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developing different information modelling methods for machine tools. For instance, 

Yang and Xu [20] developed a STEP-NC compliant machine tool data model to support 

STEP-NC based process planning and manufacturing, using an object-oriented 

information modelling language – EXPRESS [21]; Kjellberg et al. [22] proposed a 

machine tool information modelling approach based on the Web Ontology Language 

(OWL) to manage machine tool information and knowledge; Lu et al. [23] proposed a 

new spatio-temporal data model for manufacturing devices to allow dynamic tracking 

and control of production objects. Nevertheless, these information models could not 

meet the requirements of the CPMT. They are either not dynamic enough to represent 

the real-time status of the machine tool due to the focus is only on capability and 

functionality information, or not comprehensive or standardized enough to be widely 

implemented. Therefore, the second challenge is identified as the development of 

generic, extensible and standardized information models for CPMT. 

Data interoperability is another major concern in this research. In order to build a 

comprehensive information model for the machine tool and enable further advanced 

data analytics, a large amount of real-time machining data needs to be collected from 

diverse types of data sources such as CNC controller, Programmable Logic Controller 

(PLC), supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, radio-frequency 

identification (RFID) tag, power meter, accelerometer and dynamometer. However, 

vendors of these data sources usually use proprietary data formats and 

communication protocols on their products. Moreover, the diversity of existing 

operating systems and programming languages also significantly hinders the data 

communication among different devices and systems. This results in a great challenge 

of interoperable data exchange among the data sources, the MTDT, the HMIs and the 

software applications. Therefore, the third challenge is to enable interoperable 

data exchange not only within the CPMT, but also between CPMT and other 

systems and applications. To address this issue, open, unified and cross-platform 

communication standards must be implemented. Recently, MTConnect and OPC UA 

have both shown great capabilities in respect of information modelling and 

interoperable data exchange for manufacturing systems. Both MTConnect and OPC UA 

are open and royalty free communication standards designed for industrial 

automation. MTConnect provides a concrete information modelling method 
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specifically designed for CNC machine tools including predefined data structures and 

modelling rules, whereas OPC UA offers a generic and flexible information modelling 

method in order to cover a broader range of industrial equipment and systems. The 

implementation of MTConnect and OPC UA in CPMT needs to be further studied. 

Although it is important to endow machine tools with intelligence and autonomy, 

CPMT, like any CPS, is not gravitating towards an unmanned system. In effect, with 

extensive real-time data and computations deeply integrated with machining 

processes, CPMT enables various possibilities for intuitive and distributed human-

machine interactions between CPMT and humans. Current human-machine 

interactions between machine tools and humans are realized almost all through the 

control panels that are fixed on the machine tools. Only the machine operators can 

directly interact with machine tools; and the feedback from the machine tool to the 

operators is limited to the very basic status information such as axis positions, spindle 

speed and operating mode. Moreover, the visualization of machining processes can 

only be realized by looking through the expensive viewing windows. In real machining 

environment, the use of cooling lubricants and the chips created during cutting 

severely prevent the operators from understanding the actual machining status. These 

issues result in poor decision-making assistance for the operators, especially when 

manual operations are required. Therefore, the fourth challenge is the realization 

of intuitive human-machine interactions and efficient decision-making 

assistance between CPMT and humans. Recent advancements in Augmented Reality 

(AR) technology have shown great potential in addressing this challenge. AR is a novel 

human-computer interaction technology that overlays computer-generated virtual 

information on the real-world environment [24]. In the proposed CPMT, enormous 

real-time machining data can be accessed through the MTDT. In this context, AR 

technology can be utilized to take full advantage of the data and provide operators 

with comprehensive and intuitive understanding of the machining processes and 

machine tool status. Moreover, the implementation of open communication standards 

in CPMT also enables various cloud-based services to be applied, such that distributed 

data access and decision-making assistance for different users can be achieved. 
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1.3 Objectives and Scope 

The overall objective of this research is to advance current CNC machine tools to the 

proposed CPMT that are smarter, well connected, widely accessible, more adaptable 

and more autonomous, based on a synergistic and innovative combination of concepts, 

theories, methodologies and techniques from a range of different fields.  

Four major challenges of this research have been identified in the last section, 

including a systematic development method for CPMT, the development of generic, 

extensible and standardized information models for CPMT, interoperable data 

exchange within the CPMT as well as between CPMT and other systems and 

applications, and the realization of intuitive human-machine interactions and efficient 

decision-making assistance between CPMT and humans. To address these challenges, 

the main objectives of this research are proposed as follows: 

1) Propose a systematic development method for CPMT. This development 

method should provide guidelines for advancing current CNC machine tools 

to CPMT. A generic system architecture of CPMT needs to be proposed to 

provide a systematic implementation strategy considering various enabling 

technologies. Each critical component as well as their corresponding 

functions in a CPMT need to be defined.  

2) Develop generic, extensible and standardized information models for 

CPMT. The information models represent the logical structure of the 

machine tool including the static properties, real-time status of each critical 

component and sub-system and the relationships among them. Existing 

standardized information modelling methods need to be analysed and 

utilized to develop the generic information models for CPMT. 

3) Implement open, unified and platform-independent communication 

protocols to enable interoperable data exchange within the CPMT and 

between CPMT and other systems and applications. The two most 

widely used communication standards – MTConnect and OPC UA need to be 

deeply analysed and implemented in CPMT in order to realize interoperable 

data exchange. The interoperability issues between these two standards 
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also need to be addressed to allow the possible implementation on a large 

range of machine tools. 

4) Develop prototypes of CPMT to validate the feasibility of the proposed 

methodologies. The proposed system architectures, methodologies and 

implementation strategies towards the development of CPMT need to be 

tested and validated through a set of practical experiments. Prototypes of 

CPMT need to be developed to demonstrate the core functions and the 

improvements compared to current machine tools. 

5) Develop AR-assisted HMIs for CPMT to provide users with intuitive 

visualization of machining processes and efficient decision-making 

assistance. This includes the implementation of AR technology in process 

visualization, status monitoring and machining simulation. A review of AR 

applications in the domain of manufacturing needs to be conducted. Real-

time CNC feedback-based tracking method needs to be developed to reduce 

the computational requirements and improve the accuracy.  

The development of CPMT requires a wide range of theories, methodologies and 

techniques from different fields. It was recognized that full development and 

implementation of the proposed CPMT was not possible given the time limit of this 

PhD research. Thus, the scope of this research was narrowed to a manageable level. 

The most fundamental requirements for modelling the MTDT were studied and 

developed, including data acquisition, information modelling, implementation of 

communication standards and development of basic data analytics functions. Advance 

AR-assisted HMIs were also developed to demonstrate the advantages and potential 

of CPMT. However, the development and implementation of specialized database, 

intelligent algorithms and data analytics tools were out of the scope of this research. 

The prototypes of CPMT and CPMT Platform were developed under a local network in 

our lab. The feasibility to implement platform-independent applications and cloud-

based services in CPMT was demonstrated. However, the cyber security issue was out 

of the scope of this research. 
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1.4 Thesis Synopsis 

This thesis describes in detail the research work conducted in order to achieve the 

objectives prescribed. The thesis is structured into seven chapters and 3 appendices. 

A brief synopsis of the remainder of the thesis is provided as follows. 

Chapter 2 provides a critical literature review of the state-of-the-art research related 

to the development of CPMT. Current trends in manufacturing systems and machine 

tools are examined. Research work related to the key enabling technologies for CPMT 

are analysed. Limitations of existing work are discussed. Research gaps in this area are 

identified and motivations for this research are explained. 

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology of this research. The origin of the concept of 

CPMT is explained, followed by a discussion on the definition and features of CPMT. A 

generic system architecture for CPMT is developed and discussed in detail. Based on 

the generic system architecture, a systematic development method for CPMT is 

proposed. The development strategies for the key components and functions of CPMT 

are studied. 

Chapter 4 presents two practical solutions for the development of CPMT, based on two 

open communication standards, i.e. MTConnect and OPC UA, respectively. Generic 

system architectures are proposed to provide systematic guidance for implementing 

MTConnect and OPC UA in CNC machine tools. A domain-specific OPC UA information 

model for CPMT is developed. The proposed system architectures and methodology 

are validated through the practical development of two CPMT prototypes. Software 

applications for each prototype are developed to demonstrate the advantages of the 

proposed CPMT. Results and experiences gained from the practical experiments are 

discussed. 

Chapter 5 introduces a consolidated CPMT Platform that supports both MTConnect 

and OPC UA. A conceptual framework for the CPMT Platform is developed to explain 

the methodology. An MTConnect to OPC UA Interface is proposed to address the 

interoperability issue between these two standards. The proposed methodology is 

validated through the practical development of a prototype of the CPMT Platform 
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based on the previously introduced MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes. 

Results and experiences gained from the practical experiments are discussed. 

Chapter 6 presents the development of two advanced AR-assisted HMIs that enable 

intuitive human-machine interactions and efficient decision-making assistance 

capability for CPMT. First, an AR-assisted Intelligent Window that integrates real-time 

control, AR-enabled process monitoring and AR-enabled machining simulation 

functions is introduced. The conceptual framework and development process of the 

iWindow are illustrated in detail. Second, a novel AR-assisted intuitive process 

visualization application developed on the Microsoft HoloLens AR headset is 

presented. Advantages and limitations of the developed HMIs are discussed. 

Chapter 7 closes the thesis. The major achievements and contributions of this research 

are concluded. Improvement opportunities of current work are discussed. An outlook 

of future research directions is provided. A list of references is provided. 

In addition, this thesis is accompanied by 3 appendices. Appendix A provides the 

technical specifications of some experimental devices used in the case studies. 

Appendix B contains the source code of some functions developed in the iWindow 

application. Appendix C presents the abstract of work published and to be published 

during the course of this research. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

This chapter provides a critical review of the state-of-the-art research related to the 

development of CPMT. Firstly, current development trends in manufacturing systems 

are studied to illustrate the urgent need for developing CPMT and to understand the 

function requirements of CPMT. Secondly, a thorough survey of the state-of-the-art 

research work and industrial practices related to CPMT is presented. Thirdly, Research 

related to the key enabling technologies for modelling the MTDT are reviewed, 

including the Digital Twin technology and the communication standards for CNC 

machine tools. In addition, an examination on the implementation of AR technology in 

manufacturing is conducted. Finally, research gaps in this area are identified and 

motivations of this research are illustrated. 

2.1 Current Trends in Manufacturing Systems 

The fourth industrial revolution has just started. Various industrial initiatives have 

been announced to provide strategic guidance on the development of next generation 

manufacturing systems. Some innovative models for manufacturing systems such as 

CPPS and Cloud Manufacturing have been proposed and discussed. This section 

examines current development trends in manufacturing systems in order to 

understand the development strategy and function requirements for CPMT. 
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2.1.1 Global Industrial Initiatives 

In the past few years, various industrial initiatives have been announced by different 

governments and industrial leaders to provide strategic guidance on upgrading the 

industry to the next generation. Some well-known ones include “Industry 4.0”, 

“Industrial Internet of Things”, “Factories of the Future” and “Made in China 2025”. 

2.1.1.1 Industry 4.0 

In 2012, the German government announced the national action plan “High-Tech 

Strategy 2020”, which assigns billions of euros annually for the development of 

cutting-edge technologies. As one of the ten future projects in this plan, the strategic 

initiative “Industry 4.0” aims to drive digital manufacturing forward by increasing 

digitization and the interconnection of products, value chains and business models [1]. 

As introduced in the research background previously, Industry 4.0 stands for the 

fourth industrial revolution that has just started based on the advancements in ICT 

such as CPS, IoT Internet of Services (IoS) and cloud computing. The focus of Industry 

4.0 is on manufacturing. Industry 4.0 creates a so-called "Smart Factory" within which 

CPS monitor physical processes, create Digital Twins of the physical devices and make 

decentralized decisions. Over the IoT, CPS communicate and cooperate with each 

other and with humans in real-time. Via the IoS, both internal and across 

organizational services are offered and used by participants of the value chain [12]. 

Ever since the public announcement of the Industry 4.0 initiative, a lot of discussions 

on the strategies and technologies to realize Industry 4.0 have been conducted from 

both academia and industry. The Boston Consulting Group [25] identified nine key 

enabling technologies for Industry 4.0: big data analytics, autonomous robots, 

simulation, horizontal and vertical system integration, IoT, cybersecurity, the cloud, 

additive manufacturing and AR. Hermann et al. [12] proposed four design principles 

for the industry 4.0 scenarios, including interoperability, information transparency, 

technical assistance and decentralized decisions-makings. The ‘Plattform Industrie 4.0’ 

working group, established by more than 6000 member companies at the Hanover 

Fair 2013, developed a Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI 4.0) [26] to 

provide a guideline for the classification and development of interdisciplinary 

Industry 4.0 technologies. The RAMI 4.0 illustrates the connections between IT, 
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manufacturers, plants and product life cycle through a three-dimensional space in 

respect of system layers, functional hierarchy levels and life cycle and value stream. A 

new concept named “Industry 4.0 component” (“I4.0 component”) was also proposed 

to complement the RAMI 4.0 in connecting products, equipment and processes [27]. 

An I4.0 component comprises two fundamental elements: physical object and 

Administration Shell that virtually represents the properties and processes of the 

object. 

2.1.1.2 Industrial Internet of Things 

“Industrial Internet of Things”, also known as “Industrial Internet” or “IIoT”, was 

promoted by the Industrial Internet Consortium (IIC). Founded in 2014, the IIC is a 

global non-profit organization that involves more than 200 members including 

various industrial companies and academic institution around the world, aiming at 

accelerating the growth of IIoT by identifying, assembling and promoting best 

practices.  

IIoT systems connect and combine three key elements, i.e. intelligent machines, 

advanced data analytics and people at work, to realize greater efficiency and 

effectiveness [28]. Key enabling technologies of IIoT are identified as IoT, CPS and 

advance data analytics [29]. The focus of IIoT includes not only manufacturing, but also 

other industries such as energy, healthcare, transportation and agriculture. Recently, 

the IIC working group proposed a standard-based open architecture, i.e. the Industrial 

Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) [30], to drive interoperability, map applicable 

technologies and guide standard development for IIoT systems. The IIRA uses a 

common vocabulary and a standard-based framework to describe business, usage, 

function and implementation viewpoints within the IIoT systems. To accelerate the 

adoption of IIoT in the manufacturing industry, the IIC has collaborated with different 

manufacturing companies to build more than 20 testbeds, such as the track and trace 

testbed, the time-sensitive networking testbed and the industrial digital thread 

testbed [31].  
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2.1.1.3 Factories of the Future 

“Factories of the Future (FoF)” is an ambitious and far-sighted strategic research 

roadmap launched under the biggest EU Research and Innovation programme Horizon 

2020 [32]. The FoF initiative, funded with 1.15 billion Euros, aims at helping EU 

manufacturing enterprises, in particular small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), 

to adapt to global competitive pressures by developing the necessary key enabling 

technologies across a broad range of sectors [33].  

The FoF roadmap focuses on the long-term development of research and innovation 

strategies for manufacturing industry. In general, FoF envisions the integration of 

highly intelligent and autonomous ICT-based production systems with high-quality 

manufacturing technologies to achieve a sustainable, agile and human-centred 

manufacturing paradigm. The primary domains concerned by FoF include advanced 

manufacturing processes, adaptive and smart manufacturing systems, digital, virtual 

and resource-efficient factories, human-centred manufacturing, and so forth. The key 

enabling technologies of FoF, as stated in the roadmap, include advanced 

manufacturing processes, advanced mechatronics for manufacturing systems, ICT, 

modelling, simulation and forecasting methods and human-centred manufacturing 

[32]. Sustainable manufacturing technologies such as clean, cost-effective, highly 

performing, environmental friendly and socially sustainable manufacturing are also 

considered a priority. 

2.1.1.4 Made in China 2025 

“Made in China 2025” is a strategic plan announced by the Chinese government in 

2015. The overall objective of this 10-year plan is to comprehensively transform the 

Chinese industry from labour-intensive production to knowledge-intensive 

manufacturing [34]. The guiding principles of Made in China 2025 include innovation-

driven manufacturing, quality over quantity, production model optimization and 

sustainable development.  

Made in China 2025 is inspired and significantly affected by Industry 4.0. The focus of 

Made in China 2025 is on the development and implementation of innovative 

manufacturing technologies. The plan proposes five demonstration pilot projects 
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including the establishment of innovative manufacturing centres, the smart 

manufacturing project, the infrastructure enhancement project, the green production 

project and the high-end equipment innovation project. The key enabling technologies 

of Made in China 2025 are similar to the ones of Industry 4.0. Some keywords of the 

plan are identified as smart manufacturing, Industrial Internet, smart factory, 

industrial robots, customized production, green manufacturing, and so forth [35]. 

2.1.2 Cyber-Physical Production Systems 

Although the aforementioned industrial initiatives differ from one another with 

respect to the overall objective, the targeted areas and the implementation strategy, 

they have clearly indicated an urgent need to implement advanced ICT-based solutions, 

especially CPS, IoT and cloud technology, to improve the connectivity, flexibility, 

intelligence and autonomy of current manufacturing systems. 

CPS refers to the enabling technologies that bring the virtual and physical worlds 

together to create a truly networked world in which intelligent objects communicate 

and interact with each other [36]. In the realm of manufacturing, it is predicted that 

implementation of CPS will radically decentralize the traditional automation pyramid 

which was developed over 20 years ago [13], [16], [37], [38]. As shown in Figure 2.1, 

traditional automation pyramid comprises several layers; each layer represents the 

functions of a similar type with different devices being strictly allocated. The 

implementation of CPS allows computational elements to be deeply embedded into 

different types of physical devices, and hence making the manufacturing systems 

function in a decentralized, flexible and cooperative way.  

Systematic implementation of CPS in a manufacturing system gives rise to CPPS, which 

is considered as a promising development trend in manufacturing systems in the 

context of the new industrial revolution. CPPS comprise smart machines, warehousing 

systems and production facilities that have been developed digitally and feature end-

to-end ICT-based integration, from inbound logistics to production, marketing, 

outbound logistics and services [1]. A CPPS contains two major functional components: 

1) the advanced connectivity that ensures real-time data acquisition from the physical 

world and information feedback from the cyber space; and 2) intelligent data analytics, 
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management and computations that constructs the cyber space [15]. Four main tasks 

for CPPS are identified as [39]: big data acquisition, big data processing, self-

optimizing production control and human-machine interaction. 

 

Figure 2.1 CPS decentralize the traditional automation pyramid (adapted from [13]) 

Research on the systematic development strategy for CPPS has been a hot topic in the 

last few years. Lee et al. [15] proposed a unified ‘5C architecture’ as a guideline for 

developing CPPS through a sequential workflow manner. The 5C represents five layers 

from the bottom up: Connection, Conversion, Cyber, Cognition and Configuration. A 

Prognostic and Health Management (PHM)-oriented CPPS was proposed based on the 

5C architecture. The PHM-oriented CPPS allows machines in the physical world to 

exchange information with their cyber-twins in the cyber space. PHM algorithms in 

the cognition level are used to predict future behaviour of the machines and improve 

the utilization efficiency. Birgit et al. [40] presented a compound CPPS architecture 

based on the implementation of multi-agent systems, knowledge models and service-

oriented architectures. Each production system in the architecture is encapsulated as 

an agent that represents a CPPS. The proposed approach was tested in a distributed 

yogurt production system. Results showed the compound CPPS allows the 

decomposition and dispatch of customer orders based on specific capabilities of 

different CPPS. 
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Implementation of CPS technology in existing manufacturing systems also provides 

feasible solutions for CPPS. Wang et al. [41] proposed an integrated CPS to improve 

remote accessibility and controllability of machine tools and robots. Real-time sensor 

data, camera images and 3D models were combined to close the loop of sensing, 

monitoring, planning and control. A case study of remote control of a robotic assembly 

cell demonstrated that the proposed approach enables direct connection between the 

physical equipment and the services in the cloud. Aiming to demonstrate the 

characteristics of CPPS, Grabler et al. [42] developed a CPPS learning factory that 

involves decentralized production control, Internet-based flexible production system 

and adaptive configuration of participants.  

2.2 Machine Tools in the New Era of Manufacturing 

Although there have been few studies on the development of complete CPS-based 

machine tools, the effort to make machine tools more flexible, adaptable and intelligent 

has never stopped in both academia and industry. This section reviews the state-of-

the-art work related to the development of CPMT with respect to the enabling 

technologies and implementation strategies. 

2.2.1 Research Efforts 

The development and implementation strategy of intelligent CNC machining systems 

have been a hot topic in recent years. Aiming at improving the intelligence and 

communication ability of conventional NC machine tools under a distributed network 

manufacturing mode, Cheng et al. [18] presented a module-based intelligent CNC 

system composed of different functional modules including a fuzzy control module, a 

mechanical actuator error compensation module, a tool monitoring module, and a 

communication module. Their experimental results showed the proposed system 

could enhance the intelligence and efficiency of the machining system, although the 

connectivity is limited due to the use of proprietary protocols and the lack of an open 

and unified communication standard. Based on the human experts’ sense, dialogue 

and decision of machine control operations, Kim et al. [43] proposed a concept of 

knowledge evolution-based intelligent machine tools. An agent-based knowledge 

evolution system was developed to allow machine tools to autonomously gather 
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knowledge, produce knowledge and make decisions during machining processes in 

the machine-to-machine (M2M) environment. Automatic work-offset compensation 

and cutting condition monitoring based on thermal change were performed on a 

tapping machine to verify the proposed system. Ridwan and Xu [19] developed an 

intelligent machine condition monitoring system that allows machining parameter 

optimization before, during and after machining to shorten machining time and 

increase product quality. Real-time cutting power, vibration and feed-rate data 

collected using different sensors were streamed in MTConnect format and fuzzy logic 

was utilized to realize autonomous in-process feed-rate optimization. 

Implementation of CPS technology in machine tools has also attracted much attention. 

Wang et al. [16] presented a comprehensive review of the implementation of CPS in 

manufacturing. Through the analysis of CPS technologies and the existing CPS 

applications in manufacturing, the authors concluded that the unique features of CPS 

in networking, communication and integrated device control can significantly improve 

the smartness and intelligence of manufacturing systems. Focusing on the 

configuration design method, Zhang et al. [44] proposed a data-driven add-on CPS 

architecture for a CNC machine tool. Three key issues of the configuration design of 

the add-on CPS system were studied, i.e. node configuration of the add-on CPS, 

interconnection technology of the heterogeneous nodes and data-driven adaptive 

configuration method of the sensor networks. However, the proposed method has not 

been validated through practical experiments. Aiming at characterizing the 

performance of machining processes, Morgan and O’Donnell [17] presented a 

reconfigurable, flexible and extensible CPS monitoring system for machine tools. A 

complex signal processing chain was proposed to realize various customized signal 

processing for multi-source data. A simplistic application that performs semi-

autonomous process characterization of a CNC turning machine was developed to 

validate the proposed approach. Nevertheless, there was no information model to 

organize the multi-source data and the data interoperability in the system was 

achieved by utilizing a proprietary protocol. 
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2.2.2 Industrial Practices 

Practitioners from industry are also making significant efforts to improve the 

connectivity, the digitization and the intelligence of machine tools. Currently, STEP 

Tools, Inc. is developing a digital thread solution for CNC machining processes to keep 

the design, manufacturing, and inspection of a product connected around a Digital 

Twin [45]. A 3D model-based machining simulator which fuses STEP (ISO 10303) 

models of the product, MTConnect status of the machine tool and Quality Information 

Framework (QIF) metrology feedback was developed to build the Digital Twin of the 

product with integrated machining and measurement while a part is being cut.  

Mazak Cooperation launched a Mazak SmartBox [46] as a scalable, end-to-end 

Industrial Internet of Things platform that connects manufacturing equipment, 

including machines, software and other devices, to a factory’s network and allows the 

free flow of information to management systems via MTConnect. The Mazak SmartBox 

provides intelligent data analytics and monitoring of CNC machine tools while 

considering security issues.  

DMG MORI provides a series of software solutions for machine tools including Virtual 

Machine, Service Agent and Messenger [47]. The Virtual Machine integrates original 

CAD data of the machine tools including geometry, kinematics and dynamics as well as 

all the functionalities of NC and PLC to provide high-fidelity simulation and estimation 

of the machining processes. The Service Agent provides intelligent maintenance 

services based on the real machine operating time read and logged by the PLC. The 

Messenger transfers the real-time machine monitoring data over a web server and 

publishes them on a web application so that users can access the monitoring 

information through different interfaces such as laptops and smart phones.  

Shenyang Machine Tool Company developed an i5 smart numerical control system as 

an Internet-based intelligent terminal comprising intelligent control, intelligent 

operation, intelligent programming, intelligent maintenance and intelligent 

management [48]. Based on real-time data collection and cloud-based big data 

analytics, i5 enables remote machine monitoring and workshop management services 

through mobile devices. 
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2.3 Digital Twin Technology 

Digital Twin is a new research topic that has attracted much attention in the past few 

years, due to the rapid increase of CPS related research. Digital Twin is a critical 

component of any CPS. Modelling of the Digital Twin involves a wide range of 

principles, methods and techniques from different fields. To better understand the 

function, technology and strategy requirements for modelling the MTDT for CPMT, an 

examination of research on Digital Twin in manufacturing area is conducted. 

2.3.1 Definitions of Digital Twin 

The term “Digital Twin” was initially brought to public by NASA’s Modelling, 

Simulation, Information Technology & Processing Roadmap in 2010 [49]. Currently, 

there exist various definitions of Digital Twin from different perspectives such as 

lifecycle management, mission requirements, prognostics and diagnostics activities, 

and so forth [50]. A commonly used definition of Digital Twin was provided by 

Glaessgen and Stargel [51], i.e. ‘Digital twin is an integrated multi-physics, multi-scale, 

probabilistic simulation of a complex product and uses the best available physical 

models, sensor updates, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding twin.’ 

In effect, it is difficult to give a specific definition of a Digital Twin due to the diversity 

of physical objects involved in a manufacturing system. Different physical objects, e.g. 

manufacturing equipment, workpieces, factories and humans, may have different 

types of Digital Twins with respect to the specific structures, function requirements 

and modelling strategies. In this research, the focus is the Digital Twin of machine tools, 

i.e. MTDT. From the perspective of function requirements, MTDT can be defined as a 

digital abstraction of the machine tool that is capable of: 1) representing static 

properties and real-time status of the machine tool; 2) monitoring and controlling the 

machine tool with built-in computation and intelligence; and 3) communicating with 

different HMIs and software applications. 

2.3.2 Research on Digital Twin 

Recently, Digital Twin is considered as a key enabler for Product Lifecycle 

Management (PLM), CPPS and Smart Factory in the era of Industry 4.0 [52]–[54]. Upon 
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the analysis of product lifecycle data and its current problems, Tao et al. [53], [55] 

proposed a conceptual Digital Twin-driven approach to realize more efficient, smart 

and sustainable product design, manufacturing and service. The framework, 

application methods and some practical cases of the Digital Twin-driven design, 

manufacturing and service were investigated. Lee et al. [15] proposed a conceptual 

CPS architecture for manufacturing system, where each critical component has a 

Digital Twin for capturing sensory data and synthesizing future steps. These Digital 

Twins can be aggregated as a Digital Twin for a particular machine, and hence 

endowing the machine with self-awareness, self-prediction and self-comparison 

capabilities. Rosen et al. [56] claimed that Digital Twin is the enabler to achieve 

modularity, connectivity and autonomy in production systems. A conceptual CPPS that 

comprises four CPS-based production units was proposed to demonstrate the 

advantages of the Digital Twin. The proof-of-concept model showed the 

implementation of Digital Twin of the part can improve the efficiency of the part flow 

and the autonomy of the CPPS. However, their approach focused only on the Digital 

Twin of the part being carried and processed in the CPPS. The Digital Twin of the 

production units has not been studied.  

Aiming to develop Digital Twins of virtual machine tools for cyber-physical 

manufacturing, Cai et al. [57] presented some techniques for extracting machining 

characteristics profiles using sensory data integration and machining information 

fusion. However, the manufacturing data and sensor data were discretely collected 

and managed due to the lack of a unified communication standard. There was also no 

information model to comprehensively represent the Digital Twin and systematically 

organize those data. Schroeder et al. [58] presented a methodology to model the Digital 

Twin of a manufacturing device, making use of AutomationML at a high level. A Digital 

Twin of a valve was modelled to represent its physical components as well as some 

attributes. Their experimental results showed the feasibility of data exchange between 

different systems through the Digital Twins using open communication standards. 

Coronado et al. [59] proposed a Shop Floor Digital Twin framework which represents 

parts, operators, capital equipment and consumables in the shop floor and allows 

decision-making support for different users. A Web-based Manufacturing Execution 

System (MES) was developed to collect and track materials, cutting tool usage, 
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operator activities and work-in-process. These data were correlated with the 

MTConnect-based machining data collected from machine tools to represent the part 

as an integral component of the Shop Floor Digital Twin.  

2.4 Communication Standards for Machine Tools 

CPMT requires interoperable data communication not only within CPMT, but also 

between CPMT and other systems and applications. Open, unified, platform-

independent communication standards must be implemented in CPMT to achieve 

efficient data communication and management. Recently, MTConnect and OPC UA 

have been widely used as the communication standards for CNC machine tools. This 

section introduces the basics of MTConnect and OPC UA, reviews the research work 

related to these two standards and analyses the differences between them. 

2.4.1 MTConnect 

2.4.1.1 MTConnect Basics 

MTConnect is a set of open, royalty-free standards that offers a semantic vocabulary 

for manufacturing equipment to provide structured, contextualized data with no 

proprietary format, developed by the MTConnect Institution [60]. It is developed to 

translate manufacturing data into a common, Internet-based language for the 

exchange of data between shop floor equipment and software applications [61]. Built 

upon the most prevalent standards in the manufacturing and software industry 

including eXtensible Markup Language (XML), Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP) 

and Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), MTConnect 

maximizes the number of tools available for its implementation and provides a high 

level of interoperability with other standards and tools in these industries. 

Figure 2.2 shows the basic data flow in MTConnect-based manufacturing systems. 

There are five fundamental components in a typical MTConnect application: 

• Device – A type of equipment or data source, such as machine tools, robots 

and sensors. 
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• Adapter – An optional piece of software (and sometimes hardware) that 

provides transmission from the data source and data definition in the device 

to the MTConnect Data definition. The adapter is not required for 

MTConnect-compliant devices that use MTConnect as their native language. 

• Agent – A piece of software that collects data from one or more adapter and 

transforms and publishes the data in the MTConnect standard whenever 

required (as a response to external requests).  

• Network – The physical connection between a data source and the data 

consumer. Normally, this is an Ethernet network.  

• Client – A client consumes MTConnect data from the connected device; it 

usually resides in an application. 

 

Figure 2.2 Basic data flow in MTConnect-based manufacturing systems 

MTConnect also defines a hierarchical information model for machine tools. The 

information model represents the logical structure of a machine tool, including the 

components, the available data and the relationships among them. Unlike traditional 
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modelling methods which define the description of the data at the point of use (i.e. the 

application), MTConnect defines the data at the source (i.e. the devices or machine 

tools) by providing a standard dictionary for manufacturing data. Specific modelling 

rules for the commonly used components and data in the machine tools are defined as 

XML Schemas. This feature significantly reduces the effort and time needed for 

building the information model and enhances the usability of the MTConnect-

compliant applications. 

2.4.1.2 MTConnect-related Research 

Owing to its open, lightweight, interoperable, extensible and easy implementation 

characteristics, MTConnect has attracted more and more attention in both academia 

and industry. Research on the integration of MTConnect into process and equipment 

monitoring has been extensively studied. Edrington et al. [62] proposed a web-based 

machine monitoring system that provides data collection, analysis, and machine event 

notification for any MTConnect compatible machines. The monitoring system provides 

shop floor managers with various production information to improve process 

efficiency and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). To demonstrate the potential of 

MTConnect in improving machining accuracy, Vijayaraghavan et al. [63] presented a 

case study that performs process planning verification using MTConnect data from a 

machine tool. Shin et al. [64] developed a virtual machining model that uses STEP-NC 

files as process planning data to generate MTConnect-based machine-monitoring data. 

The virtual machining model enabled machining performance prediction during 

process planning stage. MTConnect is also utilized for retrieving in-process parts data 

to quickly generate machining quality reports [65]. MTConnect is designed to be 

extensible; its naming, tagging, and defining conventions can be extended to meet 

customized requirements for different applications. For example, Lei et al. [66] 

proposed a MTConnect compliant method to implement a web-based monitoring 

system. Extended MTConnect data models were developed to represent a finishing 

system including on-machine touch-trigger probe and sensor-based intelligent 

fixturing related information. Previous research also demonstrated a much wider 

application of MTConnect towards smart manufacturing, such as sustainable 

machining [67]–[70], machining simulation [64], [71] , cloud manufacturing [72], [73] 

and intelligent maintenance [74], [75]. 
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MTConnect has also been evaluated and adopted by industries. Boeing worked with 

NIST and other members of the Open Modular Architecture Controllers User Group to 

test the performance of MTConnect on a distributed “Dual Ethernet” factory testbed 

[76]. By measuring the computational load under different working conditions, they 

proved that MTConnect satisfies the communication requirement in shop floors. In the 

next year, the same group investigated the feasibility of MTConnect-based Kaizen on 

the plant floor [77]. Using real-time MTConnect data, the Kaizen transformation of 

machine data into production knowledge was performed to understand energy 

consumption, asset operation and process performance. Mazak Cooperation has 

launched a Mazak SmartBox [46] as a scalable, end-to-end Industrial Internet of Things 

platform, in which MTConnect is used as the underlying protocol to connect machines, 

software and other devices to a factory’s network and management systems.  

2.4.2 OPC UA  

2.4.2.1 OPC UA Basics 

OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) [78] is another open standard that specifies 

information exchange for industrial communication particularly on devices within 

machines, between machines and from machines to systems, however targets a 

broader range of industrial equipment and systems. The OPC UA, first released in 2006, 

is a successor to the previously well-established Open Platform Communications 

(OPC), which was limited to Microsoft Platforms due to its COM/DCOM dependency. 

To overcome the issues of Classic OPC such as platform dependence, insufficient data 

models and inadequate security, OPC UA was developed as a secure, cross-platform, 

Web-based protocol with a service-oriented architecture. It provides both 

communication protocol and information modelling method, allowing easy modelling 

and development of Digital Twins of manufacturing equipment in the cyberspace. The 

introduction of OPC UA in CPPS architecture is essential in the context of Industry 4.0. 

RAMI 4.0 has been proposed to provide orientations and standardization for Industry 

4.0; OPC UA was the only standard being recommended in the communication layer 

[79]. Implementation of OPC UA for Industry 4.0 is partly standardized as an 

international standard IEC 62541. 
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OPC UA defines a vendor and protocol independent client-server architecture based 

on standard web technologies that assures interoperability. Figure 2.3 shows an 

example of a typical OPC UA communication structure. This example indicates that 

OPC UA enables data exchange through the field-level devices, the shop floor control 

systems, the enterprise applications as well as the cloud-based services. It is also noted 

that different from MTConnect which is read-only, OPC UA allows bidirectional data 

communication throughout all systems, thus enabling both monitoring and control 

functions. 

 

Figure 2.3 A typical OPC UA communication structure 

2.4.2.2 OPC UA-related Research 

In the last few years, research on the integration of OPC UA into process monitoring 

and control has been extensively studied. Ayatollahi et al. [80] developed an OPC UA-

based semantic communication interface to remotely control a machine tool. Their 

results proved that OPC UA enhances the connectivity of robot tended machine tools. 
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Pauker et al. [81] proposed an OPC UA-based service orchestration method for flexible 

manufacturing cells. Various mechatronic functions of the machine tool and the robot 

are modelled as complex services in the OPC UA server to enhance the flexibility of the 

manufacturing cells. OPC UA is considered as a key enabler for Cyber-Physical 

Production Systems (CPPS). Schlechtendahl et al. [37] proposed a holistic approach to 

integrating existing production systems to the Industry 4.0 environment, in which OPC 

UA was validated as a critical enabler for discovering existing resources and enabling 

data communication through cloud-based gateways. OPC UA is designed to be flexible 

and scalable, so that low end resource-limited devices could also benefit. Muller et al. 

[82] developed a customizable OPC UA server on an Arduino microcontroller board 

that enables a closed-loop temperature control of the nozzle of a 3D printer. Imtiaz 

and Jasperneite [83] developed a Nano OPC UA server which can be integrated into 

low-memory devices and at the same time possessing all the features of a standard 

OPC UA server.  

OPC UA has also been widely adopted in power consumption monitoring and energy 

efficiency analysis systems [84]–[86]. Since the information model plays a vital role 

for implementing OPC UA in complex systems, the systematic and generic approach to 

developing OPC UA information models [87] and the specialized algorithms to aid the 

generation of OPC UA information models [88] were studied. Owing to the generic and 

flexible information modelling method, OPC UA has been implemented in various 

types of process monitoring and control systems in different industries such as Smart 

Grid [89], [90], Oil and Gas production [91] and Public transportation systems [92]. 

2.4.3 MTConnect vs OPC UA 

MTConnect and OPC UA are both considered as the future communication standard 

for CPPS. Currently, OPC UA is widely used in Europe, whereas MTConnect gains more 

publicity in Northern America [93]. Although they are both open, unified and platform-

independent communication standards aiming to realize interoperable data exchange, 

there are numerous differences with respect to the standard domain, information 

modelling method, communication ability, and so forth. To better understand the 

advantages of each standard, it is necessary to analyse the differences between them. 

The main differences between MTConnect and OPC UA are summarised in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Main differences between MTConnect an OPC UA 

 MTConnect OPC UA 

Standard domain Machine tools Virtually any system 

Information 

modelling method 

Structure of information 

model is specified as XML 

Schemas in standard 

Generic and flexible; users 

can design their own 

information models and 

data types 

Extensibility Relatively low; can only be 

achieved through extension 

of the standard 

High; any information 

model can be built upon the 

meta model 

Definitions of data A dictionary of data in the 

field of machine tools is 

concisely defined 

No domain-specific data 

defined in the standard 

Message encoding MTConnect XML UA Binary and UA XML 

Security Low priority; not 

integrated in the standard 

since it is read-only 

High priority; integrated in 

each layer of the 

communication stacks 

Communication 

ability 

Read only, one way Read and write, 

Bidirectional 

Application domain Monitoring Monitoring and control 

 

It must be noted that the OPC Foundation and the MTConnect Institute joined forces 

in 2010 to set up a mechanism for OPC and MTConnect to collaborate efficiently to 

improve the interoperability between these two standards. The outcome of this effort 

is a companion specification called MTConnect-OPC UA [94]. MTConnect-OPC UA 

companion specification ensures interoperability and consistency between 

MTConnect specifications and the OPC UA specifications, as well as the manufacturing 

technology equipment, devices, software or other products that implement those 

standards. However, the companion specification only provides mapping rules for the 
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objects and data items in the information models; specific mapping mechanisms still 

need to be developed when converting one to another. 

2. 5 Augmented Reality in Manufacturing 

In the domain of manufacturing, AR implementation is a relatively new yet rapidly 

growing area. Manufacturing processes usually contain a large amount of information 

which cannot be directly seen from the real manufacturing environment. AR makes it 

possible to overlay virtual information on the real workspace through different 

interfaces such as computers, wearable devices, special optical see-through displays 

and so on. Integrating AR in manufacturing processes provides various possibilities 

for advanced human-machine interactions. Research on AR in manufacturing falls 

mainly into three topics, i.e. AR-enabled process monitoring, AR-based machining 

simulation and AR-assisted assembly and maintenance. Nee et al. [24] presented a 

comprehensive review of AR applications in manufacturing developed before 2012. 

This section reviews the most recent research and applications of AR related to these 

three topics.  

2.5.1 AR-enabled Process Monitoring 

Real-time monitoring of manufacturing processes gives substantial benefits for 

improving product quality, preventing unexpected machine fails, increasing machine 

effectiveness and reducing production time and cost. By superimposing real-time data 

related to the processes onto the real manufacturing environment through different 

interfaces, AR-enabled process monitoring systems provide users with 

comprehensive and intuitive perception of the real-time machining processes, 

enabling distributed and efficient decision-making activities. Aiming to create an 

intimate integration of process data with the workspace of an industrial CNC machine, 

Olwal et al. [95] developed an autostereoscopic optical see-through spatial AR system, 

named ASTOR. By overlaying a holographic optical element onto the machine’s safety 

glass, ASTOR allowed users to see both the real machining process and the 

superimposed 3D graphics and real-time process data simultaneously. Novak-

Marcincin et al. [96] developed an AR-based process monitoring system using a special 

display unit – half-silvered mirror – which has both transparency and the ability to 
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reflect. This system increased both interactivity and user comfort compared to 

traditional monitoring systems. Aiming to allow users from different locations to have 

a user-friendly and problem-oriented visualization of the assembly lines, Kollatsch et 

al. [97] developed an AR-based monitoring application for tablet PCs. Their results 

showed the potential for implementing AR-based process visualization applications on 

mobile devices to achieve remote process monitoring and diagnostics. 

2.5.2 AR-based Machining Simulation 

CNC machining simulation allows users to verify the NC programs before the real 

machining is executed, thus avoiding errors such as tool collisions caused by NC 

programs during real machining processes. Extensive research has been done to 

develop 3D graphics-based machining simulation in a Virtual Reality (VR) 

environment. VR-based machining simulation requires users to spend a lot of time on 

modelling the whole machining environment including various attributes of the 

machine tool and the cutting tools, different machining rules and theories and so forth. 

Even so, differences between the simulation and the real machining process still exist 

due to the dynamically changing conditions of the real machining environment. AR-

enabled machining simulation cleverly avoids this problem by performing simulation 

in the real machining environment. Using different tracking and registration methods, 

a virtual workpiece can be machined by a real cutter with real cutting parameters 

generated by the real machine tool. Consequently, AR-based machining simulation can 

achieve near real simulation results while at the same time saving a lot of time and 

efforts for modelling the machining environment. Zhang et al. [98]–[100] developed 

an AR-assisted in-situ CNC simulation system based on a multi-regional computation 

scheme. Hybrid tracking method and NC code-adaptive cutter registration were 

applied to achieve the in-situ simulation between a real cutter and a virtual workpiece. 

Kiswanto and Ariansyah [101] developed an AR-based machining simulation system 

on a 3-axis milling machine. The developed system allows users to place virtual 

workpiece and fixtures in the real machining environment, thus enabling collision-free 

on-machine simulation. 
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2.5.3 AR-assisted Assembly and Maintenance 

Assembly and maintenance activities usually require lots of knowledge and experience 

from the operators. With the aid of AR, various virtual information (e.g. virtual 

components, assembly instructions, diagnostic information, etc.) that is needed to 

assist operators can be overlaid directly onto the real workspace so that inexperienced 

operators can easily get the operation instructions in real time and remote experts can 

collaborate with the operators intuitively. Rentzos et al. [102] developed a semantic-

based AR assembly guidance system. Virtual components and assembly instructions 

were superimposed on the real environment through a tablet PC based on the product 

and process semantics. Their results showed that AR-assisted assembly guidance 

could significantly reduce the workload of assembly operators. Horejsi [103] 

developed an AR system for virtual training of parts assembly and tested the system 

involving inexperienced volunteers. The results proved that AR-assisted assembly is 

more effective than traditional paper instruction-based assembly. Ong and Zhu [104] 

developed an AR-assisted real-time equipment maintenance system. By creating and 

augmenting context-aware overlay of textual and graphical maintenance instructions 

on the maintenance scene, remote maintenance between equipment experts and 

maintenance personnel can be achieved, and hence improving maintenance workflow 

and enhancing equipment serviceability. 

2. 6 Research Gaps and Motivations 

The thorough examination of the literature related to the development of CPMT has 

provided a good understanding of the developments and trends of this new topic. This 

section summarises the literature review, identifies the research gaps in this area and 

illustrates the motivations for conducting this research. 

In the last few years, various industrial initiatives announced by different 

governments and industrial leaders have shown that a new industrial revolution has 

already begun. Although these industrial initiatives have different overall objectives, 

targeted areas and implementation strategies, they have clearly indicated an urgent 

need to implement advanced ICT-based solutions, especially CPS, IoT and cloud 

technology to improve the connectivity, flexibility, intelligence and autonomy of 
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current manufacturing systems. Systematic implementation of CPS in a manufacturing 

system gives rise to CPPS, which is considered as a promising development trend in 

manufacturing systems in the context of the new industrial revolution. Consequently, 

a considerable amount of research has been conducted on CPPS in recent years. 

However, since CPPS is still at the preliminary stage, it is found that previous research 

mainly focused on the conceptual system architectures, development methods and 

implementation strategies for CPPS. Although most studies on CPPS have involved 

machine tools in the system architecture, very few of them discussed the 

implementation of CPS in machine tools or the development of a complete CPS-based 

machine tool that can be adopted in CPPS. Furthermore, the significance of 

implementing open communication standards in CPPS has not been emphasized. 

Machine tools play a vital role in any manufacturing system. The new industrial 

revolution and the envisioned CPPS have caused an urgent need to advance current 

machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, intelligence and autonomy. Although 

there have been few studies on the development of complete CPS-based machine tools, 

the effort to make machine tools more flexible, adaptable and intelligent has never 

stopped in both academia and industry. However, from the perspective of academia, 

most of the previous research focused on the development of specific intelligent 

functions for a machine tool, such as CPS-based condition monitoring and prognostics, 

process planning and adaptive control. These functions are usually developed as 

standalone CPS, and hence are difficult to integrate or cooperate with other functions 

of the machine tool. Few studies have been attempted to develop a machine tool as a 

complete CPS (or CPMT) in a systematic way. From the perspective of industry, 

machine tool manufacturers have launched various types of commercial hardware and 

software products that improve the connectivity, digitalization, flexibility and 

intelligence of their machine tools. Nonetheless, most of the industrial solutions are 

vendor-dependent and require huge investments, resulting in great integration and 

interoperability challenges for modern manufacturing systems which usually contain 

machine tools and software from different vendors. 

Owing to the rapid increase of research on CPS, Digital Twin has become a new 

research topic and attracted much attention in recent years. Digital Twin is considered 

as a key enabler for Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), CPPS and Smart Factory in 
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the era of Industry 4.0. Since research on Digital Twin has just started, most previous 

work has focused on the discussions about the function requirements, design 

principles and conceptual frameworks of Digital Twin. There is a lack of systematic 

modelling methods and practical development strategies for Digital Twin. Moreover, 

very few attentions have been paid to the development of Digital Twin for 

manufacturing devices, especially for machine tools. 

CPMT requires interoperable data communication not only within CPMT, but also 

between CPMT and other systems and applications. Open, unified, platform-

independent communication standards must be implemented in CPMT to achieve 

efficient data communication and management. As two most widely used 

communication standards, MTConnect and OPC UA both provide great potential to 

address the above issues. MTConnect provides a dictionary of manufacturing data 

specifically designed for CNC machine tools. A considerable amount of research on the 

implementation of MTConnect in machine tool monitoring systems has been 

conducted. However, there still lacks a systematic and generic approach that 

integrates various types of machining data in a machine tool information model to 

comprehensively represent the MTDT. On the other hand, since OPC UA targets a wider 

range of industries, implementation of OPC UA in machine tools is still not common. 

The generic and flexible information modelling method provided by OPC UA also 

causes difficulties for designing a generic OPC UA information model for machine tools. 

Furthermore, to develop a generic implementation strategy of CPMT that is applicable 

to most existing machine tools, the interoperability issue between MTConnect and OPC 

UA needs to be properly addressed. 

With extensive real-time machining data and computations deeply integrated with 

machining processes, CPMT provides various possibilities for intuitive and distributed 

human-machine interactions between CPMT and humans. AR is considered as a key 

enabling technology to enhance the interactions between CPS and humans. 

Implementation of AR in manufacturing is still at the exploratory stage. Most previous 

AR applications in manufacturing used vision-based tracking method that is 

computationally intensive and not accurate enough for machining processes. 

Communications between AR applications and manufacturing systems are very 

limited due to the lack of data sources, Digital Twins and unified communication 
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standards. Therefore, advanced AR applications need to be developed to take full 

advantage of the extensive data in CPMT, and hence providing intuitive perception of 

the machining processes and advanced decision-making assistance for humans.  

Derived from the aforementioned research gaps, the motivations for conducting this 

research are outlined as follows: 

1) Current machine tools are not ready to be adopted in or dominate the 

envisioned CPPS. There is an urgent need to advance current machine tools 

to CPMT, based on recent advancements in CPS, IoT and cloud computing. A 

systematic development method for CPMT needs to be developed. A generic 

system architecture for CPMT should be developed to provide systematic 

implementation strategies of various enabling technologies. Each critical 

component as well as their corresponding functions in a CPMT should be 

defined. 

2) The Digital Twin of machine tools, i.e. MTDT, needs to be developed to 

enable efficient data acquisition, management and analytics. Generic, 

extensible and standardized information models for machine tools should 

be developed as the foundation of the MTDT. Open, unified and platform-

independent communication standards should be implemented in CPMT to 

improve data interoperability within CPMT and between CPMT and other 

systems and applications. Implementation of MTConnect and OPC UA in 

CPMT needs to be conducted. Interoperability issue between MTConnect 

and OPC UA should be properly addressed.  

3) Most previous research focused on the conceptual architectures and 

implementation strategies. In this research, prototypes of CPMT need to be 

developed to validate the feasibility of the proposed development method. 

The proposed system architectures, methodologies and implementation 

strategies towards the development of CPMT should to be tested and 

validated through a set of practical experiments. The prototypes should 

demonstrate basic functions of the proposed CPMT and the advantages 

compared to existing machine tools. 
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4) Advanced AR-assisted HMIs for CPMT need to be developed to provide 

intuitive human-machine interactions and decision-making assistance for 

humans. The AR applications should take advantage of the extensive real-

time data provided by the CPMT. Real-time CNC feedback-based tracking 

method should be applied to reduce the computational requirements and 

improve the accuracy. AR-assisted intuitive process visualization and high-

fidelity machining simulation should be developed to demonstrate the 

advantages and potential of advanced human-machine interactions 

between CPMT and humans. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This chapter introduces the methodology of this research. The origin of the concept of 

CPMT is explained, followed by a discussion on the definition and features of CPMT. A 

generic system architecture for CPMT is presented and discussed in detail. Based on 

the generic system architecture, a systematic development method for CPMT is 

proposed. The development strategies for the key components and functions of CPMT 

are studied. The methodology presented in this chapter provides the theoretical basis 

for conducting this research. 

3.1 Introduction 

Based on the literature review provided in Chapter 2, it is identified that there is an 

urgent need to advance current machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, 

intelligence and autonomy, in response to the requirements of CPPS and Smart Factory. 

Recent advancements in ICT such as CPS, IoT and cloud computing have shown great 

potential in addressing this issue. However, implementation of individual CPS 

functions in machine tools cannot provide generic and systematic solutions for 

Machine Tool 4.0. In this context, a novel concept that represents a new generation of 

complete CPS-based machine tools, i.e. Cyber-Physical Machine Tool, is proposed. 

CPMT deeply integrates the machine tool, machining processes, computation and 

networking. Development of the CPMT requires a systematic methodology to provide 

guidance on the implementation strategies for various enabling technologies. This 
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chapter introduces the methodology for developing the CPMT and provides the 

theoretical basis for this research.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the 

definition and features of the proposed CPMT. In Section 3.3, a generic system 

architecture for CPMT is developed to provide guidelines for advancing current 

machine tools to CPMT. The key components, functions and characteristics included in 

a typical CPMT are proposed and explained in detail. A systematic development 

method for CPMT is proposed in Section 3.4 based on the generic system architecture. 

The implementation strategies for the key components and functions of CPMT are 

studied, with a focus on the enabling technologies for modelling the MTDT. Section 3.5 

summarises this chapter. 

3.2 Definition and Features of CPMT 

Inspired by recent advancements in ICT such as CPS, IoT and cloud computing, a new 

generation of machine tools – Cyber-Physical Machine Tools – is proposed as a 

promising development trend of machine tools in the era of Machine Tool 4.0. The 

definition of CPMT is proposed as follows: 

• CPMT is the integration of the machine tool, machining processes, 

computation and networking, where embedded computations monitor and 

control the machining processes, with feedback loops in which machining 

processes can affect computations and vice versa. 

In general, a CPMT is a complete CPS-based machine tool that has the characteristics 

of a typical CPS, such as network connectivity, adaptability, predictability, intelligence, 

with real-time feedback loops and with humans in the loop [36]. With extensive real-

time machining data and computations deeply integrated with machine tool and 

machining processes, CPMT provides various types of feedback loops such as 

autonomous feedback control, shop floor decision-making assistance and cloud-based 

analytics and services; all intend to improve the performance, efficiency and 

effectiveness of a machine tool.  
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More specifically, real-time data generated by machine tool and machining processes 

are collected using various sensors and data acquisition devices. Together with the 

feedback from the CNC controller, these real-time data from the physical world are 

transferred into the cyber space through various types of networks to build a Digital 

Twin of the machine tool. The core of a CPMT, as well as the most significant 

advancement of CPMT compared to traditional CNC machine tools, lies in its Digital 

Twin, i.e. MTDT. MTDT represents the characteristics and real-time status of the 

machine tool, monitors and controls the machine tool with built-in computation and 

intelligence and sends the field-level manufacturing data to different HMIs and the 

cloud to provide efficient decision-making assistance for different users. 

3.3 Generic System Architecture of CPMT 

This section introduces the generic system architecture for CPMT (Figure 3.1). A 

typical CPMT comprises three main components, i.e. Physical devices, Networks and 

MTDT. The CPMT enables three types of feedback loops indicated by coloured arrows 

in Figure 3.1, including autonomous feedback control loop, shop floor decision-making 

assistance loop and cloud-based decision-making assistance loop. The proposed 

system architecture is designed to be generic and extensible so that different types of 

machine tools, data acquisition devices, networking technologies, communication 

standards and Digital Twin modelling technologies can be utilized. Details of the 

components and functions, the feedback loops and the extensibility of the generic 

system architecture are discussed as follows. 
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Figure 3.1 Generic system architecture for CPMT 

3.3.1 Components and Functions 

As shown in Figure 3.1, a CPMT comprises three main components, i.e. Physical 

Devices, Networks and MTDT. 

3.3.1.1 Physical Devices 

Physical devices refer to all the physical devices involved in the machining processes 

and data acquisition processes. Hence physical devices can be divided into two 

categories: machining devices and data acquisition devices. Machining devices include 

each component of the CNC machine tool, the cutting tools and the workpieces; while 

data acquisition devices contain various types of sensors and measurement devices 

such as RFID tags and readers, power meters, dynamometers, accelerometers, 

Acoustic Emission (AE) sensors, cameras and Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM).  

Physical devices are responsible for three main functions: 1) perform machining tasks, 

2) collect various types of data that represents the status of the machine tool and 

machining processes, and 3) send the data to the cyber space for further analysis. It 

needs to be noted that field-level machining data acquisition is a critical procedure in 
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the development of a CPMT since it is the prerequisite for all the subsequent functions 

in a CPMT. 

3.3.1.2 Networks 

One of the distinct advantages of CPMT is the advanced connectivity. In a CPMT, 

various types of networks can be implemented to achieve reliable, efficient and 

ubiquitous communications among the physical world, the cyber space and humans. 

Real-time feedback from the CNC controllers can be retrieved through various 

industrial Ethernet, fieldbus and serial communication protocols such as Profinet, 

EtherCAT, Powerlink, RS-232 and RS-485. Data collected by various sensors can be 

transmitted to the cyber space through different communication protocols such as 

Ethernet, WiFi, ZigBee and Bluetooth, with the implementation of low-cost IoT-based 

microcomputers such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi. Open communication standards 

such as MTConnect and OPC UA allow the data to be uniformly transferred across the 

data acquisition devices, data analysis applications and HMIs through the Internet. 

Consequently, various types of feedback loops among the CPMT, the cloud and humans 

can be realized. 

3.3.1.3 Machine Tool Digital Twin 

MTDT is the core of a CPMT that distinguishes CPMT from existing machine tools. From 

the perspective of function requirements, the MTDT is defined as a digital abstraction 

of the machine tool that is capable of: 1) representing the characteristics and real-time 

status of the machine tool; 2) monitoring and controlling the machine tool with built-

in computation and intelligence; and 3) sending the field-level manufacturing data to 

different HMIs as well as the cloud to provide efficient decision-making assistance for 

different users. A typical MTDT comprises four main modules, i.e. data fusion, 

information model, intelligent algorithms and database. 

• Data fusion: data fusion is a preliminary step to build the MTDT. Firstly, raw 

data generated by different sensors are cleansed and preprocessed so that 

meaningful information can be extracted. Secondly, real-time machining 

data generated by CNC controller and data acquisition devices are 

converted into a common format, such that the data can be efficiently 
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manipulated in the following processes. Thirdly, data from different data 

sources (e.g. CNC controller, RFID tags and various sensors) are grouped to 

their correlated component, in preparation for the following information 

modelling. As a result, the data fusion module provides unified, accurate and 

reliable data as the basis for the modelling of the MTDT. 

• Information model: the information model provides a comprehensive 

understanding of the machine tool and the machining processes. On the one 

hand, it clearly presents the logical structure of the machine tool including 

the relationships between each sub-system and critical component. On the 

other hand, it groups all the available data items related to a specific 

component together such that the real-time manufacturing data can be 

effectively manipulated and utilized in further analysis. Since the 

information model is digitally developed, it is easy to be modified or 

extended when existing physical components and data acquisition devices 

are replaced, or additional devices are implemented. 

• Intelligent algorithms: various data visualization, process optimization and 

PHM algorithms can be embedded in the MTDT. These algorithms retrieve 

specific real-time machining data directly from the information model, and 

hence endowing the machine tool with intelligent and autonomous 

functions and provide efficient decision-making assistance for shop floor 

technicians. The output of these embedded algorithms can be directly sent 

to the CNC controller as control commands to realize autonomous in-

process optimization or fed back to machine operators to assist them in 

improving machine utilization and machining performances. In addition, 

the intelligent algorithms embedded in MTDT can also perform signal 

processing and data analytics tasks and provide the results to the cloud 

through the Internet. In this case, the MTDT becomes an Edge device in the 

Edge Cloud [105] such that the amount of data needed to be transmitted to 

the public cloud can be significantly reduced. 

• Database: since the CNC controller and the data acquisition devices generate 

enormous amounts of real-time manufacturing data during machining 
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processes, it is necessary for the MTDT to have a database that is able to 

safely, reliably and effectively store and manage all the big industrial data. 

On one hand, the database categorizes the real-time data into different 

groups and feeds them into the embedded intelligent algorithms in the 

MTDT based on specific data requirements. On the other hand, the database 

stores the timestamped real-time manufacturing data as historical data and 

provides them to the cloud for further data analytics and value-added 

services. 

3.3.2 Feedback Loops  

Feedback loops are an indispensable part of any CPS since they complete the 

integration of the physical world, the cyber space and humans. Another significant 

advancement of CPMT compared to existing machine tools is the diverse types of 

feedback loops from the cyber space to the physical world. Traditional CNC machine 

tools only provide very limited machining data such as axis positions, spindle speed 

and operating mode to the operators through the control panels fixed on the machine 

tools. Visualization of machining processes can only be realized by looking through the 

expensive viewing windows. Remote machine tool monitoring and distributed field-

level data access are difficult due to the limited connectivity of the machine tools. 

These issues result in poor decision-making assistance for humans such as machine 

operators, maintenance technicians and product designers and production managers. 

With extensive field-level data deeply integrated in the MTDT, CPMT addresses these 

issues by enabling three types of feedback loops as indicated by the coloured arrows 

in Figure 3.1, i.e. autonomous feedback control loop (blue arrows), shop floor decision-

making assistance loop (purple arrows) and cloud-based decision-making assistance 

loop (green arrows). 

3.3.2.1 Autonomous Feedback Control Loop 

In the autonomous feedback control loop, the MTDT analyses the real-time 

manufacturing data with embedded intelligent algorithms and sends control 

commands directly to the CNC controller, such that the machine tool can 

autonomously adjust machining parameters during machining processes to adapt to 
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the dynamically changing machining conditions, while meeting specific requirements 

such as surface quality, cutting tool wear and processing time. It is worth mentioning 

that open CNC controllers such as STEP-NC based controllers [106], [107] play an 

important role in this context. With the implementation of STEP-NC technology, data 

related to machine capability, process planning, and various machining parameters 

can be optimized in STEP-NC files and directly feedback to the STEP-NC controllers as 

control commands [108], [109]. Consequently, autonomous feedback control loop can 

be efficiently realized without developing additional interfaces between MTDT and 

CNC controllers. 

3.3.2.2 Shop floor Decision-making Assistance Loop 

The integration of the real-time analytical information generated by the embedded 

intelligent algorithms and the advancements of data visualization technologies such as 

AR give rise to various types of smart HMIs (e.g. smart phones, tablets and wearable 

devices) that allow the shop floor technicians (e.g. machine operators, maintenance 

technicians and quality control technicians) to have an instant, comprehensive and 

intuitive perception of the machining processes, thus enabling them to make efficient 

decisions to improve the machining performance as well as the equipment 

effectiveness. For instance, AR applications can be developed on smart phones or AR 

headsets to retrieve the real-time status data of the machine tool and machining 

processes from the MTDT; these data can be overlaid on the real machining 

environment as virtual objects, diagrams and information to provide advanced AR-

assisted process monitoring, high-fidelity machining simulation and maintenance 

guidance for the shop floor technicians. 

3.3.2.3 Cloud-based Decision-making Assistance Loop 

During machining processes, enormous amounts of field-level historical 

manufacturing data generated from each component and machining process are 

transmitted to the MTDT. These big data will be further transferred to the cloud 

database for long-term archiving. Various big data analytics algorithms and 

computational resources can be utilized to provide cloud-based decision-making 

assistance for the designers and planners. For example, product designers and process 

planners can optimize the product designs and the process plans based on the data 
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related to the machining performance; production planners can improve the OEE 

based on the statistical data related to the machine utilization rate; device providers 

can also take advantage of the data provided by their customers to improve the design 

of their devices and provide value-added services. From another point of view, the 

MTDT can also be encapsulated as a composite manufacturing service [110]–[112] 

that can be provided, managed and consumed in the cloud manufacturing platform. 

3.3.3 Extensibility 

Machine tools are usually not reconfigurable or extensible once they have been 

assembled in the shop floor. However, the proposed CPMT architecture allows the 

machine tool to be extensible in respect of the available real-time data, the information 

model, the autonomous functions and the decision-making assistance.  

Firstly, different types of data acquisition devices can be deployed on the machine tool 

to extend the available real-time data based on specific needs of the users. Other than 

the feedback from the CNC controller, additional RFID tags and readers, cameras, 

accelerometers, dynamometers, AE sensors and so forth can be implemented to collect 

real-time machining data related to specific components and machining processes. 

Based on the unified communication standards and different types of networks, these 

extended data can be transferred to the cyber space and appended to their associated 

components as additional data items in the information model. Secondly, the 

autonomous functions can be extended by embedding customized intelligent 

algorithms in the MTDT. Various intelligent algorithms such as Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) [113], Fuzzy Logic [114], [115], Random Forests [116] and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) [117] can be embedded in the MTDT to retrieve multiple real-

time data items directly from the information model and endows the machine tool 

with autonomous in-process optimization, tool wear prediction, surface roughness 

prediction, and so forth. Furthermore, the advanced connectivity of CPMT allows 

diverse forms of decision-making assistance and value-added services to be further 

developed. For example, cutting tool providers can access the machining data to help 

the users optimize the tool path and cutting parameters based on their knowledge. 

Maintenance service providers can access the prognosis data and provide remote 

maintenance guidance using AR technology.  
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Due to the generic and extensible characteristics, the proposed CPMT system 

architecture provides strategic guidelines for advancing traditional CNC machine tools 

to CPMT. From the perspective of machine tool design, the proposed architecture also 

provides guidelines for the design of the next generation of machine tools that 

thoroughly integrate machine tool, data acquisition devices, MTDT and networks from 

the initial design stage right down to the shop floor deployment. 

3.4 A Systematic Development Method for CPMT 

This section proposes a systematic development method for CPMT, based on the 

generic system architecture introduced in the previous section. The focus of the 

proposed development method is on the enabling technologies and implementation 

strategies for modelling the MTDT, including manufacturing data acquisition, data 

fusion, information modelling, database and intelligent algorithms. 

3.4.1 Manufacturing Data Acquisition 

Field-level machining data acquisition is the prerequisite for modelling the MTDT. In 

order to provide comprehensive, reliable and accurate data of the machine tool and 

machining processes, the useful data as well as their related data acquisition 

techniques must be recognized. In general, the field-level manufacturing data in a 

CPMT can be divided into three categories, i.e. static property data, real-time 

machining data and measurement data. 

3.4.1.1 Static Property Data 

Static property data represent the basic properties and characteristics of the related 

physical devices. Table 3.1 lists some static property data of the machine tool, the 

cutting tools and the workpieces. These data are usually collected from the manuals of 

the devices. To efficiently transmit these data to the information model in the cyber 

space, RFID technology can be utilized given the various advantages of RFID including 

the remote accessibility, durability, reusability, data capacity, security, and so forth 

[118]. Ideally, each machine tool, cutting tool and workpiece should be equipped with 

an RFID tag containing its static property data listed in Table 3.1. RFID readers can 

then read and transmit these data to the information model in the cyberspace. Various 
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types of low-cost IoT-based microcomputers such as Arduino and Raspberry Pi can be 

utilized to achieve this task. 

Table 3.1 Static property data of manufacturing devices in CPMT 

Device Static property data (examples) 

Machine tool Manufacturer; Date of manufacture; Machine type; CNC controller 

model; Dimension; Weight; Number of axes; Working area; Axes 

travel distance; Clamping area; Maximum table load; Rapid 

motion speed; Maximum spindle speed; Maximum torque; Tool 

turret capacity 

Cutting tools Manufacturer; Date of manufacture; Serial number; Tool type; 

Material; Various geometries 

Workpieces Material; Dimensions; CAD file; Process plan; Machining program 

 

3.4.1.2 Real-time Machining Data 

Real-time machining data represent the status of the machining processes from 

various aspects. Some of the real-time machining data have significant influences on 

the machining performance and are commonly used as the input data for various data 

analytic sand process optimization algorithms, thus need to be collected and 

transmitted to the cyber space for further analysis. In the proposed CPMT, real-time 

machining data can be obtained from the CNC controller as well as various sensors 

that embedded in or attached to the machine tools. Table 3.2 lists the commonly used 

real-time machining data and the related data acquisition devices.  

Current CNC machine tools are usually equipped with some embedded sensors; thus, 

the CNC controllers can usually provide some real-time feedback as listed in Table 3.2. 

However, owing to the diversity of existing CNC controllers, retrieving real-time data 

from CNC controllers becomes a challenging task. For the open source CNC controllers 

such as LinuxCNC, it is easy to access the CNC data through pre-defined Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs). However, most of the existing CNC controllers are of 

a proprietary system. Retrieving data from these CNC controllers often requires 

vendor-dependent tools, such as proprietary APIs or even hardware adapters. A recent 
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trend has been observed that more and more CNC manufacturers and third-party 

developers are developing embedded servers or plugins for CNC controllers to support 

open communication standards such as MTConnect and OPC UA. For example, Siemens 

has integrated the OPC UA server in their SINUMERIK 828D and 840D controllers 

[119]. It can be predicted that open communication standard-based data acquisition 

from CNC controllers will be made easier in the near future. 

Table 3.2 Real-time machining data and data acquisition devices in CPMT 

Data acquisition device Real-time machining data (examples) 

CNC controller Operation status; Alarms; Programs; Tool 

turret position; Spindle speed; Spindle 

rotating direction; Feed-rate; Positions, 

speeds, accelerations of axes 

Power meter; Wattmeter Motor power and current 

Dynamometer; Strain gauge Cutting forces and torques 

AE sensor Acoustic emission 

Accelerometer; Vibrometer Vibration; chatter 

Thermocouple; Infrared thermometer Cutting zone temperature 

Cameras Machining process visualization 

 

The implementation strategies of different sensors and signal processing techniques 

for machining processes have been extensively studied. A recent trend has also been 

observed that Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are being implemented on machine 

tools to monitor the machining condition [120], [121]. The development of different 

sensing techniques is not the focus of this research, and hence are not discussed here. 

Some comprehensive reviews of the sensing techniques used in process monitoring 

have been provided in [122]–[124]. 

3.4.1.3 Measurement Data 

Measurement data refers to the measurement results obtained from various 

measurement devices that reflect the actual machining performance. Table 3.3 lists the 
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commonly used measurement data in CPMT. The accuracy and surface integrity of 

workpieces provide the basic requirements for various optimization processes such 

as product design optimization, process planning optimization and machining 

parameter optimization. The cutting tool wear data have significant influence on the 

cutting tool condition and the machining performance. These measurement data can 

be obtained during or after the machining processes, based on different user 

requirements. In addition, these measurement data should also be stored in the RFID 

tags attached to the workpieces and cutting tools, such that they can be processed by 

different algorithms and analytics tools in the cyberspace. 

Table 3.3 Measurement data and data acquisition devices in CPMT 

Measurement Device Measurement data (examples) 

CMM; Laser scanner Dimensional and geometric accuracy of workpieces 

Profilometer; CCD camera Surface roughness, texture, and finish of workpieces 

Optical sensor; Camera Cutting tool wear 

 

3.4.2 Data Fusion 

It is noted that the aforementioned field-level machining data have to be acquired from 

different data sources (CNC, PLC, RFID tags, sensors, etc.) and transmitted to the cyber 

space through various types of networks with different protocols. This situation 

results in serious data complexity in the MTDT. Hence the data fusion module is 

proposed to improve the data interoperability. Data fusion is the prerequisite to model 

the MTDT. It is responsible for four main functions, i.e. data cleansing, data pre-

processing, data formatting and data grouping. Figure 3.2 shows the functions and the 

data flows in the data fusion module.  
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Figure 3.2 Functions and data flows in the data fusion module 

3.4.2.1 Data Cleansing and Pre-processing 

Data cleansing and pre-processing ensure the data collected by various sensors are 

reliable, accurate and meaningful. The raw signals obtained from sensors such as 

accelerometer, dynamometer and AE sensor usually contain different types of noise 

that affects the accuracy of the detected data. Data cleansing module utilizes various 

types of filtering and cleansing algorithms to eliminate the unwanted signals in the 

raw signals. The cleansed data is then transmitted to the pre-processing module. The 

pre-processing module analyses, pre-processes, and extracts features from the 

cleansed signals to provide meaningful yet low-volume information for the following 

analysis.  

Data cleansing and pre-processing can be achieved using specialized signal analysis 

systems such as NI LabVIEW or IoT-based microcomputers such as Arduino and 

Raspberry Pi. Specialized signal processing algorithms need to be implemented for 

specific sensor data, based on specific user requirements. For instance, a 

computationally lightweight and energy-efficient vibration data cleansing algorithm 

for CPMT was developed in one of our previous work [125]. 

3.4.2.2 Data Formatting 

Due to the diversity of data sources and data acquisition devices, the cleansed and pre-

processed data are still of various proprietary formats. Data formatting is responsible 

for translating all the manufacturing data obtained from the aforementioned data 

acquisition devices into a unified data format, such that they can be efficiently 
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managed and analysed in the cyber space. Open, unified and platform-independent 

communication standards need to be utilized to achieve this task. As discussed in the 

literature review, both MTConnect and OPC UA provide feasible solutions for the data 

formatting.  

The MTConnect standard defines a standard dictionary for machining data. The data 

structures, units, naming conventions, etc. are specifically defined as XML schemas. 

MTConnect transforms the data collected from different data sources into a common 

MTConnect XML format defined by the standard and uses HTTP as the underlying 

transport protocol. On the other hand, OPC UA does not define domain-specific data 

structures. However, it specifies two message encoding methods in the standard, i.e. 

UA Binary and UA XML. The data from different data sources can be encoded as UA 

Binary or UA XML messages and transported over TCP/IP connections. UA Binary 

enables faster encoding and decoding as well as smaller data size compared to UA XML, 

though UA XML has a broader range of applications due to the high prevalence of XML 

format. 

3.4.2.3 Data Grouping 

With various data acquisition devices implemented in the CPMT, the machining data 

generated by each data source may be related to multiple components. On the other 

hand, data collected by different data acquisition devices may be related to a same 

component. For instance, to represent the status of the spindle, the spindle speed, 

motor power and vibration that are separately acquired from the CNC controller, the 

power meter and the accelerometer need to be correlated to the spindle component. 

This complexity makes the data manipulation a challenging task. Data grouping 

addresses this issue by assigning each data item with a unique ID and grouping the 

data from different data sources to their corresponding component. Consequently, the 

status of each component can be comprehensively expressed in the information model. 

3.4.3 Information Modelling 

Information model is a key enabler for the MTDT. It represents the logical structure of 

the machine tool including the static properties, real-time status of each critical 

component and sub-system and the relationships among them. Hence the information 
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model allows the semantics of the machining data to be expressed. Generic, extensible 

and standardized information model for machine tools needs to be developed, such 

that it can be easily modified and extended to be implemented in different types of 

machine tools. It has been observed that information modelling method is closely 

related to the communication standards. MTConnect and OPC UA both provide 

powerful information modelling methods, although their strategies are different. 

3.4.3.1 MTConnect-based Information Modelling 

MTConnect defines a hierarchical information model specifically designed for machine 

tools. The information model is essentially a well-structured XML file comprised of two 

primary types of XML elements: structural element and data entity. Structural 

elements are defined as XML elements that describe the physical and logical 

components of a machine tool. Data entities are defined as XML elements that describe 

the data that can be collected from a machine tool. In addition, attributes can be added 

to each XML element to provide additional descriptions. 

There are four types of structural elements in MTConnect information model, i.e. 

device, component, composition and reference. The most basic component elements 

in CNC machine tools defined by the MTConnect standard are listed in Table 3.4. 

Additional customized components can be easily modelled following the schemas 

provided by MTConnect standard. Data entities are modelled as data items in the 

information model. Data items are divided into three categories, i.e. sample, event and 

condition. A sample data item represents a continuously changing or analog data value 

(e.g. spindle speed); an event data item represents a discrete piece of information that 

describes the functional state associated with a component (e.g. a text string 

representing the name of the machining program); a condition data item represents a 

structural element’s status or ability to operate (normal, warning or fault).  
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Table 3.4 Basic component elements in MTConnect information model 

Component  Sub-component 

Axes Linear  

Rotary 

Controller Path  

Systems  Hydraulic system 

Pneumatic system 

Coolant system 

Lubrication system 

Electric system 

Auxiliaries Loader system 

Waste disposal system 

Tooling delivery system 

Bar feeder system 

Sensor system 

Resources  Materials 

Personnel 

Interfaces   

 

Figure 3.3 shows the structure of the MTConnect information model for a simplified 

turning lathe composed of a CNC controller, two linear axes, one spindle and a coolant 

system. Each physical or logical component of the machine tool is modelled as a 

structural element containing corresponding attributes and data items. The 

hierarchical structure specifies the parent-child relationships among the components. 

The type and attributes of each data item are specifically defined based on the 

dictionary of machining data provided in the standard. The complete information 

model will be represented as an XML file structured regarding the XML schemas 

provided by MTConnect. 
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Figure 3.3 Structure of a typical MTConnect information model  

3.4.3.2 OPC UA-based Information Modelling 

One of the most important features of OPC UA is the possibility to define information 

models for virtually any device and system. OPC UA provides a very generic, flexible 

and extensible information modelling method. It does not define a standard dictionary 

for any domain-specific data; instead, it defines an object-based Address Space Model 

[126] as a meta model that provides a standard way for servers to represent objects 

to clients. Based on this meta model, vendors and developers can model their complex 

systems as domain-specific information models to take advantage of the service-

oriented architecture of OPC UA. 

The base modelling concepts of OPC UA are Nodes and References between the Nodes. 

Nodes can be of different NodeClasses, depending on the purpose of a Node. OPC UA 

specifies a non-extensible list of eight basic NodeClasses, i.e. Object, Variable, Method, 

ObjectType, VariableType, ReferenceType, DataType and View. Attributes are used to 

describe the Nodes. References are used to expose different semantics on how the 

Nodes are connected. Objects are used to structure the address space. Variables and 

methods always belong to an object. Values of the objects are exposed using variables. 

Methods can be called by a client to return some results. The graphical notations of the 

NodeClasses and References defined in OPC UA are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Graphical notations of OPC UA NodeClasses and References  

The main principles of OPC UA-based information modelling include [127]: 

• Using object-oriented techniques including type hierarchies and 

inheritance. 

• Type information is exposed and can be accessed the same way as instances. 

• Full meshed network of Nodes allowing information to be connected in 

various ways. 

• Extensibility regarding the type hierarchies as well as the types of 

References between Nodes. 

• No limitations on how to model information in order to allow an 

appropriate model for the provided data. 

• OPC UA information modelling is always done on server-side. 

OPC UA information model is an integral part of the OPC UA Server, and hence it needs 

to be converted into necessary source codes for the Server to understand. Developing 

OPC UA information models for complex systems requires substantial programming 

effort. Currently, OPC UA information models can be designed and developed in 

multiple ways. An open source OPC UA Information Model Compiler library is 

provided on Github by the OPC Foundation. This compiler helps users convert XML 

files and Comma-separated values (CSV) files to the corresponding C and C# source 
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codes. There are also several proprietary software tools available in the market that 

allow users to create OPC UA information models more efficiently. 

It is worth mentioning that a Companion Specification – OPC UA Information Model 

for CNC Systems [128] has been published recently by a joint working group of the 

OPC Foundation and the German Machine Tool Builders’ Association. The specification 

defines an OPC UA information model to interface and exchange data with CNC 

systems. Although this information model contains a comprehensive set of data in CNC 

systems, it is found to be not suitable for the CPMT proposed in this research. On the 

one hand, this information model focuses only on the data within the CNC kernel of a 

CNC system. Some process data that are necessary for modelling the MTDT, such as 

the data from the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and external data acquisition 

devices of a machine tool, are not included. On the other hand, the structure of this 

information model does not represent the logical relations of all the components and 

subsystems in a CNC machine tool. Consequently, a generic OPC UA information model 

for CPMT needs to be developed in this research. 

3.4.4 Database and Intelligent Algorithms 

Database and intelligent algorithms are also important components for the MTDT. 

Extensive research has been conducted on the specialized database and intelligent 

algorithms for machine tools. Development of the database and intelligent algorithms 

is beyond the scope of this research. This subsection discusses the implementation 

strategies for the database and intelligent algorithms in the MTDT. 

3.4.4.1 Database 

Having all the static property data and real-time machining data represented by the 

information model, a database needs to be developed in the MTDT such that the big 

data can be safely, reliably and effectively stored, managed, as well as retrieved by 

external intelligent algorithms and data analytics tools. Since the information model 

has already assigned each data item with a unique ID and a timestamp, an efficient 

strategy for developing the database is to divide the database into different categories 

in accordance with the structure of the information model. Each category represents a 

component in the information model, containing the static properties and all the real-
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time data. Based on the open and royalty-free data communication standards applied 

in the MTDT, various database developing tools such as MySQL, PostgreSQL and SQLite 

can be utilized to develop the database. Figure 3.5 shows a generic structure of the 

proposed database. Based on this structure, a comprehensive performance history of 

each component and machining process of the CPMT can be archived. Consequently, 

various data analytics applications in the cloud can retrieve specific historical data 

items in specific time periods. 

 

Figure 3.5 Generic structure of the database in the MTDT 

3.4.4.2 Intelligent Algorithms 

Intelligent algorithms embedded in the MTDT make the CPMT intelligent and 

autonomous. The proposed MTDT builds a solid foundation for the implementation of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) in machine tools. A comprehensive set of historical 

machining data can be efficiently retrieved from the well-structure database as the 

training data. Various types of intelligent algorithms embedded in the MTDT can 

access the real-time data directly from the information model and extract specific data 

items to provide real-time monitoring and control functions, such as in-process 

machining optimization, high-fidelity simulation, data visualization and PHM. For 

example, ANN algorithms can be embedded to retrieve the cutting speed, feed and 

depth of cut, and perform tool wear prediction [129]; fuzzy inference systems can be 

embedded to retrieve the spindle speed, feed-rate and depth of cut, and perform 

surface roughness prediction [130]; AR-based algorithms can be embedded to retrieve 
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the real-time machining video stream, axes positions and speeds, and perform AR-

assisted monitoring and simulation [131].  

3.5 Methodology Summary 

This chapter detailly introduced the methodology for developing the CPMT. Firstly, the 

definition and features of CPMT were introduced to illustrate the technical focus, 

enabling technologies and development strategies for CPMT. Secondly, a generic 

system architecture for CPMT was developed to provide guidelines for advancing 

current machine tools to CPMT. The envisioned functionalities of the three main 

components, i.e. physical devices, networks and MTDT were gradually unfolded for a 

clear understanding of the key issues that primarily need to be addressed. The 

proposed system architecture enables three types of feedback loops, including 

autonomous feedback control, shop floor decision-making assistance and cloud-based 

decision-making assistance. The development strategies for each type of feedback loop 

were proposed. Finally, a systematic development method for CPMT was proposed 

based on the generic system architecture. Focused on the modelling of the MTDT, an 

in-depth study on the enabling technologies and implementation strategies for 

manufacturing data acquisition, data fusion, information modelling and database and 

intelligent algorithms was conducted.  

The proposed system architecture and methodology are implemented and validated 

through a set of practical experiments demonstrated in the following chapters. It is 

strongly believed by the author that the research work presented in this thesis 

contributes to fundamental theories and holistic methodologies that will inevitably 

lead to a major breakthrough in realizing the envisioned Machine Tool 4.0 and 

Industry 4.0. 
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Chapter 4 

MTConnect and OPC UA 

enabled CPMT 

This chapter presents the development of MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT. 

Generic system architectures are proposed to provide systematic guidance for 

implementing MTConnect and OPC UA in CNC machine tools. Generic OPC UA 

information model for CPMT is developed based on the functional requirements 

identified in Chapter 3. The proposed system architectures and methodology are 

validated through the development of two CPMT prototypes. Software applications for 

each prototype are developed to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed CPMT. 

Results and experiences gained from the practical experiments are discussed. 

4.1 Introduction 

Open, unified and platform-independent communication standard is a key enabler for 

CPMT. In a typical CPMT, a large amount of machining data needs to be collected from 

diverse types of data sources such as CNC, PLC, RFID tags and various sensors. These 

data are usually of different formats and delivered by proprietary communication 

protocols. In order to build a MTDT that efficiently organizes all these data, the data 

interoperability issue within a CPMT needs to be addressed. On the other hand, 

modern shop floors usually contain different types of machine tools from different 

vendors. Communications between these machine tools and other systems such as 

software applications, HMIs and robots can only be achieved through proprietary 
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interfaces provided by the vendors. Even though some vendors have made their 

interfaces open source, the applications have to be developed using specific 

programming languages under specific operating systems. In order to maximize the 

connectivity of CPMT, open, unified and platform-independent data exchange between 

CPMT and other systems and applications needs to be achieved.  

As two of the most widely used communication standards for machine tools, 

MTConnect and OPC UA have shown great potential to address these issues. Both of 

these two standards are open, royalty-free, platform-independent and extensible. 

However, based on the analysis of MTConnect and OPC UA provided in Section 2.4, it 

has been noted that there exist major differences between these two standards in 

respect of the information modelling method, communication ability, message 

encoding, application domain and so forth. Hence the development of CPMT enabled 

by MTConnect and OPC UA needs to be studied respectively. Based on the 

methodology introduced in Chapter 3, this chapter proposes two practical solutions 

for the development of CPMT with a focus on the data interoperability, i.e. MTConnect-

enabled CPMT and OPC UA-enabled CPMT. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 introduces a systematic 

development method for MTConnect-enabled CPMT. The main components and 

functions of the MTConnect-enabled MTDT are discussed. Section 4.3 presents the 

practical development of an MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype. The development 

processes of each critical component in the prototype are illustrated in detail. 

Following the same logic, Section 4.4 and Section 4.5 introduce a systematic 

development method and the practical development of a prototype for OPC UA-

enabled CPMT respectively. A generic OPC UA information model for CPMT is also 

developed. The results and experiences gained from the experiments are summarised 

and discussed in Section 4.6. 

4.2 MTConnect-enabled CPMT 

This section introduces a systematic development method for MTConnect-enabled 

CPMT. A generic system architecture for MTConnect-enabled CPMT is developed to 

provide guidelines for the implementation of MTConnect in a CPMT. Figure 4.1 shows 
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the generic system architecture for MTConnect-enabled CPMT. The overall structure 

follows the generic system architecture for CPMT proposed in Chapter 3. MTConnect-

enabled CPMT comprises three main components: physical devices, networks and 

MTDT. The functionalities of these components have been discussed in Section 3.3.1. 

This section focuses on the modelling of the MTDT with the implementation of 

MTConnect standard. As shown in Figure 4.1, the MTDT of the MTConnect-enabled 

CPMT consists of three main components: MTConnect Adapter, MTConnect Agent and 

MTDT application. The functionalities and development strategies of each are 

introduced in the following subsections. 

 

Figure 4.1 Generic system architecture of MTConnect-enabled CPMT 

4.2.1 MTConnect Adapter 

MTConnect Adapter is the interface between the physical world and the cyber space. 

It is a software program that is connected to all the data sources through different 
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types of networks and interfaces. The primary functions of MTConnect Adapter are 

listed as follows: 

• Receive all the real-time field-level machining data through proprietary 

interfaces of different data sources. 

• Convert all the data into MTConnect vocabulary. 

• Assign each data item with a unique ID. 

• Attach a timestamp to each piece of data. 

• Format all the data into Simple Hierarchical Data Representation (SHDR) 

format. 

• Filter the duplicated data. 

• Provide a complete snapshot of the available data when an agent connects. 

• Continuously send the changed data to the MTConnect Agent. 

Since the MTConnect Adapter receives data from diverse types of data sources, various 

proprietary interfaces provided by the vendors of the data sources need to be 

embedded in the MTConnect Adapter. Thus, development of the MTConnect Adapter 

is a critical procedure and it needs to be customized based on specific requirements of 

the users. Currently, it has been observed that more and more CNC manufacturers 

(DMG, Fanuc, Okuma, Mazak, Siemens, etc.) are providing MTConnect Adapters for 

their products. It can be predicted that data acquisition through MTConnect Adapters 

will be made easier in the near future. 

4.2.2 MTConnect Agent 

The MTConnect information models resides in the MTConnect Agent. MTConnect 

Agent continually receives data from the MTConnect Adapter and performs data 

grouping and data formatting before sending them to different MTConnect Clients. 

Specifically, the main responsibilities of MTConnect Agent are listed as follows: 

• Connect to one or multiple MTConnect Adapters and maintain the 

connections. 
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• Host and manage the MTConnect information model. 

• Continuously receive the SHDR data from the MTConnect Adapter. 

• Correlate each piece of data with its corresponding data item in the 

MTConnect information model using its unique ID. 

• Group all the data items into their associated components in the information 

model. 

• Format all the data into MTConnect XML format based on the schemas 

provided by MTConnect standard. 

• Connect to different MTConnect Clients in the local network as well as on 

the Internet. 

• Receive HTTP requests from different MTConnect Clients and respond with 

the requested data in MTConnect XML format through TCP/IP protocol. 

• Store a fixed amount of data based on its ability. 

An MTConnect Agent can be connected to multiple MTConnect Adapters since all the 

data coming from the MTConnect Adapters are in the SHDR format. Hence the 

MTConnect Agent can manage data from multiple machine tools. The MTConnect 

Agent can also communicate with multiple MTConnect Clients at the same time as a 

web server. This allows various applications to take advantage of the field-level 

machining data without affecting the performance of the MTConnect Adapters and the 

physical devices. 

4.2.3 MTDT Application 

The MTDT application is an MTConnect Client specially developed for the MTDT in the 

local network. It requests real-time machining data in MTConnect XML format from 

the MTConnect Agent and utilizes various data analytics and visualization tools to 

realize the basic functions of the MTDT. The MTDT application proposed here aims at 

demonstrating the advantages of the MTConnect-enabled CPMT. Firstly, it provides 

intuitive data visualization by displaying the logical structure of the machine tool as 

well as all the available real-time data of each critical component. Hence users can have 

a comprehensive perception of the machine tool in terms of the structure, capabilities, 
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functionalities, properties, conditions and so forth. Secondly, the MTDT application 

provides process monitoring functions based on real-time analysis of the machining 

data. Since it is implemented in the local network, real-time data analysis and 

visualization can be efficiently achieved to provide a better understanding of the 

machining processes. Thirdly, various intelligent algorithms can be further embedded 

in the application to improve the intelligence of the machine tool. Advanced machine 

learning algorithms can be applied to take full advantage of the machining data and 

endow the machine tool with self-awareness and self-adaptivity. Moreover, the 

application has a database that manages and stores the timestamped real-time 

machining data. These historical data can then be accessed by other applications to 

realize big data analytics and value-added services. 

It is worth mentioning that due to MTConnect is a read-only protocol, direct feedback 

control from the MTConnect Clients to the CNC controller cannot be achieved through 

MTConnect protocol. Vendor-specific interfaces must be used to achieve autonomous 

in-process machining optimization. However, various types of MTConnect Clients can 

be developed to provide advanced decision-making assistance for different users. 

4.3 Case Study: An MTConnect-enabled CPMT Prototype 

This section introduces the practical development of an MTConnect-enabled CPMT 

prototype. First, the experimental set-up and overall system architecture of the 

prototype are presented. Second, an MTConnect information model for the Sherline 

Mill is developed. Third, the development of the MTConnect Adapter and Agent is 

illustrated in detail. Last, an MTDT application for the prototype is developed to 

demonstrate the functionalities, advantages and potential of the MTConnect-enabled 

CPMT. 

4.3.1 Experimental Set-up 

The MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype is developed on a Sherline 3-axis vertical 

milling machine (Model 2010). To investigate the data integration capability of 

MTConnect, different data acquisition devices, networks and operating systems are 
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implemented to collect real-time machining data. The experimental setup of the 

MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype is shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2 Experimental set-up of the MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype 

Two 13.56MHz RFID tags are assigned to the machine tool and a cutting tool to store 

their attribute data. An NFC shield is installed on an Arduino Uno microcomputer to 

read the data in the RFID tags. An RPM sensor is mounted above the spindle to detect 

the actual spindle speed. A Kistler type 9273 3-axis dynamometer is mounted on the 

worktable (under the workpiece) to measure the cutting forces in X, Y and Z direction. 

Three Kistler type 5007 charge amplifiers are used to amplify the force signals. A PCB 

model 352C65 piezoelectric accelerometer was used to measure the vibration of the 

spindle. The vibration signals are conditioned using a PCB model 480E09 signal 

conditioner. All the sensor signals are collected to a NI SCC-68 terminal block and 

finally sent to a NI PXI-1031 data acquisition platform to be processed.  
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4.3.2 Overall System Architecture 

The overall system architecture of the MTConnect-based CPMT prototype is described 

in Figure 4.3. The machine tool is controlled by the open-source LinuxCNC software 

installed in a desktop computer running Linux operating system (Ubuntu 8.04). The 

NFC shield on the Arduino microcomputer reads the RFID tags and sends the attribute 

data of the machine tool and cutting tool to the MTConnect Adapter through serial 

connection. The sensor signals from the dynamometer, the accelerometer and the RPM 

sensor are transferred to the NI PXI-1031 data acquisition platform. The signals are 

filtered and processed using LabVIEW software. A TCP server created in LabVIEW 

sends the pre-processed sensor data (i.e. cutting forces, vibration and spindle speed) 

to the MTConnect Adapter through Ethernet connection using TCP/IP protocol. Real-

time machining data from the CNC controller, including machine status, machining 

programs, axes positions, feed rate and so on, are retrieved from the LinuxCNC 

software to the MTConnect Adapter directly through open APIs, since LinuxCNC is 

open sourced and they are installed in the same computer.  

The MTConnect Agent and the MTDT application are hosted on another computer 

running Windows operating system. The MTConnect Adapter continuously sends all 

the SHDR data to the MTConnect Agent through Ethernet or WiFi using TCP/IP 

protocol. The MTDT application requests MTConnect XML files from the MTConnect 

Agent and performs basic functions of the MTDT. The MTConnect Agent can also be 

connected to the cloud through the Internet. Various cloud-based MTConnect Clients 

can request the field-level machining data from the MTConnect Agent using TCP/IP in 

the same way as the MTDT application does. Since LinuxCNC is open-source software, 

feedback control from the MTDT application and the cloud to LinuxCNC can also be 

achieved through the open APIs. 
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Figure 4.3 Overall system architecture of the MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype 

4.3.3 MTConnect Information Model for Sherline Mill 

Based on the structure of the Sherline Mill and the available data that can be collected 

from the experimental set-up, an MTConnect information model for the prototype is 

developed. The graphical structure of the MTConnect information model is shown in 

Figure 4.4. The top level structural element is the machine tool that has four 

components. The Controller component represents the CNC controller. It has four data 

items and a sub-component Path that describes information of the machining process. 

The Axes component is an abstract component that has four sub-components 

including the spindle and three linear axes. The cutting forces and the cutting tool are 

modelled as another two components of the machine tool. 
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Figure 4.4 Graphical structure of the MTConnect information model for Sherline Mill 

The actual information model is developed as a Device.xml file in accordance with the 

XML schema provided by MTConnect standard. Figure 4.5 shows the details of the 

Device.xml file. The attributes of each component and data item such as type, ID, name, 

category, units, etc. are specifically defined in the XML file to provide semantic and 

contextual definitions of the information model. The information model groups all the 

data items from different data sources into their related components to represent 

comprehensive status of each component. For instance, as highlighted in Figure 4.5, 

the spindle speed data item measured by the RPM sensor and the vibration magnitude 

data item measured by the accelerometer are grouped under the Rotary C component 

to represent the status of the spindle. The status of the CNC controller is represented 

by four data items related to the state of the CNC and a sub-component Path that 

groups all the data items related to the status of the machining processes. Each 

component and data item are assigned with a unique ID such that they can be 

efficiently managed in different MTConnect Clients. 
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Figure 4.5 Device.xml MTConnect information model for the Sherline Mill 
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4.3.4 Development of MTConnect Adapter and Agent 

The MTConnect Adapter is developed using C++ language. In this prototype, the 

MTConnect Adapter receives field-level data from three main sources, i.e. the 

LinuxCNC control software, the Arduino microcomputer and the LabVIEW TCP server. 

Firstly, real-time CNC data are retrieved from the memory buffer used by the 

LinuxCNC software through open APIs. For example, Figure 4.6 shows the methods 

used for retrieving the commanded axes positions and the controller mode through 

the APIs. Secondly, the static property information of the machine tool and the cutting 

tool are collected from the Arduino microcomputer through the serial communication 

between the Arduino and the Linux computer. A serial data receive function is 

integrated in the MTConnect Adapter to read the data in the RFID tags. Thirdly, a TCP 

server is created in LabVIEW to send out all the sensor data. Hence a corresponding 

TCP client is embedded in the MTConnect Adapter to receive the sensor data. 

 

Figure 4.6 Example methods for retrieving CNC data through open APIs 

The MTConnect Adapter converts all the field-level data into SHDR format and attach 

a timestamp in front of each piece of data that is to be sent to the MTConnect Agent. To 

reduce data redundancy, only changed values of each data item will be sent. Figure 4.7 

shows a screenshot of the SHDR data sent by the adapter during a machining process. 

The MTConnect Adapter sends data to port 7878 on the host computer. The axes 
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positions, spindle speed, vibration and cutting forces were continuously sent since 

they were changing during machining process. The power status, controller mode, 

cutting tool information and so forth will only be sent when they changed. The data 

refresh interval for this MTConnect Adapter is set to 100ms due to the large amount 

of real-time data need to be transmitted. 

 

Figure 4.7 Screenshot of the SHDR data sent by the MTConnect Adapter 

The MTConnect Agent used in this case study is an open-source C++ Agent provided 

by the MTConnect institute. This Agent provides a complete implementation of the 

HTTP server required by the MTConnect standard. It provides the protocol and data 

collection framework that will work as a standalone server. The MTConnect Agent can 

work on both Windows and Linux systems. In this case study a Windows computer is 

used to host the Agent. The MTConnect Agent is connected to the MTConnect Adapter 

in the local network in our lab through an Ethernet connection. The file path of the 

MTConnect information model (i.e. Device.xml) and the IP address and port number 

of the MTConnect Adapter are specified in the configuration file of the Agent.  

Once the MTConnect Agent is connected to the MTConnect Adapter, all the SHDR data 

will be continuously fed to the MTConnect Agent. The MTConnect Agent withholds the 

collected data by putting them in a buffer and responds to HTTP requests with 

structured MTConnect XML files as a data server. The MTConnect standard specifies 

three standard types of HTTP requests that can be accepted by the MTConnect Agent, 
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i.e. Probe request, Current request and Sample request. The Probe request identifies 

the available devices on the MTConnect Agent including all the components and data 

items in the MTConnect information models. The Current request is used to get a 

snapshot of the current status of the machine tool by retrieving an up-to-date value of 

each available data item. The Sample request can be customized by using specific 

sequence number in the HTTP request to retrieve a segment of historical data stored 

in the buffer of the MTConnect Agent. Figure 4.8 shows an example of part of a 

responded XML file for a Current request created by the MTConnect Agent. The 

Current request is sent through the address bar of a web browser. The responded 

Current XML file contains the current values and the corresponding attributes of all 

the available data items in the MTConnect Agent. 

 

Figure 4.8 Example of a Current XML file responded from the MTConnect Agent 
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4.3.5 MTDT Application 

To demonstrate the basic functions of the MTDT, an MTDT application developed for 

the MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype. It is essentially a local MTConnect Client that 

directly requests real-time data from the MTConnect Agent and performs various 

functions of the MTDT. The MTDT application is developed in C#. Figure 4.9 shows the 

graphical user interface of the MTDT application. It comprises four main modules as 

marked in Figure 4.9.  

The MTDT application connects to the MTConnect Agent by specifying the IP address 

and port number of the Agent. Once connected, the application reads the Device.xml 

file and displays the logical structure of the machine tool as a tree structure in module 

1. The tree structure clearly shows the logical relationships between each component. 

All the available data items are shown under the component to which they are 

associated. The name and data type of each data item are also displayed in the tree 

structure. Consequently, this structure provides a comprehensive understanding of 

the static attributes of the machine tool.  

Module 2 shows the real-time status of the machine tool and machining processes. All 

the available real-time data items are displayed and continuously updated in the text 

boxes under their related component. The Machine Tool component shows the type 

and manufacturer of the machine tool and the timestamp of all the real-time data. The 

Controller component shows the real-time status of the controller, including the 

current power status (ON or OFF), execution status (Active, Interrupted or Ready), 

controller mode (Automatic or Manual), NC program (file path and name), current line 

of the CN program, feed rate and feed rate override. The Axes component shows the 

commanded and actual positions of each linear axis and the speed and vibration of the 

spindle. The cutting forces and cutting tool information are also displayed. The tick-

box before the data item indicates that it can be chosen and plotted as a line graph in 

module 3. 
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Module 3, at the bottom of the interface, provides data visualization and analytics 

functions based on the real-time data. As shown in Figure 4.9, under the Machine 

Status tab, the historical execution status of the machine tool is displayed as a line 

graph, where the X-axis indicates the time and the Y-axis indicates the execution status, 

i.e. Active (machining), Interrupted (paused) or Ready(stopped). The machine 

utilization rate is calculated and shown as a pie chart accordingly. The current 

application allows all the real-time data to be directly visualized as line graphs in the 

time domain. Figure 4.10 shows another three examples of the visualization of axis 

position, cutting forces and spindle vibration respectively. These data visualization 

functions help the machine operators to identify severe changes of machining 

conditions during machining processes and make quick decisions to prevent further 

damages. Moreover, these data can be further analysed in frequency and discrete time 

domain using wavelet transform and SVM for example, to predict and avoid chatter 

during machining processes [132]. 

Module 4 displays the historical data of a specific data item selected in the machine 

tool structure. As shown in Figure 4.9, the spindle vibration is selected in the machine 

tool structure, and the historical vibration data are displayed as a spreadsheet in 

module 4. The first column contains the timestamps of each value. The second column 

shows the values of the data. The third column indicates the sequence numbers of each 

value that are defined in MTConnect standard. These historical data can be directly 

saved as spreadsheets locally or transferred to the cloud database through the Internet. 

Various machine learning algorithms can directly use these data as training data or 

test data and provide the machine tool with self-learning capabilities.  

This MTDT application can also be deployed in the cloud to allow users to remotely 

monitor the real-time status of the machine tool, its critical components and the 

machining processes through the Internet. Based on this application, machine 

operators can make efficient decisions to improve the machining performance; 

maintenance technicians can perform proactive maintenance to improve the machine 

utilization rate; production planners and managers can remotely monitor the machine 

status in real time and optimize the production plans; various service providers can 

access the historical data in the cloud to provide value-added services using their own 

applications. 
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Figure 4.10 Examples of the data visualization and analytics functions 

4.4 OPC UA-enabled CPMT  

This section presents a systematic development method for OPC UA-enabled CPMT. 

First, a generic system architecture for OPC UA-enabled CPMT is developed to provide 

guidelines for implementing OPC UA in a CPMT. Second, a generic OPC UA information 

model for CPMT is developed as a domain-specific information model based on the 

meta model provided by OPC UA standard. 
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4.4.1 Generic System Architecture for OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

A generic system architecture for OPC UA-enabled CPMT is proposed in Figure 4.11. 

The overall structure is same as the one for MTConnect-enabled CPMT. It also 

comprises three main components, i.e. physical devices, networks and MTDT. This 

section focuses on the modelling of the MTDT with the implementation of OPC UA 

standard. As shown in Figure 4.11, the MTDT of the OPC UA-enabled CPMT consists of 

two main components: OPC UA Server and OPC UA Client. 

 

Figure 4.11 Generic system architecture of OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

The OPC UA Server is a software program that can be divided into two main parts 

based on its functions. The primary part is responsible for creating and handling the 

Address Space where the OPC UA information model is implemented. The secondary 

part is responsible for handling the underlying system. The underlying system in this 

context refers to the CNC machine tool and the external data acquisition systems to 
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which the OPC UA Server is connected. Specifically, the OPC UA Server in the MTDT 

has the following main functions: 

• Create an Address Space for the implementation of the OPC UA information 

model. 

• Convert the OPC UA information model form source code to the 

corresponding Nodes and References in the address space. 

• Manage the Nodes and References to represent the structure and available 

data of the CPMT. 

• Receive all the real-time field-level machining data from the underlying 

system through proprietary interfaces of different data sources. 

• Correlate each data item received from the underlying system to its 

corresponding Node in the Address Space. 

• Receive UA Binary or UA XML requests from OPC UA Clients. 

• Encode the requested data into UA Binary or UA XML messages based on 

the requests and send them to the OPC UA Clients. 

• Perform functions accordingly if the OPC UA Clients call the methods (e.g. 

send control command to the CNC controller) 

• Aggregate lower-level OPC UA servers in the data acquisition systems if OPC 

UA is also implemented in the field-level devices. 

• Secure the communications with the OPC UA Clients by handling user 

authorization and authentication.  

The OPC UA Client in the MTDT is a local application specially designed for the MTDT. 

It requests real-time machining data in UA Binary format from the OPC UA Server and 

performs basic functions of the MTDT. The UA Binary protocol is utilized in the local 

network because it has smaller size, less buffer requirement and better performance 

compared to UA XML. In general, the main functions of the OPC UA Client in the MTDT 

are similar to the MTDT application in the MTConnect-enabled CPMT, such as 

visualization of machine tool structure and available data items, real-time data 
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visualization and analytics, comprehensive process monitoring and advanced 

decision-making assistance with embedded intelligent algorithms. However, different 

from MTConnect that is a read-only protocol, OPC UA enables read and write functions 

from both sides. This means that control commands can be sent from the OPC UA Client 

to the OPC UA Server and finally to the CNC controller that controls the machine tool. 

Consequently, various real-time control algorithms can be embedded in the OPC UA 

Client to provide autonomous in-process machining optimization functions. Moreover, 

as indicated in Figure 4.11, various local and cloud-based OPC UA Clients can be 

developed to communicate with the OPC UA Server in the MTDT, hence distributed 

and cloud-based process monitoring and control are made possible. 

4.4.2 Generic OPC UA Information Model for CPMT 

The information modelling method provided by OPC UA is generic and flexible. In 

general, an OPC UA information model is represented using four main components, i.e. 

Objects, Variables, Methods and References. Objects are instances of an ObjectType 

which is equivalent to a Class in the Object-Oriented Programming term. ObjectType 

is used to define the base structure of an information model. The instance of an 

ObjectType is an Object which handles the data of the system that it is representing. 

Objects can contain variables and methods as their child components, mainly for 

characterizing and manipulating the data. References are used to define the relations 

between all these components. To build an OPC UA information model of a device, 

designers need to define all these components based on their understanding of the 

structure as well as the available data of the device. As a result, the design of an OPC 

UA information model, even though for a same device, can vary from one to another. 

In our proposed CPMT, the information model is one of the most critical components 

since it represents the structure and the available data of the machine tool. Although 

there exist various types of CNC machine tools, they usually follow the same logical 

structure and contain the same types of data. Therefore, a generic OPC UA information 

model that is particularly designed for CNC machine tools needs to be developed to 

provide the guidance for information model designers.  

Since MTConnect standard has already defined a hierarchically structured information 

model specifically for CNC machine tools, a corresponding OPC UA information model 
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needs to be developed in consideration of the interoperability between OPC UA and 

MTConnect enabled CPMT. The requirements of the generic OPC UA information 

model for a CPMT are defined as follows:  

1) It should be a hierarchical structure, similar to the information model 

defined in MTConnect that indicates the logical relationships of all the 

critical components and the available data of the machine tool. 

2) Data from different data sources should be grouped into their related 

components to represent the static properties as well as real-time status of 

each component. 

3) It should allow efficient mappings from MTConnect data sources to the 

respective OPC UA nodes. 

4) Modifications and extensions of this generic model should be easily 

achieved for producing a more specific information model. 

Based on these requirements, a generic OPC UA information model for CPMT is 

proposed (Figure 4.12). Initially, TypeDefinitions (for the complete information model) 

need to be defined. TypeDefinitions explain the type information of the objects and 

data variables that can be obtained from a particular information model. In the 

proposed generic information model, the MachineToolType of BaseObjectType is 

defined as a complex ObjectType representing a CNC machine tool. It has four 

Properties as static string variables representing the static properties of the machine 

tool, i.e. the name, manufacturer and manufacture date of the machine and the name 

of its controller. MachineToolType has four SubObjectTypes as shown in Figure 4.12. 

ControllerType contains variables for handling real-time data that can be extracted 

from the CNC controller such as power status, alarms and feed rate. AxesListType 

handles the nodes of three SubObjectTypes namely LinearAxesType, RotaryAxesTpe 

and SpindleType. LinearAxesType and RotaryAxesType consist of variables to hold 

actual and commanded positions of the axis along with the corresponding engineering 

unit. SpindleType is used to handle information about the speed, override and motor 

power of the spindle. CuttingToolType is used to handle the information regarding the 

cutting tools, such as the identification, type, material and size of the cutting tool. Two 
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SubObjectTypes, i.e. ToolVibrationType and CuttingForcesType are created to handle 

variables representing the vibration generated from and cutting forces applied on the 

cutting tool. SystemsType handles the information about other subsystems of the 

machine tool. It has three SubObjectTypes, i.e. DoorType, ToolTurretType and 

CoolantType. Each SubObjectType has some variables to represent the status of the 

door, the tool turret and the coolant system respectively. 

 

Figure 4.12 Generic OPC UA information model for CPMT 

It is noted that the generic OPC UA information model for CPMT does not intend to be 

inclusive of all components and available data of a machine tool. Instead, it contains 

some common and critical components, subsystems and data of a typical CNC machine 

tool. A specific information model can be developed by modifying or extending this 

generic model, based on the actual structure and available data of the target machine 

tool. 
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4.5 Case Study: An OPC UA-enabled CPMT Prototype 

To validate the proposed system architecture and the generic OPC UA information 

model, this section introduces the practical development of an OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

prototype. First, the overall system architecture of the OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

prototype is introduced. Second, an OPC UA information model for the EMCO Milling 

machine is developed. Third, the development of the OPC UA Server is illustrated in 

detail. Since the OPC UA Client for this prototype is eventually developed as an 

application for the CPMT Platform, it will be introduced in the next chapter. 

4.5.1 Overall System Architecture 

The OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype is developed on a 3-axis vertical milling machine 

tool (EMCO Concept Mill 105). The overall system architecture of the prototype is 

shown in Figure 4.13. It can be divided into three main modules, i.e. 1) machine tool 

and control software, 2) external data acquisition system, and 3) MTDT. 

 

Figure 4.13 Overall system architecture of the OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype 
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1) Machine tool and control software: the machine tool used for this prototype 

is a 3-axis vertical milling machine (EMCO Concept Mill 105). The simplified 

structure of the machine tool is shown in Figure 4.13. It is equipped with a 

Fanuc 21 CNC controller. The machine tool is controlled by the iWindow 

control software which is developed as an advanced AR-assisted HMI for 

CPMT. Detailed functions of the iWindow will be introduced in Chapter 6. In 

this prototype, the iWindow can be treated as open source control software 

which sends control commands to the CNC and acquires real-time data from 

the CNC. The real-time data that can be extracted from the CNC include 

power status, execution mode, alarms, axes positions, spindle speed, feed 

rate, program information, and so on. These data are continuously 

transferred to the OPC UA Server through memory-mapped files. 

2) External data acquisition system: in this prototype, several RFID tags are 

assigned to the machine tool and cutting tools to store their static property 

data. An Arduino Uno microcomputer equipped with an RFID reader is used 

to obtain these data and transfer them to the OPC UA Server through serial 

communication. A 3-axis dynamometer (Kistler type 9273) is mounted on 

the worktable to measure the cutting forces in X, Y and Z directions. A 

Piezoelectric accelerometer (PCB model 352C65) is used to measure the 

vibration of the cutting tool. Signals from the sensors are collected by a data 

acquisition card (NI PXI-1031) and pre-processed suing LabVIEW. A TCP 

server is created in LabVIEW to transfer the sensor data to the OPC UA 

Server through Ethernet connection. 

3) MTDT: the MTDT is mainly comprised of an OPC UA Server and a local OPC 

UA Client. The information model for the EMCO Milling machine is created 

in the OPC UA Server. The OPC UA Server and iWindow run on a same host 

computer. The OPC UA Server acquires real-time CNC data from iWindow 

using memory-mapped files. It also contains a serial receiver and a TCP 

client that receive real-time data from the Arduino microcomputer and the 

LabVIEW TCP server respectively. All these data are correlated to their 

corresponding nodes in the information model. When the OPC UA Server 

receives requests from the OPC UA Client, it encodes the requested data to 
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standardized OPC UA Binary messages and sends them to the Client. The 

local OPC UA Client receives real-time data from the OPC UA Server and 

perform basic functions of the MTDT such as real-time process monitoring, 

data analytics and visualization, high-fidelity machining simulation, in-

process machining optimization and historical data archiving.   

4.5.2 OPC UA Information Model for EMCO Mill 

The structure of the OPC UA information model developed for the EMCO Concept Mill 

105 is shown in Figure 4.14. This information model is created as an instance of a 

modified version of the generic information model proposed in the previous section. 

The object EmcoCNC represents the machine tool that has child objects as its 

components, including Controller, Axes and Cutting tool. Likewise, Axes has child 

objects as its subcomponents, including three linear axes and the Spindle. All these 

objects are instantiated from the ObjectTypes defined in the generic information 

model. The data that can be obtained from the underlying system are modelled as 

variables and correlated to their corresponding components. 

 

Figure 4.14 OPC UA information model for the EMCO Concept Mill 105  
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To illustrate some details of the information model, the attributes of the child nodes of 

the Controller object are listed in Table 4.1. These nodes are variables instantiated 

from the TypeDefinitions defined in the generic information model. They represent 

the real-time data that can be extracted from the CNC controller, and hence are 

modelled as the child nodes of the Controller object. For example, the Power_Status 

represents the power status (on or off) of the machine tool. It is a Boolean type read-

only variable with 1000ms minimum sampling interval; while the Execution_Mode is 

a read-write string variable with 1000ms minimum sampling interval, indicating the 

execution mode (automatic, manual or Manual Data Input) of the CNC controller. 

Similarly, all the available data acquired from the underlying system are specifically 

defined in the information model. The Parent Node attribute indicates to which object 

the data are correlated. The access level determines if the data can be read or write by 

the OPC UA Clients. Due to the huge amount of real-time data and the speed limit of 

the local network, the minimum sampling interval for all variables in this prototype is 

set to either 100ms or 1000ms, depending on the real-time performance required by 

the OPC UA Clients. 

Table 4.1 Nodes and attributes of the Controller object 

BrowseName Data Type Access Level 

Minimum 

Sampling 

Interval (ms) 

Parent Node 

Power_Status Boolean Read 1000 ControllerType 

Alarm String Read 100 ControllerType 

Emergency_Stop Boolean Read-Write 100 ControllerType 

Execution_Mode String Read-Write 1000 ControllerType 

Program String Read-Write 1000 ControllerType 

Program_Line Double Read 100 ControllerType 

Program_Block String Read 100 ControllerType 

Feedrate Double Read 100 ControllerType 

FR_Override Double Read-Write 100 ControllerType 
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4.5.3 Development of OPC UA Server and Client 

A typical OPC UA application is comprised of three layers, i.e. Application, Software 

Development Kit (SDK) and OPC UA Stack. OPC UA Server and Client are both OPC UA 

applications that have the same application architecture, although OPC UA Server is 

for exposing data while OPC UA Client is for consuming data. The common 

functionalities of OPC UA Server and Client in the application architecture can be 

divided into lower-level and higher-level functions. The lower-level functions, known 

as the OPC UA Stack, are mainly responsible for securing, encoding and transporting 

messages; whereas the higher-level functions, known as the SDK, possess the 

capability to manage connections and process service requests. 

The OPC UA Stack is further divided into several sub-layers as shown in Figure 4.15. 

The lower-level interface is an essential part of the stack. It enables users to access 

standard functions such as sending and receiving messages and can be used in the 

development of both OPC UA Server and Client. The difference is that the Client sends 

requests and processes response whereas the Server processes requests and sends a 

response. Hence the lower-level interface needs to be divided into two APIs, one for 

the Server and another for the Client. The data structures representing the service 

messages are sent from the lower-level interface to the encoding layer where the they 

are serialized as UA Binary format. After serialization, they are forwarded to the 

security layer. The security layer receives the service messages and secure them by 

signing and encrypting the messages. Since the security issue is not the focus of this 

research, a self-signed certificate is generated for the OPC UA Server to establish the 

security layer in the local network. The transport layer is responsible for sending and 

receiving messages and handling errors at the network layer. The messages will be 

appended with headers defining the length and type of the message. Hence the 

transport layer ensures the message is well defined and not too long. The platform 

layer handles all the platform specific functions like socket and threading. The 

Platform layer is the only layer that is specific to a development platform whereas the 

rest of the layers are platform-independent.  
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Figure 4.15 Overview of the OPC UA Stack in OPC UA application 

The higher level common functions are located in the SDK layer. This layer comprises 

three main parts including UA Specific functions, Common functions and higher-level 

interface as displayed in Figure 4.16. The UA specific functionalities address the 

implementation of essential components and services referring to the OPC UA 

standard, including subscriptions, sessions, nodes, methods and so forth. Nodes are an 

essential aspect in OPC UA as they are used to organize the address space and provide 

attribute values. The address space resides on the OPC UA Server and the OPC UA 

Client can access and manage this address space (i.e. Nodes and References) by 

defining a NodeManager class. Other components and services described in Figure 

4.16 can also be implemented similarly. The common functions handle the general 

functions that must be established in the OPC UA Server and Client, such as security, 

application configuration and logging. The final part of the SDK is the higher-lever 

interface to the application layer. Interfaces are required on both OPC UA Server and 

Client. Clients require interfaces to send requests to Server and process responses; 

while Servers require interfaces to initialize the SDK and integrate the underlying 

system. 
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Figure 4.16 Overview of the SDK in OPC UA application  

The Information model is an integral part of the OPC UA Server and hence the 

hierarchical representation introduced in Figure 4.14 needs to be converted to its 

corresponding source codes for the Server to understand. In this case study, we made 

use of an open source Information Model Compiler library provided by the OPC 

Foundation. The Information Model Compiler intakes an XML representation of the 

hierarchy and a CSV file that lists all the ObjectTypes, Objects, Variables and Methods 

along with an identifier value to every single component. The generated source code 

is then integrated as part of the OPC UA Server. Since the OPC UA Client developed for 

this prototype are mainly used in the local network, UA Binary is used as the encoding 

protocol. UA Binary has smaller size and allows faster encoding and decoding 

compared to UA XML, thus enabling more efficient data transmission between the OPC 

UA Server and Client. 

In this case study, the OPC UA Server receives field-level data from three main sources 

in the underlying system, i.e. the iWindow control software, the Arduino 

microcomputer and the LabVIEW TCP server. Accordingly, three data communication 

modules are developed as part of the OPC UA Server. Firstly, since the OPC UA Server 
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and the iWindow are hosted on the same computer, memory-mapped files are used to 

facilitate efficient bidirectional data communication between the OPC UA Server and 

the iWindow software. Memory mapped file is an advantageous I/O method when a 

significant amount of data needs to be communicated between two applications. The 

methodology of memory-mapped file transfer is described in Figure 4.17. Real-time 

CNC data in the iWindow such as axes positions, spindle speed, feed rate, current 

program, etc. are individually selected and mapped onto a virtual memory file. The 

OPC UA Server uses this virtual memory file as data sources for the corresponding 

nodes in the Address Space. In fact, both iWindow and OPC UA Server can read and 

write to this virtual memory file, hence feedback control from OPC UA Server to 

iWindow can also be achieved. Another two data communication modules are similar 

to the ones used in the MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype. A serial data receiver and 

a TCP client are embedded in the OPC UA Server to receive data from the Arduino 

microcomputer and the LabVIEW TCP server respectively.  

 

Figure 4.17 Memory-mapped file transfer between iWindow and OPC UA Server  

The User Interface of the developed OPC UA Server is shown in Figure 4.18. The Server 

endpoint URL is displayed as per it is defined in the XML server configuration file. Once 

the OPC UA Client establishes a successful connection with the OPC UA Server, details 

of the connection will be displayed in the Sessions module. This information can be 
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used to identify the current users who are accessing the server for real-time data 

access. Once the user creates a subscription for a node on the OPC UA Client, the 

subscription details will be reflected in the Subscriptions module. More details 

regarding the status and overall performance information of the OPC UA Server is 

shown at the bottom of the User Interface. 

 

Figure 4.18 User Interface of the OPC UA Server  

The developed OPC UA Server allows various OPC UA Clients to connect to it and access 

the real-time field-level machining data using UA Binary protocol. Hence diverse types 

of customized OPC UA Clients can be developed to achieve real-time process 

monitoring, data visualization and analytics, high-fidelity machining simulation, 

decision-making assistance, autonomous process optimization and so forth. Since the 

OPC UA Client for this prototype is eventually developed as an application for the 

CPMT Platform, its specific functions will be introduced in the next chapter. Moreover, 

an advanced AR-assisted process visualization application is developed as a 

customized OPC UA Client on a wearable device to demonstrate the advantages of the 

OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype. Details of this application will be introduced in the 

second case study in Chapter 6.  
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4.6 Summary and Discussion 

Focused on the implementation of open, unified and platform-independent 

communication standards, this chapter presented two promising solutions for the 

development of CPMT, i.e. MTConnect-enabled CPMT and OPC UA-enabled CPMT. 

Firstly, a systematic development method for MTConnect-enabled CPMT was 

proposed with a focus on modelling the MTDT using MTConnect. The proposed system 

architecture and methodology have been successfully validated through the practical 

development of an MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype in our lab. Various real-time 

manufacturing data were collected from the CNC controller, RFID tags and different 

sensors. Different types of networks were utilized to transmit the data to the cyber 

space. Interoperable data exchange was realized based on the implementation of 

MTConnect protocol across different operating systems. An MTConnect information 

model was developed to represent the logical structure of the machine tool as well as 

the real-time status of each component and machining process. The experimental 

results shown in the MTDT application have proved that the MTConnect-enabled 

CPMT prototype has great potential of improving machining performances and 

increasing machine tool utilization. It not only provides the basic requirements for 

implementing artificial intelligence in machine tools, but also enables various forms of 

feedback loops (Section 3.3.2) to be realized. MTConnect has been proved to be 

capable of providing CPMT with great interoperability, connectivity and extensibility. 

It is worth mentioning that there are several limitations of the current MTConnect-

enabled CPMT prototype. First, MTConnect is a read-only standard. The feedback 

loops cannot be realized directly through MTConnect. Additional interfaces need to be 

developed to control the machine tool. Second, since the amount of the real-time data 

is enormous, the data transmission rate from the MTConnect agent to the application 

in the current prototype is limited to 100 ms. This could be improved by optimizing 

the application program or utilizing higher bandwidth networks. Third, the cutting 

tool is modelled as a sensor component containing some basic data items in the 

information model. To realize a comprehensive cutting tool information model, the 

MTConnect Assets model which is compatible with ISO 13399 (Cutting tool data 

representation and exchange) can be implemented. Last, the current MTDT 
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application only provides some basic data visualization and analytics functions. 

Advanced intelligent algorithms need to be embedded to improve the intelligence of 

the prototype. 

Secondly, a systematic development method for OPC UA-enabled CPMT was 

introduced. A generic OPC UA information model for CPMT was specially designed as 

a domain-specific information model based on the meta model provided by OPC UA 

standard. The proposed system architecture and methodology were verified in the 

practical development of an OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype. An OPC UA Server was 

developed to collect diverse types of real-time field-level machining data from the CNC 

controller, RFID tags and sensors through different types of networks. Memory-

mapped file transfer was utilized to enable bidirectional communication between the 

OPC UA Server and the iWindow control software. The OPC UA Server converts all the 

field-level data into UA Binary format and expose them to various OPC UA Clients to 

realize distributed process monitoring and control functions. The developed OPC UA-

enabled CPMT prototype has demonstrated almost all the advantages of the 

MTConnect-based CPMT prototype. Moreover, since the communications between the 

OPC UA Clients, the OPC UA Server and the iWindow control software are bidirectional, 

distributed and cloud-based feedback control can also be achieved through OPC UA 

protocol. 

Limitations of the current OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype are identified as follows. 

First, the OPC UA Server in this prototype only supports UA Binary protocol. To make 

it available for a broader range of applications, UA XML protocol should to be 

implemented, too. Second, the OPC UA Server is hosted on a computer in the local 

network in our lab. Internet connection needs to be established to achieve cloud-based 

monitoring and control. Third, some similar limitations of the MTConnect-enabled 

CPMT prototype still exist, such as the limited data transmission rate and the lack of 

advanced intelligent algorithms in the MTDT. 
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Chapter 5 

Development of a Consolidated 

CPMT Platform 

This chapter introduces a consolidated CPMT Platform based on the MTConnect and 

OPC UA enabled CPMT presented in the previous chapter. A conceptual framework for 

the CPMT Platform is developed to explain the methodology. An MTConnect to OPC UA 

Interface is proposed to address the interoperability issue between these two 

standards. The proposed methodology is validated through the practical development 

of a prototype of the CPMT Platform based on the previously introduced MTConnect 

and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes.  

5.1 Introduction 

The feasibility of developing MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT has been 

respectively validated in the previous chapter. It has been proved that implementation 

of MTConnect and OPC UA can significantly increase the data interoperability 

throughout all machine tools in the shop floor. However, the proposed MTConnect and 

OPC UA enabled CPMT are not yet interoperable between each other, although they 

have similarly structured information models. Firstly, the data communication 

protocols used by MTConnect and OPC UA are different. MTConnect converts all the 

field-level data into SHDR format and publish them in MTConnect XML format defined 

in the standard; while OPC UA exposes all the data in the specially designed UA Binary 

and UA XML format. Secondly, the information models of the two standards have 
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essential differences with respect to their forms, implementation methods and so forth. 

MTConnect information model is essentially a hierarchically structured XML file 

representing all the components and data items of the machine tool; while OPC UA 

information model is created from source codes and represented by discrete Nodes 

and References in the Address Space created by the OPC UA Server. Thirdly, since 

MTConnect is a read-only protocol whereas OPC UA enables bidirectional data 

communication, their application architectures are also different. 

The investigation of the implementation of MTConnect and OPC UA in current industry 

(Section 2.4) has shown a tendency for manufacturers to integrate either MTConnect 

or OPC UA in their CNC controllers. It can be predicted that in the near future, different 

machine tools that support only one of these two standards will co-exist in a complex 

manufacturing system. To achieve the envisioned CPPS, these machine tools need to 

communicate with each other and with various applications. Although these machine 

tools can be individually advanced to MTConnect or OPC UA enabled CPMT based on 

our proposed methodology, the interoperability issue between MTConnect and OPC 

UA still needs to be properly addressed in order to realize an interoperable data 

communication environment for both MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT. 

In this chapter, a consolidated CPMT Platform that integrates both MTConnect and 

OPC UA enabled CPMT is proposed. The CPMT Platform allows MTConnect 

information models and data to be transformed to their OPC UA counterparts. An 

MTConnect to OPC UA Interface is developed as a key component of the CPMT Platform. 

A prototype of the CPMT Platform is developed based on the two CPMT prototypes 

introduced in the previous chapter. An MTDT application for the CPMT Platform is 

developed to demonstrate the advantages and potential of the proposed approach. The 

rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 proposes a conceptual 

framework for the CPMT Platform. Section 5.3 introduces the methodology of the 

proposed MTConnect to OPC UA Interface. In Section 5.4, a prototype of the CPMT 

Platform that integrates both MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT is developed. 

Section 5.5 summarises this chapter. 
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5.2 Conceptual Framework for the Consolidated CPMT Platform 

In this section, a conceptual framework for the consolidated CPMT Platform (Figure 

5.1) is proposed. The main objective of the CPMT Platform is to establish an 

interoperable data communication environment for the previously introduced 

MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT, such that diverse types of machine tools can 

be centrally and efficiently monitored and controlled in the CPMT Platform.  

 

Figure 5.1 Conceptual framework for the consolidated CPMT Platform 

In order to make OPC UA and MTConnect enabled CPMT interoperable, the most 

efficient solution is to transform the information models as well as the real-time data 

of all machine tools into either MTConnect or OPC UA format. It has been observed that 

MTConnect standard has defined its hierarchically structured information model 

specially for CNC machine tools. The most commonly used data of machine tools have 

also been defined as a standard dictionary in the MTConnect standard. All the data 

exposed by the MTConnect Agent follow the pre-defined structures, i.e. Probe XML, 

Current XML and Sample XML (Section 4.3.4). Furthermore, since MTConnect only 
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supports one-way communication and OPC UA allows bidirectional data exchange, 

transforming OPC UA to MTConnect will cause severe function loss such as feedback 

control in the CPMT Platform. Therefore, it is more reasonable and efficient to 

transform MTConnect information model and data into their corresponding OPC UA 

nodes and values in the OPC UA Server. Hence the general idea of the conceptual 

framework is to allow the MTConnect-enabled CPMT to be transformed into the 

corresponding OPC UA-enabled CPMT. 

5.2.1 Categorization of Machine Tools 

Based on the communication capability of the CNC controllers, machine tools can be 

categorized into four types as shown in Figure 5.1 (machine tool #1 to machine tool 

#4). To provide a generic and comprehensive solution, it is supposed that all types of 

machine tools are equipped with external data acquisition systems to collect real-time 

machining data. The communication capability of each type of machine tools are 

described as follows: 

• Machine tool #1: the CNC controllers of these type of machine tools provide 

open APIs for OPC UA standard, for example the open-source LinuxCNC 

controller. An OPC UA Server needs to be developed to acquire data from 

both the CNC and the external data acquisition system and to send control 

commands back to the CNC. The OPC UA Server communicates with the 

Internal OPC UA Client embedded in the Central Server. 

• Machine tool #2: this type of machine tools has embedded OPC UA Server in 

the CNC controller, for example the SINUMERIK 840D made by Siemens. 

Hence the CNC controller directly communicates with the Internal OPC UA 

Client. Besides, a separate OPC UA Server needs to be developed to collect 

data from the external data acquisition system. 

• Machine tool #3: the CNC controllers of this type of machine tools provide 

open APIs for MTConnect standard, for example the open-source LinuxCNC 

controller. An MTConnect Adapter needs to be developed to obtain data 

from both the CNC and the external data acquisition system. The data are 

sent to an MTConnect Agent and then to the OPC UA Central Server. 
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• Machine tool #4: this type of machine tools has embedded MTConnect 

Adapter in the CNC controller, for example the FANUC 30i controller. The 

real-time CNC data are directly sent to the MTConnect Agent before being 

transmitted to the OPC UA Central Server. In addition, a separate 

MTConnect Adapter needs to be developed for collecting the data from the 

external data acquisition system.  

5.2.2 OPC UA Central Server 

A significant advantage of OPC UA compared to MTConnect is that the application 

architecture of OPC UA is much more generic and flexible. In an MTConnect application, 

the MTConnect Agent receives SHDR format data from the MTConnect Adapter, 

converts them into XML format, and sends them to MTConnect Clients. Although an 

Agent can receive data from multiple Adapters and send them to multiple Client, the 

direction of the data flow must be from Adapter to Agent to Client. Other patterns such 

as Agent to Adapter are not possible. However, in an OPC UA application, since OPC UA 

Server and Client communicate with each other using the same protocol, the data 

requested by an OPC UA Client can be further transmitted to another OPC UA Server. 

This feature allows OPC UA Clients to be embedded in OPC UA Servers, and hence 

enabling complex OPC UA application architectures such as chained-Server, Server-to-

Server and aggregated Server as shown in Figure 5.2. In a CPMT Platform that is 

composed of multiple machine tools, these complex application architectures play a 

vital role in enabling interoperable data exchange. 

 

Figure 5.2 Complex OPC UA application architectures 
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The OPC UA Central Server is the key component of the proposed CPMT Platform. In 

the proposed conceptual framework, the OPC UA Central Server can be treated as an 

aggregated Server composed of two main modules, i.e. an Internal OPC UA Client and 

an MTConnect to OPC UA Interface. The Internal OPC UA Client communicates with the 

external OPC UA Servers developed for machine tool #1 and #2 using OPC UA protocol 

and creates OPC UA information models for these machine tools in the Central Server. 

The MTConnect to OPC UA Interface receives MTConnect XML format data from the 

MTConnect Adapters developed for machine tool #3 and #4 and converts the all the 

MTConnect information models and data into their corresponding OPC UA nodes, 

references and data in the OPC UA Central Server. Consequently, the information 

models and data of all machine tools in the CPMT Platform are transformed into OPC 

UA information models and data in the OPC UA Central Server. Hence all machine tools 

in the CPMT Platform become OPC UA-enabled CPMT and their information models 

and data can be centrally managed and analysed. Various OPC UA Clients can be 

developed to communicate with the OPC UA Central Server and provide diverse types 

of services for all machine tools in the CPMT Platform such as process monitoring and 

control, data visualization and analytics and real-time production planning and 

scheduling. 

5.3 MTConnect to OPC UA Interface  

The MTConnect to OPC UA Interface is a key enabler for the proposed CPMT Platform 

since it enables the MTConnect-enabled CPMT to be converted to the corresponding 

OPC UA-enabled CPMT. The MTConnect to OPC UA Interface has two main functions: 

1) transform MTConnect information model into the corresponding OPC UA nodes and 

references in the Address Space; and 2) correlate the MTConnect data to their 

corresponding OPC UA nodes. Accordingly, two types of parsing algorithms are 

developed for the MTConnect to OPC UA Interface, i.e. Probe XML parsing algorithms 

and Current XML parsing algorithms. This section introduces the mapping rules and 

the parsing algorithms used in the MTConnect to OPC UA Interface. 
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5.3.1 Mapping Rules 

It is noted that the MTConnect-OPC UA companion specification has specified the basic 

mapping rules between MTConnect and OPC UA. In Section 4.4.2, a generic OPC UA 

information model is developed based on the hierarchical structure of the MTConnect 

information model. The ObjectTypes, DataTypes and Attributes designed for the 

generic OPC UA information model are in accordance with the components, data items 

and attributes defined in MTConnect standard. Consequently, the mapping rules 

specified in the MTConnect-OPC UA companion specification can be simplified to a 

certain extent in this research. The simplified mapping rules applied in this research 

are listed as follows: 

• All the components and data items in MTConnect are mapped to the Nodes 

in the OPC UA Address Space. 

• All the attributes in MTConnect are mapped to the Attributes in OPC UA.  

• Relationships between a component and its sub-components or its data 

items in MTConnect are mapped to HasComponent References in OPC UA. 

• The top-level structural element Device in MTConnect is mapped to an 

Object Node in OPC UA with an ObjectType of MachineToolType. 

• A component (or sub-component) in MTConnect is mapped to an Object 

Node in OPC UA with an ObjectType corresponding to that component. For 

example, the Controller component is mapped to an Object Node of the 

ControllerType. 

• Sample data items in MTConnect are mapped to Variable Nodes in OPC UA 

with a DataType of Double. 

• Event and Condition data items in MTConnect are mapped to Variable 

Nodes in OPC UA with a DataType of Boolean or String. 

• The Units of MTConnect data items are mapped to the EngineeringUnit 

Variables in OPC UA. 

• All the values stored in the OPC UA Address Space are the current values of 

their corresponding data items in MTConnect. 
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5.3.2 Probe XML Parsing Algorithms 

The Probe XML parsing algorithms are developed based on the concept of linear 

searching in Object Oriented Programming. Initially, a probe request is sent to the 

MTConnect Agent from the OPC UA Central Server to acquire the MTConnect Probe 

XML file which contains all the information of the MTConnect information models. 

Then the Probe XML parsing algorithms parse the Probe XML file to get the available 

components, data items, relationships and attributes of the information models. The 

results of the Probe XML parsing algorithms are used to aid the information model 

designer to create the corresponding OPC UA Nodes, References and Attributes in the 

OPC UA Central Server. Figure 5.3 shows the flowchart of the Probe XML parsing 

algorithm used to get the attributes of the Sherline Mill. All the other information in 

the information model is retrieved in a similar way. Eventually, the MTConnect 

information models are converted to OPC UA information models in the OPC UA 

Central Server. 

5.3.3 Current XML Parsing Algorithms 

The Current XML parsing algorithms are developed to acquire real-time MTConnect 

data from the Current XML files and correlate them to the corresponding OPC UA 

Nodes in the OPC UA Address Spaces. It is also based on the concept of linear searching. 

In the CPMT Platform, the OPC UA Central Server continually sends a Current request 

to the MTConnect Agent according to the required minimum sampling interval. Once 

a response is acquired, the Current XML file will be loaded for a thorough search to 

find the current data items. Hierarchically, a search on each level for the current data 

is done. If a data item containing current data is found, the value will be stored in its 

corresponding OPC UA Node in the OPC UA Central Server. Figure 5.4 shows the 

flowchart of the Current XML parsing algorithm used to get the actual position of the 

X-axis in the Sherline Mill. Similarly, all the available real-time data contained in the 

Current XML file are retrieved and correlated to their corresponding OPC UA Nodes. 
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Figure 5.3 Flowchart of the Probe XML parsing algorithm 
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Figure 5.4 Flowchart of the Current XML parsing algorithm 
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5.4 A Prototype of the CPMT Platform 

To validate the feasibility and demonstrate the advantages of the proposed 

consolidated CPMT Platform, a prototype of the CPMT Platform is developed based on 

the MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes introduced in the previous 

chapter. This section reports the practical development of the prototype. First, the 

experimental set-up of the prototype is illustrated. Second, the workflows in the OPC 

UA Central Server are explained in detail. Last, the OPC UA Client developed for the 

prototype is introduced to demonstrate the advantages and potential of the proposed 

CPMT Platform. 

5.4.1 Experimental Set-up 

Figure 5.5 describes the experimental set-up of the CPMT Platform. The MTConnect-

enabled CPMT is developed on a Sherline 3-axis Mill. It is controlled by the open-

source LinuxCNC software on a Linux PC, through the parallel port. An MTConnect 

Adapter is hosted on the Linux PC to retrieve CNC data from LinuxCNC software 

through the open source APIs. External sensors and data acquisition systems are 

implemented to collect additional machining data. The NI PXI 1031 collects all the 

sensor data and pre-processes them using LabVIEW. The NI PXI 1031 is connected to 

the Linux PC through Ethernet. A TCP Server is created in LabVIEW to send the sensor 

data to MTConnect Adapter on the Linux PC. All these MTConnect data from the 

Sherline Mill and external sensors are transmitted to the MTConnect Agent on the 

Windows PC using TCP/IP protocol. The OPC UA-enabled CPMT is developed on the 

EMCO Concept Mill 105. It is controlled by the iWindow control software installed on 

the Windows PC, through Ethernet connection. The Windows PC also hosts the 

MTConnect Agent and the OPC UA Central Server. Various OPC UA Clients 

communicate with the OPC UA Central Server through different types of networks such 

as Ethernet and WiFi. The data flows and data formats in the prototype are also 

indicated in the figure.  
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Figure 5.5 Experimental set-up of the prototype of CPMT Platform 

5.4.2 OPC UA Central Server 

The details of both MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes have been 

explained in the previous chapter. This subsection focuses on the OPC UA Central 

Server which enables the interoperability between MTConnect and OPC UA. A 

simplified flowchart is shown in Figure 5.6 to illustrate the workflow in the OPC UA 

Central Server.  
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Figure 5.6 Simplified flowchart of the OPC UA Central Server 

First, an Address Space is created in the OPC UA Central Server to be ready to hold the 

OPC UA Nodes and Reference of both machine tools. On the one hand, the MTConnect 

information model of the Sherline Mill resides in the MTConnect Agent. The OPC UA 

Central Server sends a Probe request to the MTConnect Agent to get the Device.xml file 

that represents the MTConnect information model of the Sherline Mill. Then the 

MTConnect to OPC UA Interface calls the Probe XML parsing algorithms to get all the 

information of the MTConnect information model and assists designers to transform 

them into OPC UA Nodes and References in the OPC UA Address Space. Once the OPC 

UA information model is built, the Current XML parsing algorithms are called to 

continually retrieve real-time data of the Sherline Mill and correlate them to the 

corresponding OPC UA Nodes. Thus, the MTConnect information model and data are 

transformed to OPC UA information model and data in the OPC UA Central Server. On 

the other hand, the OPC UA information model of the EMCO Mill also resides in the OPC 

UA Central Server. CNC data of the EMCO Mill are retrieved from the iWindow software 

using memory-mapped files and fed to their corresponding Nodes in the OPC UA 
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Central Server. Consequently, the OPC UA Central Server holds the OPC UA information 

models and real-time OPC UA data of both machine tools. Various OPC UA Clients 

developed on different HMIs can connect to the OPC UA Central Server, require data of 

both machine tools and provide various services using one same protocol – OPC UA. 

5.4.3 OPC UA Client for the CPMT Platform 

A customized OPC UA Client is developed for the prototype to demonstrate the 

advantages and potential of the CPMT Platform. The OPC UA Client runs on a laptop 

that is connected to the local network in our lab. It connects with the OPC UA Central 

Server on the Windows PC, requires the real-time data of both machine tools using UA 

Binary protocol, and provides various monitoring and decision-making assistance 

functions for both machine tools in the CPMT Platform.  

The User Interface of the OPC UA Client is shown in Figure 5.7. The OPC UA Client is 

developed using C# language. It comprises five main modules marked from 1 to 5 with 

each module responsible for carrying out respective functions. Firstly, the URL of the 

OPC UA Central Server is typed into the address bar to build the connection between 

the OPC UA Client and the OPC UA Central Server. Once connected, the information 

model hierarchy of the currently connected machine tools are presented in Module 1. 

As shown in Figure 10, EmcoCNC and SherlineCNC represent the two machine tools 

connected with CPMT Platform. All the available components and their related data 

items are listed in the tree structures. Users can browse the information models to 

understand the logical structure of the machine tool and what data of the machine 

tools are available to be accessed.  

Details of a selected node in the information models are displayed in Module 2, 

including the BrowseName, DataType, value, access level, minimum sampling interval 

and so forth. Module 3 displays all the relevant real-time data of the respective 

machine tool selected from the Machine Tool selection menu. As shown in Figure 10, 

when EmcoCNC is selected, all the real-time data of the EMCO Mill (machine tool 

properties, controller status, axes positions, spindle speed and vibration, cutting 

forces, cutting tool information, etc.) are displayed in Module 3. This gives users a 
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comprehensive understanding of the real-time status of all the machine tools in the 

CPMT Platform.  

Once the user selects a node and decides to monitor it, the subscription details of the 

monitored node (node ID, sampling rate, current value, timestamp, etc.) will be 

displayed in Module 4. At the same time in the ‘Data Visualization’ tab in Module 5, a 

real-time plot of the parameter will be displayed. Module 5 also provides some data 

visualization and analytics functions similar to those developed in the MTDT 

application for the MTConnect-enabled CPMT (Section 4.3.5), such as multiple data 

visualization that indicates the relevance between two machining parameters and 

machine tool utilization analysis based on the execution mode of the CNC controller.  

Although the current version of our OPC UA Client only supports some basic status 

monitoring, data visualization and analytics functions, it has validated the great 

advantages and huge potential of the proposed CPMT Platform. Since the information 

models and real-time machining data of different machine tools can be efficiently 

managed in the CPMT Platform at the same time, various customized OPC UA Clients 

can be developed to provide distributed real-time process monitoring and control, 

advanced data visualization and analytics, and efficient decision-making assistance for 

different users. Hence the efficiency and effectiveness of the machine tools can be 

significantly improved. 
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5.5 Summary and Discussion 

In this chapter, a consolidated CPMT Platform was proposed to enable an 

interoperable data communication environment for both MTConnect and OPC UA 

enabled CPMT. A conceptual framework for the CPMT Platform was developed to 

illustrate the basic methodology. Based on the communication capability of the CNC 

controller, machine tools are categorized into four different types. An OPC UA Central 

Server was proposed as a key component of the CPMT Platform to allow real-time 

interoperable communication with all types of machine tools.  

In order to make MTConnect and OPC UA interoperable, a comparison between 

MTConnect and OPC UA was conducted with respect to the structures of information 

models and the application architectures. It was identified that it is more reasonable 

and efficient to convert MTConnect information models and data into their OPC UA 

counterparts. Hence an MTConnect to OPC UA Interface was proposed as a key enabler 

for the OPC UA Central Server. The mapping rules from MTConnect to OPC UA were 

defined with reference to the MTConnect-OPC UA companion specification. Two types 

of parsing algorithms were developed to convert the MTConnect information model 

and data into their corresponding OPC UA Nodes, References, Attributes and values in 

the OPC UA Central Server. The proposed approach was successfully validated through 

the practical development of a prototype of the CPMT Platform. An OPC UA Central 

Server was developed to communicate with the MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT 

prototypes introduced in the previous chapter. A customized OPC UA Client was 

developed to demonstrate the basic functions of the CPMT Platform such as unified 

status overview, real-time process monitoring and data visualization and analytics for 

different types of machine tools. Great advantages and huge potential of the proposed 

CPMT Platform have been indicated from the experimental results. It is strongly 

believed by the author that the proposed CPMT Platform will significantly facilitate the 

realization of the envisioned smart manufacturing systems such as CPPS and Smart 

Factory.  

It is worth mentioning that there exist some limitations of the developed CPMT 

Platform. First, since the CPMT Platform is developed based on the previously 

introduced MTConnect and OPC UA enabled prototypes, the limitations of those 
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prototypes (Section 4.6) still exist in this CPMT Platform. Second, the MTConnect to 

OPC UA Interface developed in this case study is not fully automatic. The Current XML 

parsing algorithms can automatically correlate the values to their corresponding OPC 

UA Nodes. However, the Probe XML parsing algorithms only recognize the 

components, data items and their relationships. The generation of OPC UA Nodes and 

References still requires human intervention. Specialized algorithms for the automatic 

generation of OPC UA information models need to be developed in future research to 

make the conversion more efficient.  
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Chapter 6 

Augmented Reality-assisted 

Human-Machine Interfaces for 

CPMT 

In order to further demonstrate the advantages and potential of the proposed CPMT, 

this chapter introduces two advanced AR-assisted HMIs that enable intuitive human-

machine interactions and efficient decision-making assistance capability for CPMT. 

First, an AR-assisted Intelligent Window (iWindow) is developed to provide real-time 

control, AR-enabled process monitoring and AR-enabled machining simulation for the 

EMCO Mill. The conceptual framework and development process of the iWindow are 

illustrated in detail. Second, a novel AR-assisted intuitive process visualization 

application for the OPC UA-enabled CPMT is developed on the Microsoft HoloLens AR 

headset. 

6.1 Introduction 

Human-machine interactions between humans and machine tools have significant 

influences on the performance, efficiency and effectiveness of machine tools. Currently, 

the interactions between humans and machine tools are realized through the control 

panels that are fixed on the machine tools. Only the machine operators can directly 

interact with machine tools. Feedback information from machine tools to operators is 

limited to the basic status of the machine tool such as axis positions, spindle speed and 
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operating mode. Visualization of machining processes can only be realized by looking 

through the viewing windows on the doors. In real machining environment, the use of 

cooling lubricants and the chips created from cutting process severely prevent the 

operators from understanding the actual machining status. These issues have resulted 

in poor decision-making assistance for humans, and hence limited the performance, 

efficiency and effectiveness of machine tools. Recent advancements in AR technology 

have shown great potential in improving human-machine interactions since it allows 

any kind of virtual information to be overlaid on the real-world environment. The 

investigation of previous AR applications in manufacturing (Section 2.5) have shown 

that implementation of AR in manufacturing is still at the exploratory stage. Most 

previous AR applications in manufacturing adopted vision-based tracking method that 

is computationally intensive and not accurate enough for machining processes. 

Communications between AR applications and manufacturing systems were also 

limited due to the lack of data sources, Digital Twins and unified communication 

standards. 

With extensive real-time data and computations deeply integrated with machine tool 

and machining processes, CPMT enables various possibilities for intuitive and 

distributed human-machine interactions and efficient decision-making assistance. The 

CPMT prototypes introduced in previous chapters have shown the feasibility for 

various applications to access the real-time machining data through the MTDT. In this 

chapter, AR technology is utilized to take advantage of the real-time machining data in 

CPMT. An AR-assisted iWindow application is developed to provide real-time control, 

AR-enabled process monitoring and machining simulation for the EMCO Mill. A novel 

AR-assisted intuitive process visualization application for the OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

is developed on the Microsoft HoloLens AR headset. The reminder of this chapter is 

organized as follows: Section 6.2 introduces the conceptual framework of the iWindow 

application. In Section 6.3, the development process of iWindow is explained in detail. 

Section 6.4 presents the development of the wearable AR-assisted HMI. Results and 

experience gained from the experiments are discussed and summarised in Section 6.5. 
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6.2 Conceptual Framework for the iWindow Application 

This section introduces the conceptual framework of the iWindow application. The 

concept of iWindow stems from the iWindow project proposed by Sommer et al. [133], 

[134]. The overall objective of the iWindow application is to replace the legacy control 

software WinNC with an advanced HMI that provides not only the real-time control 

functions, but also intuitive AR-enabled human-machine interactions and efficient 

decision-making assistance for the machine operators. 

Based on these functional requirements, a conceptual framework for the iWindow 

application is proposed in Figure 6.1. The iWindow application has different types of 

data sources. Real-time machining data are obtained from the CNC controller and 

various types of sensors. To implement AR technology, visual sensors such as cameras 

need to be deployed to capture the real-time video of the machining processes. The 

CAD models of workpieces, fixtures, cutting tools, etc. are used as 3D virtual objects to 

be rendered in the real machining environment. Machining programs such as G-code 

and STEP-NC files are translated into control commands and sent to the CNC controller. 

 

Figure 6.1 Conceptual framework for the iWindow application 

The iWindow application consists of four main functional modules, i.e. real-time 

control module, AR-enabled process monitoring module, AR-enabled machining 

simulation module and process optimization module. 
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6.2.1 Real-time Control 

The real-time Control module is essentially an integrated control software for the 

machine tool. It allows users to control the machine tool through the iWindow in real 

time by sending signals directly to the CNC controller to drive the machine tool. Basic 

control functions such as jog mode, MDI (manual data input) mode, automatic mode 

and emergency stop are provided to meet different operating requirements. The jog 

mode allows users to manually control the machine tool. The MDI mode allows users 

to input and execute a single line of G-code. In the automatic mode, a G-code parser is 

created to allow users to run blocks of G-code, such as a user created G-Code program, 

or a program generated from a toolpath. In addition, the feed rate control function 

allows the feed rate to be adjusted during machining processes in order to realize in-

process machining optimization. 

6.2.2 AR-enabled Process Monitoring 

The AR-enabled process monitoring module integrates AR technology with real-time 

machining data obtained from the CNC controller and various sensors to provide 

intuitive perception of the machining processes to users. Firstly, real-time machining 

data (axes positions, spindle speed, power, forces, vibrations, current G-code, etc.) can 

be processed and rendered on the real-time video stream of the machining processes 

captured by the camera, to provide comprehensive information of the machining 

processes. Secondly, a virtual cutter and the real-time tool path can be rendered on the 

real machining environment so that the users can clearly see the machining process 

even though the coolant and chips are blocking the views. Thirdly, alarms coming from 

the CNC controller or defined by the users can be rendered on the video stream to 

show the error messages and to trigger the emergency stop. In addition, prognostic 

and health information can also be rendered on the related components to indicate the 

health status and remaining life so that proactive maintenance can be realized during 

machining process. 

6.2.3 AR-enabled Machining Simulation 

The AR-enabled machining simulation module enables high-fidelity machining 

simulation in the real machining environment with real machining parameters. Firstly, 
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a camera is calibrated to set up the AR environment. Secondly, real-time feedback from 

the CNC controller is used to track the machine coordinate system and the tool tip 

position. Compared with vision-based tracking methods used in previous research, 

our real-time CNC feedback-based tracking enables faster, more accurate and more 

reliable augmented graphics rendering, as the computationally intensive and 

inaccurate tracking algorithms are removed. Thirdly, the virtual workpiece, virtual 

fixture and virtual cutter are rendered on the real workspace. During the simulation 

process, real-time CNC feedback-based tracking ensures the accuracy and update 

speed of the positions of these virtual objects. Lastly, material removal process and 

collision detection are performed by calculating the intersections between the virtual 

cutter and other virtual objects. When the virtual cutter touches the unsafe area 

defined by the user, a collision alarm will appear and the emergency stop will be 

automatically triggered. 

6.2.4 In-process Optimization 

Having real-time CNC controller feedback and various process-related sensor data, 

intelligent optimization algorithms can be applied to achieve machining parameter 

optimization based on different requirements. On the one hand, critical machining 

data collected from the CNC and sensors (cutting speeds, feed rate, cutting forces, 

vibrations, cycle time, etc.) can be recorded to support the design and process planning 

optimization. On the other hand, real-time feed rate adjustment can be triggered 

automatically by optimization algorithms or manually by the operator to achieve in-

process machining optimization.  

6.3 Development of the AR-assisted Intelligent Window  

This section details the practical development of the AR-assisted iWindow. First, the 

experimental set-up is illustrated. Second, the communications between the machine 

tool and iWindow are introduced. Third, the implementation of AR in iWindow is 

explained in detail. Last, the User Interface and the experimental results are illustrated. 
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6.3.1 Experimental Set-up 

The machine tool used in this case study is the EMCO Concept 105 Milling Machine. 

The iWindow application is developed on a touch-screen computer that is connected 

to the CNC through an Ethernet cable. As shown in Figure 6.2, the EMCO Concept Mill 

105 is a 3-axis milling machine with a 10-station rotating turret tool changer. During 

machining, the tool changer moves with the cutting tool in Z-axis vertically while the 

worktable moves in X- and Y-axis horizontally. The CNC controller of this machine tool 

is a Fanuc 21 CNC which has built-in sensors that are able to report some real-time 

machining parameters (e.g. axis positions, spindle speed) and error messages. A 23” 

touch-screen computer is used to host the iWindow application in order to provide 

clear views of the machining processes as well as convenient multi-touch interactions 

for the users.  

 

Figure 6.2 EMCO Concept Mill 105 and touch screen computer 

Real-time video capturing is the basis for setting up the AR environment. In 

consideration of the limited workspace inside the machine tool, a small-sized Arc 

International Camera module which has an integrated USB port is chosen to capture 

the real-time machining video. A Raspberry Pi 3 microcomputer is used to receive the 
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video stream from the camera and transmit it wirelessly from within the machine tool 

to remote display devices, in this case the touch-screen computer. The Arc 

International USB Camera module and the Raspberry Pi 3 microcomputer are shown 

in Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6.3 USB Camera module and Raspberry Pi microcomputer 

The camera needs to be mounted in a good position to prevent collisions of the camera 

with other components inside the machine tool (worktable, cutting tool, workpiece, 

chips, etc.) while providing a close and clear view of the machining processes. For this 

particular machine tool, since the turret tool changer always moves together with the 

spindle and the cutting tool in the Z-axis, it was decided to mount the camera on the 

centre of the turret such that the cutting tool tip and the material removal process can 

always stay in the centre of the camera’s view. In addition, a bearing is attached in the 

centre of the turret tool changer to ensure the camera will not move when the turret 

is rotating. The actual camera mounting in this case study is shown in Figure 6.4.  
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Figure 6.4 Camera mounting on the turret tool changer  

6.3.2 Communications Between Machine Tool and iWindow 

This case study focuses on two main types of communication between the EMCO Mill 

and iWindow application, i.e. the real-time communication between the Fanuc 21 CNC 

and iWindow, and the real-time video streaming from the camera to iWindow.  

6.3.2.1 Real-time Communication with CNC  

In order to allow real-time control and CNC feedback retrieval directly from the 

iWindow application, the communication between the Fanuc 21 CNC and the default 

control software WinNC is investigated. Originally, the WinNC software runs on a 

Windows XP computer that is connected to the Fanuc 21 CNC through an Ethernet 

cable. Bidirectional communication between CNC and control software is realized by 

sending TCP data packets to each other. Each binary array in the TCP data packets 

corresponds to a specific control command or a piece of data. The control software 

sends commands to the CNC to drive the machine tool; while the CNC sends real-time 

feedback data (axis positions, spindle speed, feed rate, error messages etc.) to the 

control software.  
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To realize the similar functions in the iWindow application, we analyse the binary data 

in the TCP packets using packet capture software and correlate each binary array to 

its corresponding command or data. In the iWindow application, we emulate the 

WinNC software to send the same TCP packets to the CNC as control commands and 

decode the feedback TCP packets from the CNC as the real-time machining data. A 

collection of the most commonly used G-code and M-code commands are implemented 

in the iWindow application as listed in Table 6.1. The real-time machining data that 

can be retrieved from the CNC to the iWindow application include the positions, 

speeds and accelerations of X-, Y- and Z-axis, spindle speed and feed rate. 

Table 6.1 Currently supported G-code and M-code in iWindow 

Command  Function   Additional parameters 

G00 Rapid positioning X, Y, Z – position  

G01 Linear interpolation X, Y, Z – position  

F – feed rate  

G02/G03  Circular interpolation  

clockwise/counter clockwise  

X, Y, Z – final position  

R – radius of arc 

I, J, K – relative centre position of arc 

G04 Dwell P – dwell period  

G17  XY plane selection   

G43  Tool height offset 

compensation negative 

H – index of tool height stored in the 

tool height table 

G49 Tool height offset reset  

M03/M04 Spindle on 

clockwise/counter clockwise  

S – spindle speed 

M05 Spindle stop  

M06 Automatic tool change T – turret index 
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In addition, a G-code parser is developed as an integral module of the iWindow to allow 

users to run blocks of G-code such as a machining program generate by CAM software. 

When a machining program is input to the iWindow, the G-code parser first parses the 

whole machining program to verify the feasibility with respect to the supported 

commands listed in Table 6.1. Then the G-code parser interprets the machining 

program into the corresponding binary arrays and continuously sends the TCP packets 

as control commands to the CNC. Consequently, the real-time control and the CNC 

feedback retrieval are achieved in the iWindow application. The source code of the G-

code parser is illustrated in Appendix B.1. 

6.3.2.2 Real-time Video Streaming 

Real-time video streaming is a fundamental requirement in this case study since it not 

only provides users with accurate visual depiction of the machining processes, but also 

provides the basis for the implementation of AR functions. 

As introduced in the experimental set-up, a small USB camera module and a Raspberry 

Pi 3 microcomputer are used to capture and process the real-time video. The 

Raspberry Pi has a powerful processor that allows digital signal processing such as 

image filtering and compression to be conducted before sending the data to the 

iWindow application, and hence reducing the computational load on the touchscreen 

computer that hosts the iWindow. In addition, the Raspberry Pi has a built-in WiFi 

module that enables wireless video streaming directly from inside the machine tool to 

the host computer. An ad hoc connection is set up on the Raspberry Pi such that a 

secure WiFi connection is established between the host computer and the Raspberry 

Pi without using a router. An open-source library Motion is used to stream the video 

captured from the camera to the iWindow application. The video stream is created in 

the format of MJPEG. A C# library for decoding MJPEG streams is utilized in the 

iWindow application to capture images from the stream. 

6.3.3 Implementation of AR 

It has been observed that most of previous AR applications in manufacturing utilized 

vision-based tracking methods which are computationally intensive and not accurate 

enough for machining processes. In this case study, a real-time CNC feedback-based 
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tracking method is used to achieve faster, more accurate and more reliable augmented 

graphics rendering. Details of the implementation of AR in the iWindow application 

are illustrated as follows. 

6.3.4.1 Camera Calibration 

Camera calibration is the process of estimating intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of a 

camera. Intrinsic parameters represent the internal characteristics of a camera, such 

as its focal length and lens distortion. Intrinsic parameters are usually used to remove 

the lens distortion, and hence improving the image accuracy. Extrinsic parameters 

describe the camera’s position and orientation in the real-world. These parameters 

relate to each other through the following equation [135]: 

s m = A [R T] M     (1) 

where, 

A – intrinsic camera matrix, 

R – rotation matrix of the extrinsic camera parameters, 

T – translation matrix of the extrinsic camera parameters, 

m – a vector corresponding to a 2D projection point, 

M – a vector corresponding to a 3D position in the world coordinate space, 

s – image scale factor. 

In this case study, a computer vision library OpenCV is used to calibrate the camera. 

Since the iWindow application is developed using C# language, a C# wrapper of the 

OpenCV library, i.e. Emgu CV is utilized to allow easier implementation of the OpenCV 

functionalities in the C# program. The library is used to output the internal camera 

parameters as well as the extrinsic camera parameters.  

A calibration board with checker patterns (Figure 6.4) is used for the camera 

calibration process. Multiple pictures of the stationary calibration board are taken 

from different angles and used to calculate the parameters. For each individual image, 

a chessboard finder algorithm is used to find the features in the image, in this case the 

crossover points between the squares. The algorithm outputs the array of 2D points 
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row by row, starting from the top left crossover point. This 2D points array is used as 

an input of the camera calibration algorithm. Another input of the camera calibration 

function is a series of 3D points. In this case study, the bottom left point at the machine 

reference position is defined as the (0,0,0) reference point of the camera-world 

coordinate. The final outputs of the camera calibration function are the intrinsic matrix 

A, the translation matrix T and the rotation matrix R of the camera. For example, the 

intrinsic matrix A of the USB camera used in this case study is calculated as follows: 

𝑨 = (

659.88 0 365.70

0 643.72 261.98

0 0 1

)                             (2) 

The source code of the camera calibration function can be found in Appendix B.2. 

6.3.4.2 OpenGL Projection Matching 

After the camera is calibrated, OpenGL is used to render the virtual objects such as 

cutting tool, tool path, workpiece and fixtures onto the camera’s view. To achieve this, 

the camera’s view must be accurately matched with the OpenGL projection. This can 

be realized by translating the camera parameters calculated from the camera 

calibration function into an OpenGL projection. The OpenGL projection model is 

similar to the OpenCV model, however, there are two main differences that must be 

addressed. First, the Y-axis and Z-axis in OpenGL are inverted compared to OpenCV. 

Second, OpenGL specifies a pair of near and far clipping planes to limit the rendering 

required for a scene. Hence the projection matrices need to be modified accordingly. 

Therefore, in order to accurately align the OpenGL rendered graphics with the camera 

input, the OpenGL viewport needs to be configured to match the OpenCV camera 

parameters. 

The relationship between OpenGL and OpenCV can be expressed by the following 

equations [136]: 

𝒎𝒐𝒅𝒆𝒍𝑽𝒊𝒆𝒘 =

(

 
 

1 0 0 0

0 −1 0 0
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(4) 

Where, 

modelView and projection – OpenGL matrices that need to be specified, 

r00, r01, etc. – elements in the rotation matrix R in equation (1), 

t1, t2, t3 – elements in the translation matrix T in equation (1), 

A00, A01, etc. – elements of the intrinsic camera matrix A in equation (1), 

width and height – size of the input images, 

near and far – positions of the OpenGL clipping planes. 

By combining equations (3) and (4) with the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters 

calculated from equation (1), the OpenGL projection can be accurately matched with 

the camera inputs, and hence the virtual objects can be augmented in the correct 

positions in the real-world environment. For example, as shown in Figure 6.5, after 

successful camera calibration, a virtual 3D coordinate system is created and accurately 

augmented at a default point on the calibration board. The source code of the OpenGL 

projection matching can be found in Appendix B.3. 
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Figure 6.5 Virtual coordinate system augmented on the calibration board  

6.3.4.3 Tool tip tracking and Material Removal simulation 

The real-time CNC feedback, in particular the X-, Y- and Z-axis positions, are used to 

track the cutting tool tip position. By storing the past positions of the tool tip, the 

historical tool path can be traced and drawn. Similarly, the material removal 

simulation is developed in the iWindow application. Firstly, the CAD model of the 

workpiece is converted to a series of tiny discrete elements represented by a binary 

array and rendered on the worktable in a predefined position. Then the real-time CNC 

feedback-based tracking method is used to automatically update the positions of the 

virtual workpiece and the virtual cutter. During machining simulation, when the 

virtual cutter reaches the position of a binary element, the binary element will be 

removed such that the material removal simulation can be performed. 

6.3.4 Design of the User Interface 

In order to integrate the aforementioned different functional modules into the 

iWindow application as well as providing intuitive human-machine interactions, a 

composite Graphical User Interface, written in C# with Visual Studio, is developed as 

the User Interface for the iWindow application. Figure 6.6 shows a screenshot of the 

User Interface of iWindow.  
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Figure 6.6 User Interface of the iWindow application  

The ‘AR window’ on the top left part displays the real-time video stream and the AR-

enabled process monitoring and machining simulation processes. The size of the AR 

window is fixed to the size of the image captured by the camera. Various real-time 

control functions are integrated in a set of tabs under the AR window. More details of 

the control functions are shown in Figure 6.7. Specifically, the Reference mode allows 

users to reference the machine tool to the home position. The aforementioned G-code 

parser is integrated in the Memory mode that allows users to run machining programs. 

The number and the command of the current line of G-code are displayed in real time 

during machining processes. The Jog mode and the MDI mode provide manual 

operation and manual G-code input functions, respectively. The AR functions are 
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integrated under the Augmented Reality tab. The Calibrate and Load Calibration 

buttons deal with the camera calibration functions. Likewise, the other buttons 

perform the corresponding functions as the names indicate. The real-time machining 

data retrieved from the CNC are continuously updated and displayed on the right of 

the AR window. The feed rate control buttons are also integrated in the User Interface 

to allow in-process feed rate adjustment. Consequently, a highly integrated, multi-

functional, AR-assisted HMI is developed to provide users with real-time control of the 

machine tool, comprehensive and intuitive understanding of the machining processes 

and efficient decision-making assistance. 

 

Figure 6.7 Control modes integrated in the iWindow User Interface 

6.3.5 Experimental results 

A series of experiments have been conducted to test the performance of each function 

developed in the iWindow application. To involve a wide range of milling operations, 

a test part that requires surface milling as well as profile milling is designed. Figure 6.8 

shows the CAD model of the test part. The part design and G-code generation are 

achieved using PTC Creo software. Sections of the G-code program generated for this 

part can be found in Appendix B.4. The resulted toolpath involves both linear and 

circular interpolations. 
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Figure 6.8 CAD model of the test part 

A photo of the finished part is shown in Figure 6.9. The machining results have 

successfully validated the real-time control related functions developed in the 

iWindow application, such as the real-time transmission of G-code and M-code 

commands from iWindow to CNC, and the translation of machining program using the 

G-code parser.  

 

Figure 6.9 Machining results of the test part 
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6.3.5.1 AR-enabled Process Monitoring 

The developed iWindow application enables advanced AR-enabled machining process 

monitoring by overlaying virtual objects on the real machining environment in real 

time during machining processes.  

Under normal circumstances, the operator monitors the machining processes by 

looking through the viewing window on the door of the machine tool. However, the 

actual machining process is usually blocked by the coolant or the chips. Figure 6.10 

shows a photo taken from the viewing window during the machining process of the 

test part. It can be seen that the cutting area and the cutting tool are all covered by the 

chips during machining. Hence the operator cannot recognize the actual status of the 

cutting process. 

 

Figure 6.10 Machining process monitoring through the viewing window 

With the implementation of AR, the iWindow application solves this problem by 

overlaying the virtual cutting tool, the historical toolpath and even the virtual model 

of the workpiece on the real-time video capture by the camera. Figure 6.11 shows the 

AR-enabled process monitoring provided by the iWindow application. In the AR 

window, the virtual cutting tool and the toolpath are overlaid on top of the video image. 

The positions of the cutting tool and the toolpath are updated in real time based on the 
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CNC feedback. Consequently, the visualization of the machining process is significantly 

enhanced such that the operator can identify the cutting status and make decisions 

instantly if, for example, the toolpath does not follow the designed route. In addition, 

real-time machining data are shown beside the window to provide a comprehensive 

perception of the machining state. The feed rate can be adjusted during machining 

such that in-process control can be performed. 

 

Figure 6.11 AR-enabled process monitoring 

6.3.5.2 AR-enabled Machining Simulation 

AR-enabled machining simulation is also implemented in the iWindow application. 

Firstly, virtual objects such as virtual cutting tool, virtual fixtures and CAD model of 

the workpiece can be overlaid on the worktable to set up the machining simulation 

environment. As shown in Figure 6.12, the virtual workpiece is accurately aligned with 

the calibration board which will be replace by the raw material. The virtual cutting tool 

is aligned with the real cutter. The red blocks represent the dangerous area that should 

not be reached by the cutter. This function helps the operator to verify the size and 
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position of the raw material on the worktable and hence improves the efficiency of 

workpiece and fixture mounting as well as the safety during real machining processes.  

 

Figure 6.12 Set-up of AR-enabled simulation environment 

Secondly, the AR-enabled machining simulation is achieved by using the real cutting 

tool to cut the virtual workpiece. The position of the tool tip is updated in real time 

based on axes positions retrieved from the CNC feedback. The raw material is 

modelled as a series of tiny discrete virtual cubes that form the shape of the raw part. 

During the simulation process, when the tool tip touches the virtual part, the 

corresponding virtual cubes will be removed to simulate the material removal process. 

A screenshot taken during the AR-enabled machining simulation process is shown in 

Figure 6.13. Likewise, the collision detection function can be achieved by detecting the 

interaction between the tool tip and the virtually created dangerous area. Figure 6.14 

shows an example of the collision detection during machining simulation. When the 

cutting tool reached any part of the red-coloured dangerous area, a collision alarm will 

pop up on the user interface and the Emergency Stop will be automatically triggered 

to prevent damages. 
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Figure 6.13 AR-enabled machining simulation 

 

Figure 6.14 Collision detection during machining simulation 
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The developed AR-enabled machining simulation has some distinct advantages 

compared to the currently most used VR-based simulation software. Firstly, AR-

enabled simulation is built upon the real machining environment, a great deal of 

efforts and time required by modelling the machining environment and machining 

rules can be saved. Secondly, real-time machining parameters obtained from the CNC 

and sensors are used as the input of the simulation, which means the dynamically 

changing conditions of the machining environment are also reflected in the simulation 

process. Hence the high-fidelity machining simulation is achieved. Thirdly, AR-enabled 

machining simulation provides users with more intuitive and comprehensive 

perceptions of the real machining environment, thus enabling faster and more 

effective learning and training activities. 

6.4 AR-assisted Process Visualization on a Wearable Headset 

This section introduces an advanced AR-assisted process visualization application 

developed on a wearable AR headset, the Microsoft HoloLens. This application utilizes 

the OPC UA data obtained from the previously introduced CPMT Platform to provide 

intuitive AR-assisted process visualization in a 3D environment. First, a brief 

introduction of the wearable AR headset is provided. Next, the experimental set-up 

and workflow of the application are illustrated. Last, the experimental results are 

presented and discussed. 

6.4.1 Wearable AR Headset 

The wearable AR headset used in this case study is the Microsoft HoloLens. The 

HoloLens, released in 2016 by Microsoft, is the first commercially available 

holographic head-mounted display device. It is specially designed for AR and Mixed 

Reality (MR) applications.  

The HoloLens has some distinct advantages compared to traditional HMIs such as 

control panels, desktop computers, laptops and smart phones. Firstly, it provides an 

intuitive interaction of the real and virtual world. Users wear the HoloLens like a pair 

of glasses. The see-through holographic lenses allow the real world to be deeply 

integrated with the virtual objects. Secondly, the HoloLens has integrated processors 
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that are more powerful than the ones in laptops. Advanced image and data processing 

can be achieved without external computing devices. Thirdly, the HoloLens is 

integrated with various sensors including depth cameras, light sensors, video cameras, 

microphones, and so forth. This allows various types of AR applications to be efficient 

developed and deployed. 

In this case study, the HoloLens is utilized as an advanced HMI to demonstrate the 

advantages as well as the potential of the proposed CPMT. An intuitive AR-enabled 

process visualization application is developed to take advantage of the real-time data 

provided by the previously introduced CPMT Platform. 

6.4.2 Experimental Set-up and Workflow 

The experimental set-up and the workflow of this application are described in Figure 

6.15. The application is developed for the OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype that was 

developed on the EMCO 3-axis milling machine. The configuration of the CPMT 

prototype is similar to the one introduced in the CPMT Platform. The EMCO Mill is 

connected to the host computer through an Ethernet cable. The iWindow application 

is used as the control software running on the host computer. The host computer also 

hosts the OPC UA Central Server and the OPC UA Client. The OPC UA Central Server 

retrieves real-time machining data from iWindow and external data acquisition 

systems, in this case the RFID tags and the Arduino microcomputer, and then converts 

all the data into OPC UA Binary format. The OPC UA Client requests the real-time OPC 

UA data from the OPC UA Central Server and provides them to the HoloLens through 

WiFi connection. 

The general idea of this application is to integrate the virtual world that contains 

various virtual object (virtual cutting tool, virtual workpiece, virtual information etc.) 

with the real machining environment using the actual machining data. The AR 

environment is partially developed in PTC Creo and Unity 3D game engine. Initially, a 

CAD model for the cutting tool and the workpiece is designed using Creo. The CAD 

model is then converted into an object file (.obj) to be easily imported to the Unity 

game engine. The real-time position data of the machine tool obtained through the 

CPMT Platform are embedded into the virtual cutting tool and the virtual workpiece 
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such that high-fidelity machining simulation can be achieved. In fact, without 

deploying the virtual objects in the real machining environment, this system can be 

treated as a VR-based simulation system, although only the cutting tool and the 

workpiece are modelled. 

 

Figure 6.15 Experimental set-up and workflow 

In order to provide an intuitive AR-assisted process visualization, the virtual world 

needs to be accurately integrated with the real world. To put it another way, the virtual 

cutting tool and workpiece need to be overlaid onto their counterparts in the real 

machining environment. This can be achieved by matching the camera coordinate of 

the HoloLens with the real-world coordinate. In this case study, a marker that is fixed 

on the machine tool is used to calibrate the camera coordinate. The distance between 

the camera and the worktable is measured in advance. As shown in Figure 6.15, when 

the camera on HoloLens recognizes the marker, a 3D virtual cube will popup. When 

the cube aligns on the marker correctly, the user can use the “tap” gesture or voice 
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control command “calibrate” to calibrate the camera. Once the camera is successfully 

calibrated, the virtual-world coordinate will be accurately aligned and fixed to the real-

world coordinate. Thus, the virtual cutting tool and workpiece can be accurately 

overlaid on the real machining environment. In addition, the other real-time 

machining data obtained from the CPMT Platform such machine tool status and cutting 

tool information can also be displayed as virtual information in the real machining 

environment. 

6.4.3 Intuitive Real-time Process Visualization 

Figure 6.16 shows a screenshot of the HoloLens view during machining processes. It 

can be seen from the screenshot that when the user wearing the HoloLens looks at the 

machining environment during machining processes, a comprehensive and intuitive 

understanding of the machining process can be realized. The virtual cutting tool and 

workpiece are overlaid on their physical counterparts and driven by the real-time 

position data. The toolpath is clearly indicated by a virtual line based on the real-time 

tool tip position. Hence the visualization of the cutting processes can be significantly 

enhanced when coolant or chips obstruct the process. In addition, the real-time data 

representing the machine tool status, cutting tool attributes and axes positions are also 

augmented in the machining environment to provide users with a comprehensive 

perception of the entire machining process.  

It needs to be explained that as can be seen in Figure 6.16, there is a deviation of the 

alignments of virtual objects in the real world. This is due to the fact that the 

screenshot is taken by the video camera on the top right part of the HoloLens, whereas 

the user’s view is from behind the lenses. Hence the deviation of alignments in the 

screenshot is inevitable. The actual alignments in the 3D environment from user’s view 

are very good. 
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Figure 6.16 Screenshot of the HoloLens view during machining processes 

Another distinctive advantage of this application is that it allows users to observe the 

AR-enabled machining process in a real 3D environment. For example, the virtual 

workpiece, virtual cutting tool and virtual fixtures can be overlaid on the worktable 

during a dry run. In this situation, all the virtual objects are driven by the actual axes 

positions obtained from the machine tool in real time. Interactions among these 

objects such as material removal and tool collision can be calculated and simulated. 

The user who wears the HoloLens can then observe the simulation process from 

different angles and distances in the 3D environment. Thus, high-fidelity and intuitive 

machining simulation based on real machining parameters can be achieved. Some 

screenshot of the HoloLens view taken from different angles and distances during the 

machining simulation process are shown Figure 6.17. The deviation of the alignments 

shown in these screenshots are caused by the same reason as explained previously. 
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Figure 6.17 Screenshots of the HoloLens view taken from different angles and 
distances during machining simulation 

In this case study, the AR-assisted process visualization application is developed for 

the EMCO Mill. However, it is obvious that it can be implemented on all the machine 

tools in the CPMT Platform since the real-time data of all machine tools can be accessed 

from the OPC UA Client. Only the virtual models need to be changed based on the 

cutting tools and workpieces used on the other machine tools. This has proved the 

advantages as well as the potential of the proposed CPMT and CPMT Platform. 

6.5 Summary and Discussion 

This chapter introduced two advanced AR-assisted HMIs that provide intuitive 

human-machine interactions and efficient decision-making assistance for CPMT. 

The first HMI, i.e. iWindow, was developed on a touchscreen computer. Real-time 

control functions, AR-enabled process monitoring and AR-enabled machining 

simulation were developed and integrated in the iWindow User Interface. Real-time 

CNC feedback-based tracking was applied to enable faster, more accurate and more 

reliable augmented graphics rendering. The experimental results have shown great 

advantages of the iWindow application compared to traditional control panels. With 
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the implementation of AR, iWindow provides users with intuitive and comprehensive 

perception of the machining environment, allowing them to control, monitor and 

optimize the machining process in real time. High-fidelity machining simulation in real 

machining environment with real machining parameters was also achieved. This 

function helps save a significant amount of time and effort required by traditional VR-

based machining simulation, and hence improves the efficiency and effectiveness of 

machine tools. 

The second HMI was developed on a wearable AR headset, i.e. the Microsoft HoloLens. 

The developed application built a 3D virtual machining environment with the virtual 

objects such as virtual cutting tool and workpiece. Real-time machining data were 

retrieved from the previously developed OPC UA Client in the CPMT Platform and used 

to drive the virtual objects. By deeply integrating the virtual objects with their physical 

counterparts in the real machining environment, the developed application allows 

users to observe the AR-enabled machining process and high-fidelity machining 

simulation in a real 3D environment. Various real-time status information was also 

augmented in the real world to provide a comprehensive and intuitive perception of 

the machining environment. An advantage of this application compared to iWindow is 

that users can actually see the real-world and the holographic objects in the 3D 

environment with the HoloLens. Whereas in iWindow, visualization of the AR 

environment was achieved through the machining video that must be captured from a 

fixed position.  

The experimental results and experiences gained from these two case studies have 

shown great advantages and potential of implementing AR technology in machine 

tools and machining processes. On the other hand, the advantages and potential of the 

proposed CPMT and CPMT Platform have also been validated and demonstrated. 

It is noted that implementation of AR in machine tools is still at the exploratory stage. 

Some limitations of these two HMIs that need to be improved in the future research 

are identified as follows. For the iWindow application, virtual objects were rendered 

in STL format, which limited the visual effects. The material removal process was 

computationally intensive and only the interaction of the geometries was considered. 

More advanced 3D graphics rendering algorithms and mathematical models for the 
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material removal process need to be implemented. For the application on HoloLens, 

since the wearable AR technology is relatively new, the device is very expensive 

compared to laptops and smart phones. The development environment is limited to 

the Universal Windows Platform. Besides, the camera calibration method used in this 

case study is not stable enough. It has been observed that some misalignments of the 

virtual objects may occur if the user forcibly shakes the HoloLens. More stable 

calibration algorithms need to be implemented to improve the AR performance. In 

addition, web-based AR applications can also be developed to provide portable AR 

experience on smart phones or tablets, though it will not be as intuitive as using the 

AR glasses and headsets like HoloLens. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

Outlined objectives of this research have been achieved as the previous chapters 

elaborated. This chapter concludes the work presented in this thesis. First, a recap of 

the research is provided to summarise the research context and the completed 

research. Second, the major achievements and contributions of this research are 

concluded. Third, the improvement opportunities of current work are identified and 

discussed. Last, an outlook of future research directions is provided. 

7.1 Recap of the Research 

Machine tools play a vital role in any manufacturing system. The performance of 

machine tools directly affects the product quality and the production efficiency and 

effectiveness. Recent advancements in ICT such as CPS, IoT and cloud computing have 

triggered the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0), in which manufacturing 

systems are envisioned to become CPPS. Current machine tools, however, are not 

ready to be integrated in or even dominate the envisioned CPPS. Owing to the unique 

and essential role that machine tools are playing in any manufacturing system, there 

is an urgent need to advance existing machine tools to a higher level of connectivity, 

intelligence and autonomy. In this context, a novel concept that represents a new 

generation of complete CPS-based machine tools, i.e. Cyber-Physical Machine Tool, is 

proposed. The overall objective of this research is to advance current CNC machine 

tools to the CPMT that are smarter, well connected, widely accessible, more adaptable 

and more autonomous. A synergistic and innovative combination of concepts, theories, 
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methodologies and techniques from a range of different fields has been proposed and 

implemented. 

A critical literature review of the state-of-the-art research related to the development 

of CPMT has been conducted to identify the research gaps of this new topic. An 

examination of current development trends in manufacturing systems and machine 

tools was conducted to understand the function requirements of CPMT. A key research 

gap has been identified as the lack of a systematic development method for CPMT. 

Digital Twin is a key enabling technology for CPMT. However, there has not been much 

research effort on the development of the Digital Twin for machine tools, i.e. MTDT. A 

comprehensive review on MTConnect and OPC UA has indicated the potential of these 

two standards for modelling the MTDT since both standards provide open 

communication protocol as well as information modelling method, although there still 

lacks generic and systematic methods to implement them in machine tools. AR is 

considered as a key enabling technology to enhance the interactions between CPS and 

humans. However, implementation of AR in manufacturing is still at the exploratory 

stage. Most previous AR applications applied vision-based tracking method that is 

computationally intensive and not accurate enough for machining processes. The 

research gaps identified in the literature review were respectively addressed in this 

research. 

To provide guidelines for advancing current machine tools to CPMT, a generic system 

architecture for CPMT was proposed first. A typical CPMT comprises three main 

components, i.e. Physical devices, Networks and MTDT. The most significant 

advancement of a CPMT compared to a traditional CNC machine tool lies in the MTDT 

which is capable of: 1) representing static properties and real-time status of the 

machine tool; 2) monitoring and controlling the machine tool with built-in 

computation and intelligence; and 3) communicating with different HMIs and software 

applications. The functions of each component in the CPMT were proposed and 

discussed. The proposed system architecture enables three types of feedback loops 

from the MTDT to the physical world: autonomous feedback control loop, shop floor 

decision-making assistance loop and cloud-based decision-making assistance loop. 

Based on the generic system architecture, a systematic development method for CPMT 

was proposed to identify the enabling technologies and their implementation 
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strategies for developing CPMT. With a focus on the modelling of MTDT, the enabling 

technologies for manufacturing data acquisition, data fusion, information modelling 

and database and intelligent algorithms were studied. 

Open, unified and platform-independent communication standards are a key enabler 

for CPMT. Focused on the data interoperability issue within CPMT as well as between 

CPMT and other systems, two practical solutions for the development of CPMT were 

proposed based on MTConnect and OPC UA respectively. Generic system architectures 

were proposed to provide systematic guidance for implementing MTConnect and OPC 

UA in machine tools. A generic OPC UA information model for CPMT was developed as 

a domain-specific information model based on the meta model provided by OPC UA 

standard. The proposed system architectures and development methods have been 

successfully validated through the practical development of two CPMT prototypes.  

First, an MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype was developed on a Sherline 3-axis 

milling machine. Various real-time manufacturing data were collected from the CNC 

controller, RFID tags and different sensors. Interoperable data exchange was realized 

based on the implementation of MTConnect protocol across different operating 

systems. An MTDT application was developed as a customized MTConnect Client to 

demonstrate the advantages and potential of the MTConnect-enabled CPMT. Second, 

an OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype was developed on an EMCO 3-axis milling 

machine. An OPC UA Server was developed to collect diverse types of real-time field-

level machining data and convert them to OPC UA Binary format. Thus, interoperable 

and bidirectional data exchange between machine tool and OPC UA Clients have been 

achieved. 

The feasibility of MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT has been validated. However, 

the interoperability issue between these two standards remains. In order to establish 

an interoperable data communication environment for both MTConnect and OPC UA 

enabled CPMT, a consolidated CPMT Platform was proposed. The core component of 

the CPMT Platform is the OPC UA Central Server that allows MTConnect information 

models and data to be converted to their corresponding OPC UA Nodes, References, 

Attributes and values. Probe XML parsing algorithms and Current XML parsing 

algorithms were developed to achieve these tasks. The proposed approach has been 

successfully verified through the practical development of a CPMT Platform, based on 
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the previously developed MTConnect and OPC UA enabled CPMT prototypes. A 

customized OPC UA Client was developed to demonstrate the basic functions of the 

CPMT Platform. Experimental results have shown that the proposed CPMT Platform 

allows diverse types of machine tools to be centrally and efficiently monitored and 

controlled. 

To further demonstrate the advantages and potential of the proposed CPMT, two 

advanced AR-assisted HMIs have been developed to provide intuitive human-machine 

interactions and efficient decision-making assistance capability for CPMT. First, an AR-

assisted iWindow application was developed on a touchscreen computer. Real-time 

CNC feedback-based tracking was applied to enable faster, more accurate and more 

reliable augmented graphics rendering. Real-time control, AR-enabled process 

monitoring and AR-enabled machining simulation were integrated in the iWindow 

application to provide users with intuitive and comprehensive perception of the 

machining processes. Second, an AR-assisted process visualization application was 

developed on a wearable AR headset, the Microsoft HoloLens. Real-time machining 

data were retrieved from the CPMT Platform in OPC UA format and used to drive the 

virtual cutting tool and workpiece. These virtual objects, together with various real-

time status information obtained from the CPMT Platform, were deeply integrated in 

the real machining environment. Consequently, this novel wearable HMI allows users 

to observe the AR-enabled machining process and high-fidelity machining simulation 

in a real 3D environment. Furthermore, this HMI is applicable to all machine tools in 

the CPMT Platform. 

Four papers have been published based on this research, including two journal papers 

and two conference papers. A thorough discussion of the definition, components, 

function requirements and system architecture of CPMT was presented as a 

conference paper at the CIRP Conference on Manufacturing Systems 2017 [137]. The 

development of the AR-assisted iWindow application was initially presented as a 

conference paper at the 45th SME North American Manufacturing Research Conference. 

The presentation of this work was awarded the First Place in the 2017 NAMRI/SME 

Outstanding Student Research Presentation Competition. The paper was then selected 

to be published in the Journal of Manufacturing systems [131]. The systematic 

development method of CPMT was also reported in the Journal of Manufacturing 
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systems [138]. The work on the development of MTConnect-enabled CPMT prototype 

was presented as a conference paper at the CIRP Conference on Manufacturing 

Systems 2018 [139]. In addition, the work to develop the CPMT Platform and the 

wearable AR-assisted HMI has been submitted to the Journal of Manufacturing systems 

[140]. Abstracts of these research publications can be found in Appendix C. 

7.2 Scientific Contributions 

In this research, a novel concept – CPMT – was proposed as a promising development 

trend for the next-generation machine tools in the context of Machine Tool 4.0 and 

Industry 4.0. Theoretical methods for developing CPMT have been proposed and 

validated through a series of practical prototype development. The scientific 

contributions made through the course of this PhD are highlighted as follows: 

• Contribution 1: A systematic development method for CPMT based on a 

generic system architecture. To date, little research has been done on developing 

a complete CPS-based machine tool, although it has been identified as a key enabler 

for the envisioned CPPS and Smart Factory. This research proposed a systematic 

development method for CPMT based on a generic system architecture, to provide 

strategic guidelines for advancing current machine tools to CPMT. The Digital Twin 

of the machine tool, i.e. MTDT, was proposed as the most significant advancement 

of CPMT compared to current machine tools. MTDT allows machine tools to be 

smarter, will connected, widely accessible, more adaptable and more autonomous. 

The key enabling technologies for modelling the MTDT were identified based on 

recent advancements in CPS, IoT and cloud computing. The proposed methodology 

is believed to be pioneering work that contributes to the evolution of the next-

generation machine tools. 

• Contribution 2: MTConnect-enabled CPMT as a practical solution. Most of the 

existing machine tools have very limited connectivity and communication ability, 

due to the limitation of data sources and the use of proprietary communication 

protocols. A practical solution to CPMT was proposed based on a systematic 

implementation of the MTConnect standard. The proposed methodology has been 

successfully validated through the practical development of an MTConnect-
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enabled CPMT prototype. Diverse types of real-time machining data were collected 

and integrated into an MTConnect information model to develop the MTDT. 

Interoperable data exchange within the CPMT as well as between the CPMT and 

software applications has been achieved. Experimental results have shown that 

MTConnect-enabled CPMT significantly improves the connectivity, intelligence 

and decision-making assistance capability of current machine tools. 

• Contribution 3: OPC UA-enabled CPMT as a practical solution. In spite of being 

recommended as the only communication standard in RAMI 4.0, OPC UA has not 

been widely used in machine tools. This research proposed an OPC UA-enabled 

CPMT as another practical solution. A generic OPC UA information model for CPMT 

was specially designed as a domain-specific information model. The feasibility and 

advantages of the proposed approach were successfully verified through the 

practical development of an OPC UA-enabled CPMT prototype. Besides the similar 

advantages compared with the MTConnect-enabled CPMT, OPC UA-enabled CPMT 

also enables autonomous and distributed feedback control since it enables 

interoperable and bidirectional data exchange.  

• Contribution 4: Consolidated CPMT Platform for MTConnect and OPC UA 

supported machine tools. It can be foreseen that MTConnect and OPC UA 

supported machine tools will co-exist in a complex manufacturing system in the 

near future. However, there has been very little research on the interoperability 

issue between MTConnect and OPC UA. A consolidated CPMT Platform was 

developed to establish an interoperable data communication environment for both 

MTConnect and OPC UA supported machine tools. An MTConnect to OPC UA 

Interface was developed to convert MTConnect information models and data into 

their OPC UA counterparts. Basic functions of the CPMT Platform have been 

demonstrated using a customized OPC UA Client. Experimental results showed the 

proposed CPMT Platform allows diverse types of machine tools to be centrally and 

efficiently monitored and controlled. It is believed that the proposed CPMT 

Platform is a key enabler for the envisioned CPPS and Smart Factory. 

• Contribution 5: AR-assisted HMIs for intuitive human-machine interactions 

and efficient decision-making assistance. Implementation of AR technology in 
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manufacturing is at the exploratory stage. Few studies have been conducted to 

implement AR in machine tools or machining processes. In this research, two 

advanced AR-assisted HMIs were developed that provide intuitive human-machine 

interactions and efficient decision-making assistance for CPMT. Real-time CNC 

feedback-based tracking was applied to enable faster, more accurate and more 

reliable augmented graphics rendering. AR-enabled intuitive process visualization 

and high-fidelity machining simulation have been achieved. Compared to 

traditional control panels, the AR-assisted HMIs significantly enhance the user’s 

perception of the machining environment, and hence the decision-making abilities. 

Consequently, the efficiency and effectiveness of machine tools can be significantly 

improved. 

7.3 Improvement Opportunities of Current Work 

The work presented in this thesis is the first attempt to provide theoretical methods 

and practical solutions for CPMT. Although the practical development of CPMT 

prototypes has demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of the proposed 

methodology, extensive future research is needed to improve the functions and 

performance of the current work. The limitations of current work have been identified 

and discussed at the end of each previous chapter. Some improvement opportunities 

of are outlined as follows: 

• The current CPMT prototypes are developed in the local network in our lab. 

To make the machining data available in the cloud, the MTDT could be 

migrated to a cloud server. Then various cloud-based services could be 

developed to utilize the filed-level machining data. 

• Cyber security issue of the current CPMT prototypes needs to be addressed 

in future research. The secure communication technology provided by OPC 

UA standard could be further studied and implemented. 

• Intelligent algorithms and advanced analytics tools could be embedded in 

the MTDT to take full advantage of the real-time machining data collected 

from the CNC, PLC and sensors, and further improve the intelligence and 

autonomy of the current CPMT prototypes. 
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• Specialized databases for the CPMT prototypes need to be developed to 

allow different applications to safely, efficiently and accurately access the 

historical machining data in the MTDT. 

• The current MTConnect to OPC UA Interface developed for the CPMT 

Platform is not fully automatic. Specialized algorithms could be developed 

to realize automatic generation of OPC UA information models. 

• The material removal simulation developed in the iWindow application is 

computationally intensive and only the interaction of the geometries was 

considered. More advanced 3D graphics rendering algorithms and 

mathematical models for the material removal process could be 

implemented to improve the AR performance. 

• It has been observed that some misalignments of the virtual objects may 

occur if the user forcibly shakes the HoloLens. More stable calibration 

algorithms need to be implemented to improve the AR performance.  

• Web-based AR applications could be further developed for the CPMT 

prototypes, such that mobile AR-assisted process visualization and 

machining simulation can be realized using relatively cheap devices such as 

smart phones and tablets. 

7.4 Future Research Directions 

One of the primary motivations of developing CPMT is to facilitate the realization of 

the next-generation manufacturing systems. With advanced connectivity, intelligence 

and autonomy deeply integrated, CPMT is expected to radically change the shape of 

current manufacturing systems. This section envisions two promising development 

trends for the next-generation manufacturing systems based on the implementation 

of CPMT, as recommendations for future research directions. 

7.4.1 CPMT-centred CPPS 

CPPS is envisioned as the future manufacturing system by Industry 4.0. The CPMT 

proposed in this research is a key enabler for CPPS. CPMT-centred CPPS is envisioned 
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as a promising future research direction. A three-layered conceptual framework of a 

CPMT-centred CPPS is proposed in Figure 7.1. 

 

Figure 7.1 Conceptual framework of CPMT-centred CPPS 

The CPMT-centred CPPS comprises three layers: physical level, cyber space and 

service cloud. The physical level contains all the manufacturing resources, including 

the machine tools, robots, Automatic Guided Vehicles (AGVs), cutting tools, 

workpieces and so on. Various sensors and data acquisition systems are implemented 

to collect real-time manufacturing data from the physical level and transmit them to 

the cyber space. In the cyber space, each manufacturing resource is modelled as a 

Digital Twin, based on the data obtained from physical level. These Digital Twins not 

only monitor and control their physical counterparts, but also communicate with each 

other to perform cooperative production activities. Hence, the horizontal integration 

of the manufacturing system can be realized. The service cloud contains various cloud-

based services that can access the manufacturing data in the cyber space through the 

Internet. Different users can utilize these services to achieve distributed and efficient 

decision-makings such as ERP, process optimization and remote diagnosis. In this way, 
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efficient data communication from the field-level manufacturing resources to the high-

level decision-makings can be achieved. Thus, the vertical integration of a 

manufacturing system is also realized. 

To realize the envisioned CPMT-centred CPPS, the following research issues need to 

be addressed in future research: 

• Field-level manufacturing data acquisition is the basis of the proposed CPPS. 

The critical data of each manufacturing resource (robots, AGVs, cutting tools, 

workpieces, etc.) need to be identified first. Cost-effective data acquisition 

systems need to be developed and implemented. 

• Modelling Digital Twins of manufacturing resources is a critical task. 

Communications between the Digital Twins and the manufacturing resources 

need to be further studied to realize real-time monitor and control between 

cyber space and physical level. 

• M2M communications between the Digital Twins need to be extensively 

studied. Interoperable data communication standards need to be implemented. 

Specialized algorithms need to be developed as embedded M2M Interfaces in 

the Digital Twins to allow autonomous cooperation activities between the 

manufacturing resources. 

• Diverse types of cloud-based services need to be developed to provide efficient 

decision-making assistance for different users. Advanced data visualization, 

data analytics, AI algorithms, AR technology, etc. could be implemented to 

provide various value-added services. 

7.4.2 CPMT-powered Cloud Manufacturing 

Another future research direction is envisioned as CPMT-powered cloud 

manufacturing. Cloud manufacturing as a trend of future manufacturing is envisioned 

to provide cost-effective, flexible and scalable solutions to companies by sharing 

manufacturing resources as services with lower support and maintenance costs. In a 

traditional cloud manufacturing architecture, manufacturing resources are abstracted 

as virtual entities in the cyberspace using resource virtualization technologies with an 

emphasis on extracting the capability information of connected manufacturing 
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resource. These virtual manufacturing resources in the cloud are encapsulated as on-

demand manufacturing services that can be consumed on a pay-as-you-go pricing 

model. A significant challenge in cloud manufacturing is that virtual resource 

information is not always in sync with physical resource capability and availability 

information. Therefore, service scheduling and resource coordination in the cloud 

cannot be always guaranteed as optimal decisions due to a lack of understanding of 

dynamic machine tool status. 

With the implementation of CPMT, virtual manufacturing resources are twining with 

their physical counterparts. A network of CPMT can communicate with each other and 

self-configure themselves to collaboratively undertake a manufacturing job. Figure 7.2 

depicts a conceptual framework for the CPMT-powered cloud manufacturing. Real-

time machine status streamed from the physical entity will enable a cloud 

manufacturing system to make context-adaptive decisions in the cloud. Specifically, an 

optimal combination of machine tools based on real-time machine condition will be 

selected to deliver high quality manufacturing services in the cloud. On the other 

direction, any status update from the cloud that occurs on a machine tool will also be 

feedback to the physical machine tool via the communication channel between the 

physical machine tool and its Digital Twin in the cyberspace. 
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Figure 7.2 Conceptual framework of CPMT-powered cloud manufacturing
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A.1 Technical Data of CNC Machine Tools 

Table A.1 Technical specifications of Sherline Model 2010 Mill 

Working area  

Maximum clearance, table to spindle 229 mm 

Table dimensions (L*W) 330*70 mm 

Positioning range X/Y/Z axes 229/178/137 mm 

Spindle  

Hole through spindle 10 mm 

Spindle nose thread  ¾  -16 thread per inch 

Spindle taper  No. 1 Morse 

Spindle speed range  70-2800 rpm (continuously variable) 

General data  

Machine dimensions (L*W*H) 565*381*568 mm 

Machine weight  17.2 kg 

Hold down provision  2 T-shot 

Headstock rotation  90° left/right 

Column rotation  90° left/right 

Handwheel graduations  0.01 mm 

Throat Adjustable 

Motors  

Motor output horsepower  60 W 

Motor speed  6100 rpm 

Motor full load current  0.85 A 

DC voltage  90 VDC to motor (60 Hz) 

Starting current 17 A (instantaneous) 
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Table A.2 Technical specifications of EMCO Concept Mill 105 

Working area  

Positioning range X/Y/Z axes 200/150/250 mm 

Minimum spindle nose-table distance  95 mm 

Maximum spindle nose-table distance  245 mm 

Milling table  

Table dimensions (L*W)  420×125 mm 

T-slot: Quantity/width/size 2/11 mm/90 mm 

Maximum table load 10 kg 

Milling spindle drive  

Speed range  150-5000 rpm 

3-phase asynchronous motor power  1.1 kW 

Spindle torque  4.2 Nm 

Axes   

Rapid traverse speed X/Y/Z axes  5 m/min 

Working feed  0-5 m/min 

Maximum feed power X/Y/Z  2000/2000/2400 N 

3-phase step motors with step resolution  0.0015-0.001 mm 

Average positioning variation to VDI 3441  0.005 mm 

Tool system  

Number of tool stations 10 

Tool selection  Directional logic 

Maximum tool diameter  55 mm 

Maximum tool length 50 mm 

Maximum tool weight  0.7 kg 

Tool changing time T1/T2/T3  9/7.5/7.5 s 

General data  

Connecting power  1.4 kW 

Machine dimensions (L*W*H)  1135×1100×1100 mm 

Machine weight (excluding base)  400 kg 

Compressed air requirement  6 bar 
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A.2 Technical Data of Sensors 

Table A.3 Technical specifications of Kistler type 9273 dynamometer 

Measuring range  

Fx, Fy -5 … 5 kN 

Fz -5 … 20 kN 

Mz -200 … 200 Nm 

Sensitivity  

Fx, Fy ≈-7.8 pC/N  

Fz ≈-3.5 pC/N  

Mz ≈-160 pC/Nm  

Overload   

Fx, Fy -6/6 kN 

Fz -6/24 kN 

Mz -240/240 kN 

Rigidity   

Cx, Cy  ≈0.4 kN/μm 

Cz ≈2 kN/μm 

CMz ≈0.7 kN/μrad 

Natural frequency  

Fn(x,y) ≈3.1 kHz 

Fn(z) ≈6.3 kHz 

Fn(Mz) ≈4.2 kHz 

Operating temperature range 0 … 70 °C 

Height/Diameter/Inner Diameter 70/100/15 mm 

Weight 4.2 kg 
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Table A.4 Technical specifications of PCB model 352C65 accelerometer 

Performance  

Sensitivity (±10%) 10.2 mV/(m/s2) 

Measurement range  ±491 m/s2 pk 

Frequency range (±5%) 0.5 to 10000 Hz 

Frequency range (±10%) 0.3 to 12000 Hz 

Frequency range (±3 dB) 0.2 to 20000 Hz 

resonant frequency ≥35 kHz 

Phase response (±5 °C) 2 to 6000 Hz 

Broadband resolution 0.0015 m/s2 rms 

Transverse sensitivity ≤5% 

Environmental   

Overload limit (shock) ±49050 m/s2 pk 

Temperature range (operating) -54 to +93 °C 

Electrical   

Excitation voltage 18 to 30 VDC 

Constant current excitation 2 to 20 mA 

Output impedance ≤300 ohms 

Output bias voltage 8 to 12 VDC 

Discharge time constant 0.8 to 2.4 s 

Settling time <10 s 

Physical   

Sensing element Ceramic 

Sensing geometry Shear 

Housing material Titanium  

Sealing Welded hermetic  

Size (hex*height) 7.9 * 10.7 mm 

Weight 2.0 gm 
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B.1 G-code Parser 

class GCodeParser 
{ 
 static double toolHeightOffset = 0; 
 static double[] toolOffsetTable = new double[21]; 
 static public string[] commandStringArr = {}; 
 
 public static ArrayList runGCode(string textLong) 
 { 
  ArrayList ouput = new ArrayList(); 
  textLong = textLong.Replace(";\r\n", ";"); 
  textLong = textLong.Replace("; \r\n", ";"); 
  textLong = textLong.Replace("\r\n", ";"); 
  textLong = textLong.ToUpper(); 
  string[] commandArray = textLong.Split(new char[] { ';' }, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries); 
  commandStringArr = (string[])commandArray.Clone(); 
  int lineCount = 1;    
  double ? xPast = null, yPast = null, zPast = null; 
 
  int GCodeCommand = -1; 
 
  foreach(string command in commandArray) 
  { 
   string noSpace = addWhiteSpace(command); 
   string[] commandPart = noSpace.Split(new char[1]{ ' ' }, 
StringSplitOptions.RemoveEmptyEntries); 
   commandPart = moveToFront(commandPart, "MG"); 
 
   ArrayList commandPartList = new ArrayList(commandPart); 
 
   ArrayList outputArr = new ArrayList(); 
 
   outputArr.Add(0x0); 
   outputArr.Add(0x58); 
 
   outputArr.Add(0x0);  
   for (int i = 0; i < 7; i++) 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
 
   outputArr.Add((byte)lineCount); 
   for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
 
   outputArr.Add(0x0e); 
   for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
 
   outputArr.Add(0); 
   outputArr.Add(0); 
 
   //first deal with the first term, can only be G or M  
   string firstCommand = (string)commandPartList[0]; 
   if (firstCommand[0] == 'M') 
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   { 
    outputArr.Add(0xDE); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    outputArr.Add(int.Parse(firstCommand.Substring(1))); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    GCodeCommand = -1; 
    commandPartList.RemoveAt(0); 
   } 
   else if (firstCommand[0] == 'G') 
   { 
    GCodeCommand = int.Parse(firstCommand.Substring(1)); 
    commandPartList.RemoveAt(0); 
   } 
   else if (firstCommand[0] == 'F') 
   { 
    outputArr.Add(0x18); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    byte[] pos = 
Converter.feedToBinary(double.Parse(firstCommand.Substring(1, firstCommand.Length - 1))); 
    for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
     outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
 
    GCodeCommand = -1; 
    //remove now processed initial command 
    commandPartList.RemoveAt(0); 
   } 
 
   commandPart = (string[])commandPartList.ToArray(typeof(string)); 
 
   //sort list if doing arcs 
   if (GCodeCommand == 0||GCodeCommand ==1 ||GCodeCommand == 
2||GCodeCommand == 3) 
   { 
    outputArr.Add(0x1c); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
    outputArr.Add(0x01); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
   } 
 
   //nullable double values for parameters 
   double ? xNow = null, yNow = null, zNow = null, r = null; 
 
   if (GCodeCommand == 2||GCodeCommand == 3||GCodeCommand == 
1||GCodeCommand == 0) 
   { 
    foreach(string oldCommand in commandPart) 
    { 
     if (oldCommand[0] == 'X') 
      xNow = double.Parse(oldCommand.Substring(1)); 
 
     if (oldCommand[0] == 'Y') 
      yNow = double.Parse(oldCommand.Substring(1)); 
 
     if (oldCommand[0] == 'Z') 
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      zNow = double.Parse(oldCommand.Substring(1)); 
    } 
   } 
 
   if (GCodeCommand == 2 || GCodeCommand == 3) 
   { 
    //stores converted commands 
    ArrayList commandPartNew = new ArrayList(commandPart); 
 
    commandPart = (string[])commandPartNew.ToArray(typeof(string)); 
 
    foreach(string oldCommand in commandPart) 
    { 
     if (oldCommand[0] == 'R') 
     { 
      r = double.Parse(oldCommand.Substring(1)); 
      commandPartNew.Remove(oldCommand); 
     } 
    } 
 
    if (r != null) 
    { 
     double xPrev = 0, yPrev = 0, xTo = 0, yTo = 0; 
     if (xNow != null && yNow != null && zNow == null) 
     { 
      if ((xPast == null) || (yPast == null)) 
      { 
       //fetch current position 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       xPrev = xPast.Value; 
       yPrev = yPast.Value; 
 
      } 
      xTo = xNow.Value; 
      yTo = yNow.Value; 
 
      //i,j 
 
     } 
     else if (xNow == null && yNow != null && zNow != null) 
     { 
      if ((yPast == null) || (zPast == null)) 
      { 
       //fetch current position 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       xPrev = yPast.Value; 
       yPrev = zPast.Value; 
       xTo = yNow.Value; 
       yTo = zNow.Value; 
      } 
 
      //j,k 
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     } 
     else if (xNow != null && yNow == null && zNow != null) 
     { 
      if ((xPast == null) || (zPast == null)) 
      { 
 
       //fetch current position 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       xPrev = xPast.Value; 
       yPrev = zPast.Value; 
       xTo = xNow.Value; 
       yTo = zNow.Value; 
      } 
 
      //i,k 
     } 
     else 
      ;  
 
     double i = 0, j = 0; 
     double[] result = RtoCentre(r.Value, xPrev, yPrev, xTo, yTo); 
     int quad = quadrant(xPast, yPast, xNow.Value, yNow.Value); 
     if (GCodeCommand == 2) 
     { 
      if (quad == 0) 
      { 
       i = result[1];// left 
       j = result[2];//up 
 
      } 
      else if (quad == 1) 
      { 
       i = result[1];//left 
       j = result[3];//down 
      } 
      else if (quad == 2) 
      { 
       i = result[0];//right 
       j = result[3];//down 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       i = result[0];//right 
       j = result[2];//up 
      } 
     } 
     else if (GCodeCommand == 03) 
     { 
      //counter-clockwise 
      if (quad == 0) 
      { 
       i = result[0];//right 
       j = result[3];//down 
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      } 
      else if (quad == 1) 
      { 
       i = result[0];//right 
       j = result[2];//up 
      } 
      else if (quad == 2) 
      { 
       i = result[1];//left 
       j = result[2];//up 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       i = result[1];//left 
       j = result[3];//down 
      } 
     } 
     if (xNow != null && yNow != null && zNow == null) 
     { 
      commandPartNew.Add('I' + i); 
      commandPartNew.Add('J' + j); 
     } 
     else if (xNow == null && yNow != null && zNow != null) 
     { 
      commandPartNew.Add('J' + i); 
      commandPartNew.Add('K' + j); 
     } 
     else if (xNow != null && yNow == null && zNow != null) 
     { 
      commandPartNew.Add('I' + i); 
      commandPartNew.Add('K' + j); 
     } 
    } 
    commandPart = (string[])commandPartNew.ToArray(typeof(string)); 
 
   } 
 
   if (GCodeCommand == 2 || GCodeCommand == 3) 
   { 
    commandPart = moveToFront(commandPart, "IXJYKZ"); 
   } 
 
   if (GCodeCommand == 49 || ((GCodeCommand == 43 || GCodeCommand == 44) 
&& commandPart.Length == 0)) 
    toolHeightOffset = 0; 
 
   commandPart = moveToFront(commandPart, "F"); 
 
   foreach(string indCommand in commandPart) 
   { 
    if (indCommand[0] == 'X') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x1e); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = 
Converter.posToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.xOffset); 
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     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'Y') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x1f); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = 
Converter.posToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.yOffset); 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'Z') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x20); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = 
Converter.posToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.zOffset); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'T') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0xDF); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     outputArr.Add(int.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, 
indCommand.Length - 1))); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'P') 
    { 
     //should only be used with G04 
     if (GCodeCommand == 4) 
     { 
      outputArr.Add(0x68); 
      outputArr.Add(0); 
      byte[] pos = 
Converter.spindleToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1))); 
 
      for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
       outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
     } 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'S') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x1d); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     outputArr.Add(0xff); 
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     outputArr.Add(0xff); 
 
     byte[] pos = 
Converter.spindleToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1))); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'F') 
    { 
 
     outputArr.RemoveAt(outputArr.Count - 1); 
     outputArr.RemoveAt(outputArr.Count - 1); 
     outputArr.RemoveAt(outputArr.Count - 1); 
     outputArr.RemoveAt(outputArr.Count - 1); 
 
     outputArr.Add(0x18); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = 
Converter.feedToBinary(double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1))); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
 
     outputArr.Add(0x1c); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     outputArr.Add(0x01); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'I') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x32); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = Converter.posToBinary(xPast.Value + 
double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.xOffset); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'J') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x33); 
     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = Converter.posToBinary(yPast.Value + 
double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.yOffset); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'K') 
    { 
     outputArr.Add(0x34); 
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     outputArr.Add(0); 
     byte[] pos = Converter.posToBinary(zPast.Value + 
double.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1, indCommand.Length - 1)), Form1.zOffset); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < 8; i++) 
      outputArr.Add(pos[i]); 
    } 
    else if (indCommand[0] == 'H') 
    { 
     if (GCodeCommand == 43) 
      toolHeightOffset = 
toolOffsetTable[int.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1))]; 
     if (GCodeCommand == 44) 
      toolHeightOffset = -
toolOffsetTable[int.Parse(indCommand.Substring(1))]; 
    } 
 
   } 
 
   //end of commands 
   if (GCodeCommand != -1 && GCodeCommand != 4) 
   { 
    outputArr.Add(0x64 + GCodeCommand); 
    outputArr.Add(0); 
   } 
   outputArr.Add(0x96); 
   outputArr.Add(0); 
 
   //replace correct length 
   outputArr[2] = outputArr.Count - 8; 
   for (int i = 0; i < outputArr.Count; i++) 
 
    lineCount++; 
   ouput.Add(outputArr); 
 
   if (GCodeCommand != -1)//-1 means no Gcodecommand 
   { 
    if (xNow != null) 
     xPast = xNow; 
    if (yNow != null) 
     yPast = yNow; 
    if (zNow != null) 
     zPast = zNow; 
   } 
 
  } 
  return ouput; 
 } 
 
 private static string[] moveToFront(string[] commandPart, string toFront) 
 { 
  //stores sorted commands 
  ArrayList commandPartSort = new ArrayList(); 
 
  //converts array into arrList for easier sorting 
  ArrayList commandPartArrList = new ArrayList(commandPart); 
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  foreach(char toFrontLetter in toFront) 
  { 
   foreach(string unsorted in commandPartArrList) 
   { 
    if (unsorted[0] == toFrontLetter) 
    { 
     commandPartSort.Add(unsorted); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < commandPartArrList.Count; i++) 
  { 
   string unsorted = (string)commandPartArrList[i]; 
   if (toFront.Contains(unsorted[0])) 
   { 
    commandPartArrList.Remove(unsorted); 
    i--; 
   } 
 
  } 
 
  foreach(string unsorted in commandPartArrList) 
  { 
   commandPartSort.Add(unsorted); 
  } 
 
  commandPart = (string[])commandPartSort.ToArray(typeof(string)); 
  return commandPart; 
 } 
 
 private static double[] quadratic(double a, double b, double c) 
 { 
  double[] answer = new double[2]; 
  answer[0] = (-b + Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(b, 2) - 4 * a * c)) / (2 * a); 
  answer[1] = (-b - Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(b, 2) - 4 * a * c)) / (2 * a); 
 
  return answer; 
 } 
 
 private static double[] RtoCentre(double r, double xstart, double ystart, double xend, double 
yend) 
 { 
  double[] answer = new double[4]; 
  double[] xresult = new double[2]; 
  double[] yresult = new double[2]; 
  double xdiff = xend - xstart; 
  double ydiff = yend - ystart; 
 
  double yA = Math.Pow(ydiff, 2) / Math.Pow(xdiff, 2) + 1; 
  double yC = (Math.Pow(xdiff, 2) + Math.Pow(ydiff, 2)) / (2 * xdiff); 
  double yB = -(yC * ydiff / xdiff); 
  yresult = quadratic(yA, yB, yC); 
 
  double xA = Math.Pow(xdiff, 2) / Math.Pow(ydiff, 2) + 1; 
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  double xC = (Math.Pow(ydiff, 2) + Math.Pow(xdiff, 2)) / (2 * ydiff); 
  double xB = -(xC * xdiff / ydiff); 
  xresult = quadratic(xA, xB, xC); 
 
  answer[0] = xresult[0] >= xresult[1] ? xresult[0] : xresult[1]; 
  answer[1] = yresult[0] >= yresult[1] ? yresult[0] : yresult[1]; 
  answer[2] = xresult[0] >= xresult[1] ? xresult[1] : xresult[0]; 
  answer[3] = yresult[0] >= yresult[1] ? yresult[1] : yresult[0]; 
 
  return answer; 
 } 
 
 private static int quadrant(double ? xstart, double ? ystart, double xend, double yend) 
 { 
  if (xstart == null) 
   xstart = 0; 
  if (ystart == null) 
   ystart = 0; 
 
  int quadResult = 0; // 0 = first quadrant, 1 = second quadrant, 2 = third quadrant,  3 = 
fourth quadrant 
  bool xPositive = true, yPositive = true; 
  if (xstart - xend >= 0) 
  { 
   xPositive = true; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   xPositive = false; 
  } 
 
  if (ystart - yend >= 0) 
  { 
   yPositive = true; 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   yPositive = false; 
  } 
 
  if ((yPositive == true) && (xPositive == true)) 
  { 
   quadResult = 0; 
  } 
  else if ((yPositive == true) && (xPositive == false)) 
  { 
   quadResult = 1; 
  } 
  else if ((yPositive == false) && (xPositive == false)) 
  { 
   quadResult = 2; 
  } 
  else if ((yPositive == false) && (xPositive == true)) 
  { 
   quadResult = 3; 
  } 
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  return quadResult; 
 } 
 
 private static string addWhiteSpace(string input) 
 { 
  string returnStr = input; 
  return System.Text.RegularExpressions.Regex.Replace(input, "[A-Z]", " $0"); 
 } 

} 

B.2 Camera Calibration  

class cameraCalibrate 
{ 
 //class scope vars 
 public float[] rotateArr; 
 public float[] translateArr; 
 public float[] cameraPar; 
 
 public void CalibrateCamera()  
 { 
  const int width = 5; 
  const int height = 5; 
  Size patternSize = new Size(width, height);  
 
  MCvPoint3D32f[][] corners_object_list = new MCvPoint3D32f[6][]; 
  PointF[][] corners_points_list = new PointF[6][]; 
 
  for (int k = 0; k < 6; k++) 
  { 
   corners_object_list[k] = new MCvPoint3D32f[width * height]; 
   for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) 
   { 
    for (int j = 0; j < 5; j++) 
    { 
     corners_object_list[k][5 * i + j] = new MCvPoint3D32f((4 - i) * 
29, (4 - j) * 29, 0); 
    } 
   } 
  } 
 
  var output = new Emgu.CV.Util.VectorOfPointF(); 
  Size smallerPicSize = new Size(800, 600); 
 
  for (int k = 1; k <= 6; k++) 
  { 
   Mat imgCam = new Mat(k + ".jpg", LoadImageType.Unchanged); 
   Mat smallerPic = new Mat(); 
 
   Size PicSize = new Size(3264, 2448); 
   CvInvoke.Resize(imgCam, smallerPic, smallerPicSize); 
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   bool found = CvInvoke.FindChessboardCorners(smallerPic, patternSize, output); 
   Console.WriteLine("found:" + found); 
   corners_points_list[k - 1] = output.ToArray(); 
  } 
 
  for (int i = 0; i < output.Size; i++) 
  { 
   Console.WriteLine(corners_points_list[0].GetValue(i)); 
  } 
 
  Mat cameraMat = new Mat(); 
  Mat distorCoef = new Mat(); 
  Mat[] rotationVec = new Mat[6]; 
 
  Mat[] translationVec = new Mat[6]; 
  for (int k = 0; k < 6; k++) 
  { 
   translationVec[k] = new Mat(); 
   rotationVec[k] = new Mat(); 
  } 
 
  MCvTermCriteria criteria = new MCvTermCriteria(); 
 
  double rms = CvInvoke.CalibrateCamera(corners_object_list,  
   corners_points_list, smallerPicSize, cameraMat, distorCoef,  
   CalibType.RationalModel, criteria, out rotationVec, out translationVec); 
 
  cameraPar = new float[9]; 
  double[] cameraParDouble = new Double[9]; 
  cameraMat.CopyTo(cameraParDouble); 
  for (int i = 0; i < 9; i++) 
  { 
   cameraPar[i] = (float)cameraParDouble[i]; 
  } 
 
  //1 by 14 array of distortion coeff, only first 8 important 
  double[] distortArr = new double[14]; 
  distorCoef.CopyTo(distortArr); 
 
  //1 by 3 array of rotate Matrix 
  rotateArr = new float[9]; 
  Mat rotationMatrix = new Mat(); 
 
  //need to flip stuff 
  CvInvoke.Rodrigues(rotationVec[0], rotationMatrix); 
  double[] rotateArrDouble = new double[9]; 
  rotationMatrix.CopyTo(rotateArrDouble); 
  for (int i = 0; i < 9; i++) 
  { 
   rotateArr[i] = (float)rotateArrDouble[i]; 
  } 
 
  //1 by 3 array of translate Matrix 
  translateArr = new float[3]; 
  double[] translateArrDouble = new double[3]; 
  translationVec[0].CopyTo(translateArrDouble); 
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  for (int i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
  { 
   translateArr[i] = (float)translateArrDouble[i]; 
  } 
 
  FileStorage fs = new FileStorage("cameraMat.txt", FileStorage.Mode.Write); 
  fs.Write(cameraMat); 
  fs.ReleaseAndGetString(); 
  fs = new FileStorage("distort.txt", FileStorage.Mode.Write); 
  fs.Write(distorCoef); 
  fs.ReleaseAndGetString(); 
 } 

} 

B.3 OpenGL Projection  

float far = 800, near = 50f; 
 
OpenTK.Matrix4 RTMat = new OpenTK.Matrix4( 
 rotateArr[0], rotateArr[1], rotateArr[2], translateArr[0], 
 rotateArr[3], rotateArr[4], rotateArr[5], translateArr[1], 
 rotateArr[6], rotateArr[7], rotateArr[8], translateArr[2], 
 0, 0, 0, 1); 
 
OpenTK.Matrix4 reverse = new OpenTK.Matrix4( 
 1, 0, 0, 0, 
 0, -1, 0, 0, 
 0, 0, -1, 0, 
 0, 0, 0, 1); 
 
OpenTK.Matrix4 landscape = new OpenTK.Matrix4( 
 0, 1, 0, 0, 
 -1, 0, 0, 0, 
 0, 0, 1, 0, 
 0, 0, 0, 1); 
 
OpenTK.Matrix4 projection = new OpenTK.Matrix4( 
 2 * cameraPar[0] / 800f, 0, 1 - (2 * cameraPar[2] / 800f), 0, 
 0, 2 * cameraPar[4] / 600f, -1 + (2 * cameraPar[5] + 2) / 600f, 0, 
 0, 0, -(far + near) / (far - near), -2 * far * near / (far - near), 
 0, 0, -1, 0); 
 
OpenTK.Matrix4 projT = new OpenTK.Matrix4( 
 2 * cameraPar[0] / 800f, 0, 1 - (2 * cameraPar[2] / 800f), 0, 
 0, 2 * cameraPar[4] / 600f, -1 + (2 * cameraPar[5] + 2) / 600f, 0, 
 0, 0, -(far + near) / (far - near), -2 * far * near / (far - near), 
 0, 0, -1, 0); 
 
projT.Transpose(); 
OpenTK.Matrix4 mvMat = OpenTK.Matrix4.Mult(reverse, RTMat); 
OpenTK.Matrix4 projMat2 = OpenTK.Matrix4.Mult(landscape, projection); 
OpenTK.Matrix4 mvp = OpenTK.Matrix4.Mult(projection, mvMat); 
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// render graphics 
GL.MatrixMode(MatrixMode.Projection); 
GL.LoadIdentity(); 
GL.LoadMatrix(ref projT.Row0.X); 
 
mvMat.Transpose(); 
GL.MatrixMode(MatrixMode.Modelview); 
GL.LoadIdentity(); 
GL.LoadMatrix(ref mvMat.Row0.X); 
 
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) 
{ 
 OpenTK.Vector4 pos = new OpenTK.Vector4(Xoff - TrackingPoints[i][0],  
  Yoff - TrackingPoints[i][1], Zoff + TrackingPoints[i][2], 1); 
 pos = OpenTK.Vector4.Transform(pos, mvMat);  
 pos = OpenTK.Vector4.Transform(pos, projT); 
 pos.X /= pos.W; 
 pos.Y /= pos.W; 
 pos.X = (pos.X + 1) * 800 / 2; 
 pos.Y = (pos.Y + 1) * 600 / 2; 
 
 TrackingPixel[i] = new int[] { (int)pos.X, (int)pos.Y }; 

} 

B.4 G-code Program of the Test Part (sections) 

S2500M3 
G0X121.657Y116.521 
Z11. 
G1Z8.06F250. 
X120.785Y117.268Z6.243 
X119.974Y117.44Z6.06 
G3X117.974Y115.44I0.J-2. 
X119.974Y113.44I2.J0. 
X121.974Y115.44I0.J2. 
X119.974Y117.44I-2.J0. 
G2X118.61Y118.112I0.J1.72 
G1X118.559Y118.179 
G3X117.813Y118.546I-.746J-.574 
X117.149Y118.271I0.J-.941 
X115.975Y115.44I2.825J-2.831 
X119.974Y111.441I3.999J0. 
X123.973Y115.44I0.J3.999 
X119.974Y119.44I-3.999J0. 
G2X118.529Y120.227I0.J1.72 
G1X118.479Y120.305 
G3X117.56Y120.805I-.919J-.594 
X117.022Y120.663I0.J-1.094 
X113.974Y115.44I2.952J-5.223 
X119.974Y109.44I6.J0. 
X125.974Y115.44I0.J6. 
X119.974Y121.44I-6.J0. 
G2X118.485Y122.3I0.J1.72 

G1X118.414Y122.422 
G3X117.467Y122.969I-.947J-.547 
X117.07Y122.894I0.J-1.094 
X111.974Y115.44I2.904J-7.454 
X119.974Y107.44I8.J0. 
X127.974Y115.44I0.J8. 
X119.974Y123.44I-8.J0. 
G2X118.485Y124.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.431Y124.394 
G3X117.329Y125.03I-1.102J-.637 
X116.943Y124.97I0.J-1.273 
X109.974Y115.44I3.031J-9.53 
X119.974Y105.44I10.J0. 
X129.974Y115.44I0.J10. 
X119.974Y125.44I-10.J0. 
G2X118.485Y126.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.47Y126.325 
G3X117.189Y127.065I-1.281J-.739 
X116.798Y127.012I0.J-1.479 
X107.974Y115.44I3.176J-11.572 
X119.974Y103.44I12.J0. 
X131.974Y115.44I0.J12. 
X119.974Y127.44I-12.J0. 
G2X118.485Y128.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.439Y128.38 
G3X117.158Y129.119I-1.281J-.74 
X116.825Y129.081I0.J-1.479 

X105.974Y115.44I3.149J-13.641 
X119.974Y101.44I14.J0. 
X133.974Y115.44I0.J14. 
X119.974Y129.44I-14.J0. 
G2X119.486Y129.722I0.J.564 
G1X119.471Y129.748 
G3X118.953Y130.047I-.518J-.3 
X118.924Y130.046I0.J-.599 
G1X118.192Y130.011 
X116.446Y129.731 
X114.72Y129.269 
X113.217Y128.694 
X111.549Y127.869 
X110.124Y126.962 
X108.894Y126. 
X107.748Y124.924 
X106.715Y123.762 
X105.929Y122.701 
X105.717Y122.397 
X105.456Y122.129 
G3X103.976Y115.419I14.47J-6.71 
X107.628Y105.263I15.95J0. 
G2X112.872Y101.103I-.49J-6.004 
G3X119.974Y99.44I7.102J14.337 
X127.142Y101.135I0.J16. 
G2X132.315Y105.257I5.728J-1.882 
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G3X135.971Y115.419I-
12.293J10.162 
X134.497Y122.117I-15.949J0. 
G1X134.253Y122.389 
X134.071Y122.701 
X133.285Y123.762 
X132.288Y124.89 
X131.081Y126.02 
X129.876Y126.962 
X128.468Y127.86 
X126.939Y128.634 
X125.328Y129.253 
X123.504Y129.74 
X121.808Y130.011 
X120.092Y130.102 
X118.924Y130.046 
X117.995Y129.766Z6.16 
X117.308Y129.082Z6.496 
X117.023Y128.155Z7.351 
X117.022Y127.953Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X130.226Y107.164 
G1Z8.06 
X130.505Y106.234Z6.609 
X131.188Y105.546Z6.207 
X132.114Y105.259Z6.064 
X132.317Y105.258Z6.06 
X132.836Y105.282 
X133.017Y105.261 
X134.821 
G3X137.972Y115.419I-
14.799J10.158 
X136.988Y121.28I-17.95J0. 
G2X136.627Y121.258I-.361J2.975 
X135.225Y121.606I0.J2.997 
G1X134.894Y121.778 
X134.587Y121.99 
X133.68Y122.332Z6.16 
X132.718Y122.207Z6.496 
X131.928Y121.644Z7.351 
X131.805Y121.483Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X132.821Y107.261 
G1Z8.06 
X133.056Y106.319Z6.609 
X133.706Y105.6Z6.207 
X134.619Y105.271Z6.064 
X134.821Y105.261Z6.06 
X137.192 
G3X139.972Y115.419I-
17.17J10.158 
X138.879Y121.933I-19.95J0. 
G1X138.78Y122.17 
G2X136.988Y121.28I-2.153J2.085 
G1X136.082Y120.933Z6.16 
X135.447Y120.2Z6.496 

X135.23Y119.255Z7.351 
X135.244Y119.053Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X135.192Y107.261 
G1Z8.06 
X135.427Y106.319Z6.609 
X136.077Y105.6Z6.207 
X136.99Y105.271Z6.064 
X137.192Y105.261Z6.06 
X139.48 
G3X141.972Y115.419I-
19.458J10.158 
X140.748Y122.645I-21.95J0. 
G1X140.627Y122.938 
G3X139.934Y123.692I-1.158J-.368 
G1X139.183Y122.691 
X138.992Y122.415 
X138.781Y122.172 
X138.339Y121.308Z6.16 
X138.357Y120.338Z6.496 
X138.828Y119.491Z7.351 
X138.974Y119.35Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X137.48Y107.261 
G1Z8.06 
X137.715Y106.319Z6.609 
X138.365Y105.6Z6.207 
X139.278Y105.271Z6.064 
X139.48Y105.261Z6.06 
X139.983 
X140.163Y105.283 
X141.632Y105.094 
G3X143.972Y115.419I-
21.61J10.325 
X142.617Y123.36I-23.95J0. 
G1X142.473Y123.706 
…… 
…… 
…… 
G0X173.008Y106.771 
G1Z8.06 
X172.402Y106.014Z6.597 
X172.223Y105.06Z6.197 
X172.515Y104.135Z6.062 
X172.591Y104.019Z6.06 
X173.008Y103.031 
X172.993Y105.098 
X172.75Y106.037Z6.16 
X172.095Y106.752Z6.496 
X171.18Y107.075Z7.351 
X170.978Y107.083Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X144.919Y87.585 
G1Z8.06 
X145.095Y87.219Z6.06 
X145.592Y86.406 

X146.008Y85.847 
X146.461Y85.318 
X146.615Y85.179 
G3X149.458Y85.566I-.454J13.993 
G1X150.913Y85.918 
X152.627Y86.649 
G3X159.006Y91.707I-7.704J16.269 
G1X160.055Y93.026 
X161.23Y95.091 
X161.123Y95.365 
X160.443Y96.636 
X160.419Y96.735 
X160.179Y97.263 
X160.123Y97.43 
X159.6Y98.247Z6.16 
X158.754Y98.722Z6.496 
X157.784Y98.743Z7.351 
X157.589Y98.688Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X146.47Y88.004 
G1Z8.06 
X146.014Y87.148Z6.609 
X146.015Y86.178Z6.207 
X146.472Y85.322Z6.064 
X146.615Y85.179Z6.06 
X147.477Y84.402 
X148.308Y83.826 
X149.05Y83.436 
X149.929Y83.622 
X151.545Y84.014 
X153.446Y84.825 
G3X160.57Y90.462I-8.523J18.093 
G1X161.715Y91.9 
X161.951Y92.342 
X161.838Y93.169 
X161.58Y94.192 
X161.23Y95.091 
X160.669Y95.882Z6.16 
X159.802Y96.317Z6.496 
X158.832Y96.292Z7.351 
X158.641Y96.228Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X148.215Y86.136 
G1Z8.06 
X147.985Y85.193Z6.609 
X148.225Y84.254Z6.207 
X148.88Y83.537Z6.064 
X149.053Y83.434Z6.06 
X149.3Y83.304 
X150.382Y82.895 
X151.424Y82.644 
X152.851Y82.512 
X153.051Y82.498 
X154.264Y82.999 
G3X161.455Y88.426I-9.157J19.612 
G1X161.519Y88.615 
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X161.81Y89.678 
X161.983Y90.982 
X161.978Y92.015 
X161.933Y92.256 
X161.53Y93.138Z6.16 
X160.759Y93.727Z6.496 
X159.802Y93.884Z7.351 
X159.602Y93.857Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X151.072Y84.387 
G1Z8.06 
X151.372Y83.465Z6.609 
X152.072Y82.793Z6.207 
X153.005Y82.529Z6.064 
X153.207Y82.533Z6.06 
X154.431Y82.619 
X155.617Y82.895 
X156.515Y83.219 
X157.69Y83.826 
X158.526Y84.404 
X159.469Y85.25 
X160.221Y86.145 
X160.409Y86.407 
X160.991Y87.359 
X161.357Y88.27 
X161.49Y89.231Z6.16 
X161.155Y90.141Z6.496 
X160.431Y90.787Z7.351 
X160.247Y90.872Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X114.164Y103.619 
G1Z8.06 
X113.34Y103.107Z6.609 
X112.854Y102.267Z6.207 
X112.82Y101.298Z6.064 
X112.872Y101.103Z6.06 
G2X113.161Y99.259I-5.734J-1.844 
X113.143Y98.787I-6.023J0. 
G3X119.974Y97.44I6.831J16.653 
X126.857Y98.808I0.J18. 
G2X126.841Y99.253I6.013J.445 
X127.142Y101.135I6.029J0. 
G1X127.212Y102.103Z6.16 
X126.819Y102.99Z6.496 
X126.055Y103.587Z7.351 
X125.866Y103.66Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X115.293Y100.624 
G1Z8.06 
X114.337Y100.463Z6.609 
X113.568Y99.871Z6.207 
X113.169Y98.987Z6.064 
X113.143Y98.787Z6.06 
X112.821Y97.263 
X112.626Y96.839 
G3X119.974Y95.44I7.348J18.601 

X127.364Y96.855I0.J20. 
G1X127.179Y97.263 
X126.857Y98.808 
X126.553Y99.729Z6.16 
X125.851Y100.399Z6.496 
X124.917Y100.66Z7.351 
X124.715Y100.655Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X115.278Y97.822 
G1Z8.06 
X114.325Y98.001Z6.609 
X113.4Y97.71Z6.207 
X112.72Y97.018Z6.064 
X112.626Y96.839Z6.06 
X112.584Y96.746 
X112.557Y96.636 
X111.876Y95.363 
X111.75Y95.041 
X111.892Y94.979 
G3X119.974Y93.441I8.082J20.461 
X128.103Y94.997I0.J21.999 
G1X128.243Y95.059 
X128.123Y95.365 
X127.443Y96.636 
X127.419Y96.735 
X127.364Y96.855 
X126.76Y97.615Z6.16 
X125.871Y98.001Z6.496 
X124.904Y97.922Z7.351 
X124.716Y97.848Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X114.339Y96.178 
G1Z8.06 
X113.377Y96.3Z6.609 
X112.47Y95.955Z6.207 
X111.833Y95.224Z6.064 
X111.75Y95.04Z6.06 
X111.42Y94.193 
X111.181Y93.292 
X111.157Y93.118 
G3X119.974Y91.44I8.817J22.322 
X128.845Y93.14I0.J24. 
G1X128.58Y94.192 
X128.243Y95.058 
X127.682Y95.849Z6.16 
X126.815Y96.284Z6.496 
X125.845Y96.259Z7.351 
X125.653Y96.195Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X113.412Y94.826 
G1Z8.06 
X112.447Y94.722Z6.609 
X111.646Y94.176Z6.207 
X111.195Y93.317Z6.064 
X111.157Y93.118Z6.06 
…… 

…… 
…… 
X93.494Y101.621 
X94.131Y101.101 
G2X95.049Y102.875I5.739J-1.848 
G1X95.427Y103.768Z6.16 
X95.339Y104.734Z6.496 
X94.807Y105.545Z7.351 
X94.651Y105.675Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X94.562Y125.964 
G1Z8.06 
X94.705Y126.924Z6.609 
X94.38Y127.838Z6.207 
X93.663Y128.491Z6.064 
X93.481Y128.578Z6.06 
X91.485Y129.268 
G3X90.13Y126.875I9.696J-7.07 
G1X89.882Y126.288 
G3X87.976Y115.419I30.044J-
10.869 
X91.155Y101.527I31.95J0. 
G1X91.542Y100.855 
X91.938Y100.365 
G3X93.211Y99.325I3.113J2.511 
G1X93.516Y99.197 
X93.842Y99.121 
G2X93.841Y99.253I6.028J.132 
X94.131Y101.101I6.029J0. 
G1X94.195Y102.068Z6.16 
X93.796Y102.953Z6.496 
X93.029Y103.546Z7.351 
X92.84Y103.617Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X92.872Y126.803 
G1Z8.06 
X92.899Y127.773Z6.609 
X92.467Y128.641Z6.207 
X91.677Y129.204Z6.064 
X91.485Y129.268Z6.06 
X89.374Y129.721 
X88.288Y127.654 
X88.019Y127.019 
G3X85.976Y115.419I31.907J-11.6 
X89.386Y100.59I33.95J0. 
G1X89.887Y99.721 
X90.381Y99.109 
G3X92.372Y97.508I4.67J3.767 
G1X92.898Y97.288 
X93.386Y97.174 
X94.226Y97.158 
X94.179Y97.263 
G2X93.842Y99.119I5.691J1.99 
G1X93.586Y100.054Z6.16 
X92.92Y100.759Z6.496 
X92.Y101.068Z7.351 
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X91.798Y101.073Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X91.078Y127.464 
G1Z8.06 
X90.976Y128.428Z6.609 
X90.431Y129.231Z6.207 
X89.573Y129.683Z6.064 
X89.374Y129.721Z6.06 
X88.999Y129.774 
X87.409Y129.88 
X87.153Y129.872 
X87.018Y129.64 
X86.438Y128.414 
X86.158Y127.751 
G3X83.977Y115.419I33.768J-
12.332 
X87.619Y99.652I35.949J0. 
G1X88.233Y98.587 
X88.824Y97.853 
G3X91.544Y95.686I6.227J5.023 
G1X92.281Y95.378 
X92.93Y95.226 
G3X93.842Y95.121I.912J3.895 
X94.611Y95.196I0.J4. 
G1X94.871Y95.265 
X95.121Y95.369 
X94.443Y96.636 
X94.419Y96.735 
X94.226Y97.158 
X93.623Y97.918Z6.16 
X92.733Y98.303Z6.496 
X91.766Y98.225Z7.351 
X91.578Y98.151Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X89.21Y127.931 
G1Z8.06 
X88.948Y128.865Z6.609 
X88.277Y129.565Z6.207 
X87.355Y129.868Z6.064 
X87.153Y129.872Z6.06 
X85.474Y129.823 
X84.85Y129.734 
X84.613Y129.232 
X84.297Y128.485 
G3X81.977Y115.419I35.629J-
13.066 
X85.852Y98.712I37.949J0. 
G1X86.578Y97.452 
X87.268Y96.597 
G3X90.723Y93.862I7.783J6.279 
G1X91.664Y93.469 
X92.474Y93.279 
G3X93.842Y93.121I1.368J5.842 
X95.068Y93.247I0.J6. 
G1X95.518Y93.368 
X95.762Y93.47 

X95.58Y94.192 
X95.122Y95.368 
X94.561Y96.159Z6.16 
X93.694Y96.594Z6.496 
X92.724Y96.569Z7.351 
X92.533Y96.505Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X87.114Y128.039 
G1Z8.06 
X86.001Y129.557Z6.207 
X85.051Y129.752Z6.064 
X84.85Y129.734Z6.06 
X83.729Y129.572 
X82.436Y129.22 
G3X79.976Y115.419I37.49J-13.801 
X84.086Y97.771I39.95J0. 
G1X84.923Y96.318 
X85.711Y95.341 
G3X89.906Y92.035I9.34J7.535 
G1X91.046Y91.559 
X92.019Y91.332 
G3X93.842Y91.122I1.823J7.789 
X95.534Y91.302I0.J7.999 
G1X95.981Y91.421 
X95.978Y92.015 
X95.838Y93.169 
X95.762Y93.47 
X95.304Y94.325Z6.16 
X94.498Y94.864Z6.496 
X93.532Y94.96Z7.351 
X93.334Y94.921Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X84.875Y127.799 
G1Z8.06 
X84.417Y128.654Z6.609 
X83.61Y129.192Z6.207 
X82.645Y129.288Z6.064 
X82.446Y129.249Z6.06 
X82.033Y129.145 
X80.413Y128.553 
X80.024Y128.364 
G3X77.977Y115.419I39.902J-
12.945 
X82.321Y96.828I41.949J0. 
G1X83.268Y95.184 
X84.155Y94.086 
G3X89.094Y90.207I10.896J8.79 
G1X90.429Y89.65 
X91.563Y89.384 
G3X93.842Y89.121I2.279J9.737 
X95.705Y89.296I0.J10. 
G1X95.81Y89.678 
X95.983Y90.982 
X95.981Y91.421 
X95.741Y92.361Z6.16 
X95.087Y93.078Z6.496 

X94.173Y93.402Z7.351 
X93.971Y93.411Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X82.696Y127.437 
G1Z8.06 
X82.074Y128.181Z6.609 
X81.174Y128.545Z6.207 
X80.21Y128.443Z6.064 
X80.024Y128.364Z6.06 
X78.922Y127.83 
X77.523Y126.975 
G3X75.977Y115.419I42.403J-
11.556 
X77.4Y104.322I43.949J0. 
G2X80.161Y99.259I-3.262J-5.063 
X79.856Y97.365I-6.023J0. 
G1X80.192Y96.636 
X80.557Y95.884 
X81.614Y94.05 
X82.598Y92.83 
G3X88.284Y88.378I12.453J10.046 
G1X89.812Y87.74 
X91.107Y87.437 
G3X93.842Y87.121I2.735J11.684 
X94.872Y87.165I0.J12. 
G1X94.991Y87.359 
X95.519Y88.615 
X95.705Y89.296 
X95.727Y90.266Z6.16 
X95.29Y91.132Z6.496 
X94.496Y91.69Z7.351 
X94.304Y91.753Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X82.398Y98.604 
G1Z8.06 
X81.431Y98.688Z6.609 
X80.539Y98.307Z6.207 
X79.931Y97.551Z6.064 
X79.856Y97.363Z6.06 
X79.821Y97.263 
X79.584Y96.746 
X79.557Y96.636 
X78.876Y95.363 
X78.747Y95.032 
X78.788Y94.948 
X79.959Y92.916 
…… 
…… 
…… 
X66.992Y103.042 
X67.399Y103.971 
X67.726Y104.884Z6.173 
X67.585Y105.844Z6.56 
X66.992Y106.639Z8.06 
Z11. 
G0X121.657Y116.521 
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G1Z6.06 
X120.785Y117.268Z4.243 
X119.974Y117.44Z4.06 
G3X117.974Y115.44I0.J-2. 
X119.974Y113.44I2.J0. 
X121.974Y115.44I0.J2. 
X119.974Y117.44I-2.J0. 
G2X118.61Y118.112I0.J1.72 
G1X118.559Y118.179 
G3X117.813Y118.546I-.746J-.574 
X117.149Y118.271I0.J-.941 
X115.975Y115.44I2.825J-2.831 
X119.974Y111.441I3.999J0. 
X123.973Y115.44I0.J3.999 
X119.974Y119.44I-3.999J0. 
G2X118.529Y120.227I0.J1.72 
G1X118.479Y120.305 
G3X117.56Y120.805I-.919J-.594 
X117.022Y120.663I0.J-1.094 
X113.974Y115.44I2.952J-5.223 
X119.974Y109.44I6.J0. 
X125.974Y115.44I0.J6. 
X119.974Y121.44I-6.J0. 
G2X118.485Y122.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.414Y122.422 
G3X117.467Y122.969I-.947J-.547 
X117.07Y122.894I0.J-1.094 
X111.974Y115.44I2.904J-7.454 
X119.974Y107.44I8.J0. 
X127.974Y115.44I0.J8. 
X119.974Y123.44I-8.J0. 
G2X118.485Y124.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.431Y124.394 
G3X117.329Y125.03I-1.102J-.637 
X116.943Y124.97I0.J-1.273 
X109.974Y115.44I3.031J-9.53 
X119.974Y105.44I10.J0. 
X129.974Y115.44I0.J10. 
X119.974Y125.44I-10.J0. 
G2X118.485Y126.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.47Y126.325 
G3X117.189Y127.065I-1.281J-.739 
X116.798Y127.012I0.J-1.479 
X107.974Y115.44I3.176J-11.572 
X119.974Y103.44I12.J0. 
X131.974Y115.44I0.J12. 
X119.974Y127.44I-12.J0. 
G2X118.485Y128.3I0.J1.72 
G1X118.439Y128.38 
G3X117.158Y129.119I-1.281J-.74 
X116.825Y129.081I0.J-1.479 
X105.974Y115.44I3.149J-13.641 
X119.974Y101.44I14.J0. 
X133.974Y115.44I0.J14. 
X119.974Y129.44I-14.J0. 
G2X119.486Y129.722I0.J.564 

G1X119.471Y129.748 
G3X118.953Y130.047I-.518J-.3 
X118.924Y130.046I0.J-.599 
G1X118.192Y130.011 
X116.446Y129.731 
X114.72Y129.269 
X113.217Y128.694 
X111.549Y127.869 
X110.124Y126.962 
X108.894Y126. 
X107.748Y124.924 
X106.715Y123.762 
X105.929Y122.701 
X105.717Y122.397 
X105.456Y122.129 
G3X103.976Y115.419I14.47J-6.71 
X107.628Y105.263I15.95J0. 
G2X112.872Y101.103I-.49J-6.004 
G3X119.974Y99.44I7.102J14.337 
X127.144Y101.136I0.J16. 
G2X132.316Y105.257I5.723J-1.877 
G3X135.973Y115.42I-
12.295J10.163 
X134.419Y122.286I-15.952J0. 
G1X133.913Y122.858 
X133.285Y123.762 
X132.288Y124.89 
X131.081Y126.02 
X129.876Y126.962 
X128.468Y127.86 
X126.939Y128.634 
X125.418Y129.219 
X123.504Y129.74 
X121.808Y130.011 
X120.092Y130.102 
X118.924Y130.046 
X117.995Y129.766Z4.16 
X117.308Y129.082Z4.496 
X117.023Y128.155Z5.351 
X117.022Y127.953Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X130.227Y107.164 
G1Z6.06 
X130.505Y106.235Z4.609 
X131.188Y105.546Z4.207 
X132.115Y105.26Z4.064 
X132.317Y105.259Z4.06 
X132.835Y105.282 
X133.017Y105.261 
X134.821 
G3X137.972Y115.42I-14.8J10.159 
X136.988Y121.281I-17.951J0. 
G2X136.63Y121.26I-.358J3.002 
X134.625Y122.02I0.J3.023 
G1X134.54Y122.096 
X133.683Y122.551Z4.16 

X132.713Y122.549Z4.496 
X131.858Y122.091Z5.351 
X131.715Y121.948Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X132.821Y107.261 
G1Z6.06 
X133.056Y106.319Z4.609 
X133.706Y105.6Z4.207 
X134.619Y105.271Z4.064 
X134.821Y105.261Z4.06 
X137.192 
G3X139.972Y115.42I-
17.171J10.159 
X138.879Y121.934I-19.951J0. 
G1X138.785Y122.162 
G2X136.988Y121.281I-2.155J2.121 
G1X136.082Y120.936Z4.16 
X135.444Y120.205Z4.496 
X135.226Y119.26Z5.351 
X135.239Y119.058Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X135.192Y107.261 
G1Z6.06 
X135.427Y106.319Z4.609 
X136.077Y105.6Z4.207 
X136.99Y105.271Z4.064 
X137.192Y105.261Z4.06 
X139.48 
G3X141.972Y115.42I-
19.459J10.159 
X140.749Y122.644I-21.951J0. 
G1X140.633Y122.925 
G3X139.934Y123.692I-1.188J-.381 
G1X139.263Y122.798 
X139.041Y122.459 
X138.785Y122.164 
X138.346Y121.299Z4.16 
X138.366Y120.329Z4.496 
X138.84Y119.482Z5.351 
X138.986Y119.342Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X137.48Y107.261 
G1Z6.06 
X137.715Y106.319Z4.609 
X138.365Y105.6Z4.207 
X139.278Y105.271Z4.064 
X139.48Y105.261Z4.06 
X139.983 
X140.163Y105.283 
X141.632Y105.094 
G3X143.972Y115.42I-
21.611J10.326 
X142.619Y123.356I-23.951J0. 
G1X142.482Y123.688 
G3X141.372Y125.212I-3.697J-1.526 
G1X140.963Y124.836 
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X139.992Y123.756 
X139.537Y122.899Z4.16 
X139.539Y121.929Z4.496 
X139.998Y121.074Z5.351 
X140.141Y120.932Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X140.191Y107.528 
G1Z6.06 
X140.185Y106.558Z4.609 
X140.637Y105.699Z4.207 
X141.439Y105.154Z4.064 
X141.632Y105.094Z4.06 
G2X143.461Y104.283I-1.494J-5.835 
G3X145.972Y115.42I-23.44J11.137 
X144.488Y124.071I-25.951J0. 
G1X144.33Y124.452 
G3X142.906Y126.522I-5.545J-2.29 
G1X142.153Y125.931 
X141.372Y125.212 
X140.839Y124.402Z4.16 
X140.75Y123.436Z4.496 
X141.127Y122.542Z5.351 
X141.256Y122.386Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X142.896Y107.054 
G1Z6.06 
X142.573Y106.14Z4.609 
X142.718Y105.181Z4.207 
X143.298Y104.403Z4.064 
X143.461Y104.283Z4.06 
G2X144.923Y102.918I-3.323J-5.024 
G1X145.116Y103.16 
X145.267Y103.425 
G3X147.972Y115.42I-
25.246J11.995 
X146.356Y124.787I-27.951J0. 
G1X146.179Y125.215 
G3X144.609Y127.646I-7.394J-3.053 
G1X143.216Y126.765 
X142.906Y126.522 
X142.311Y125.756Z4.16 
X142.146Y124.8Z4.496 
X142.45Y123.879Z5.351 
X142.567Y123.714Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X145.299Y105.719 
G1Z6.06 
X144.694Y104.961Z4.609 
X144.517Y104.007Z4.207 
X144.81Y103.083Z4.064 
X144.924Y102.916Z4.06 
G2X145.857Y101.149I-4.786J-3.657 
G1X146.488Y101.672 
X146.776Y102.034 
X147.04Y102.496 

G3X149.972Y115.42I-
27.019J12.924 
X148.223Y125.505I-29.951J0. 
G1X148.028Y125.978 
G3X146.471Y128.559I-9.243J-3.816 
G1X146.041Y128.39 
X144.681Y127.692 
X143.951Y127.053Z4.16 
X143.608Y126.145Z4.496 
X143.732Y125.183Z5.351 
X143.815Y124.999Z6.06 
Z11. 
G0X147.128Y103.676 
G1Z6.06 
X146.309Y103.157Z4.609 
X145.829Y102.314Z4.207 
X145.803Y101.344Z4.064 
X145.857Y101.149Z4.06 
G2X146.161Y99.259I-5.719J-1.89 
G1Y99.172 
X146.487Y99.251 
X146.791Y99.381 
G3X148.052Y100.426I-1.868J3.537 
G1X148.436Y100.908 
X148.812Y101.566 
…… 
…… 
…… 
X171.008Y107.067Z2.06 
Z11. 
G0X171.009Y117.736 
Z7.06 
G1Z2.06 
X171.95Y117.971Z.609 
X172.67Y118.621Z.207 
X172.999Y119.533Z.064 
X173.01Y119.735Z.06 
Y119.999 
X172.426Y119.984 
X171.492Y119.724Z.16 
X170.789Y119.055Z.496 
X170.484Y118.134Z1.351 
X170.48Y117.932Z2.06 
Z13. 
G0X66.89Y102.26 
G1Z6.5 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.163 
G2X80.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X79.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X78.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X87.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X96.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X94.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X93.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X99.837Y105.26I6.J0. 

G1X107.163 
G2X113.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X112.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X111.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X120.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X129.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X127.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X126.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X132.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X140.163 
G2X146.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X145.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X144.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X153.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X162.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X160.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X159.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X165.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z5. 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.163 
G2X80.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X79.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X78.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X87.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X96.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X94.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X93.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X99.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X107.163 
G2X113.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X112.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X111.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X120.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X129.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X127.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X126.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X132.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X140.163 
G2X146.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X145.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X144.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X153.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X162.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X160.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X159.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X165.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
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G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z4. 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.163 
G2X80.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X79.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X78.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X87.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X96.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X94.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X93.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X99.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X107.163 
G2X113.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X112.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X111.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X120.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X129.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X127.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X126.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X132.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X140.163 
G2X146.163Y99.26I0.J-6. 
X145.298Y96.156I-6.J0. 
G3X144.Y91.5I7.702J-4.656 
X153.Y82.5I9.J0. 
X162.Y91.5I0.J9. 
X160.702Y96.156I-9.J0. 
G2X159.837Y99.26I5.135J3.104 
X165.837Y105.26I6.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z2.5 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.167 
G2X72.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X87.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X102.Y113.026I0.J-15. 

X99.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X107.167 
G2X105.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X120.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X135.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X132.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X140.167 
G2X138.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X153.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X168.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X165.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z1. 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.167 
G2X72.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X87.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X102.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X99.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X107.167 
G2X105.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X120.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X135.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X132.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X140.167 
G2X138.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X153.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X168.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X165.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z0. 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.167 
G2X72.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X87.Y128.026I15.J0. 

X102.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X99.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X107.167 
G2X105.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X120.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X135.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X132.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X140.167 
G2X138.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X153.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X168.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X165.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z-1 
G2X69.89Y105.26I3.J0. 
G1X74.167 
G2X72.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X87.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X102.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X99.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X107.167 
G2X105.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X120.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X135.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X132.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X140.167 
G2X138.Y113.026I12.833J7.766 
X153.Y128.026I15.J0. 
X168.Y113.026I0.J-15. 
X165.833Y105.26I-15.J0. 
G1X170.107 
G2X173.107Y102.26I0.J-3. 
G1X173.1Y44.9 
G2X170.1Y41.9I-3.J0. 
G1X69.89 
G2X66.89Y44.9I0.J3. 
G1Y102.26 
Z13. 
M5 
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